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Crime imposes significant costs on society. Reported crime data is important in 

quantifying the severity of crimes, based on which decision-makers would allocate 

resources for crime interventions. Human mobility big data has triggered the interest 

in various fields to study the relationship between urban crimes and mobility at a 

large scale, especially the predictive power of mobility for urban crimes. This 

research direction can enrich our understanding of crimes and better inform crime-

related decision-making. One concern about reported crime data is the bias issue. The 

bias could be produced by different levels of residents’ willingness to report potential 

crime incidents and police activity in neighborhoods. While lots of studies about 

crime prediction are aware of biases in reported crimes, few of them propose 

solutions to address or mitigate this issue or to evaluate how this issue would affect 

prediction models in terms of accuracy or fairness. 



  

My dissertation research aims to explore the potential of human mobility big 

data for crime prediction. Specifically, my dissertation will advance the state-of-the-

art by addressing three challenges in mobility-based crime prediction: 1) Constructing 

mobility features might be sensitive to different methodological choices. Without 

careful examination of these choices, there might be conflicting findings. One critical 

area of mobility analysis to predict crime is the identification of urban hotspots. 

Therefore, my work performs a systematic spatial sensitivity analysis on the impact 

of these choices and provides guidelines to identify the most stable ones. 2) Under-

reporting generates biases in reported crime data. To address such bias, I develop a 

Bayesian model for long-term crime prediction that infers the unobserved true 

number of crime incidents. Comprehensive experiments show how the accuracy and 

fairness of long-term crime prediction would be affected by modeling the under-

reporting of crimes. 3) Although empirical studies show promising results about the 

relationship between human mobility and long-term crime prediction, the effects of 

mobility features on short-term crime prediction have yet to be explored. Therefore, 

my work conducts a series of experiments to explore how incorporating mobility 

features into short-term crime prediction models affects their performance in terms of 

accuracy and fairness. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The popularization of mobile phones and the emergence of other information

communication technologies (ICTs) has triggered research interests in urban com-

puting from the perspective of human mobility. Human mobility data, such as Call

Detail Records (CDRs), GPS logs and geotagged social media data, have shown

high potentials in understanding many aspects of urban life and dynamics, such

as analyzing daily patterns to understand the pulse of a city [3, 4]; investigating

the correlation between human mobility patterns and land-use patterns as well as

urban functions [5, 6] and assisting public emergency response during disasters [7].

Increasing attention has been paid to studying the relationship between human mo-

bility and crimes. As suggested by the routine activity theory [8], crime is a complex

social phenomenon emerging from the interaction of people and the surrounding en-

vironment. For example, there is evidence of a superlinear relationship between the

presence of people and the number of property crimes, indicating that a dispropor-

tional number of property crimes occurs in regions where an increased flow of people

takes place in the city [9].

Crime imposes high costs to society at the individual, community, and national
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levels. In 2020, the US saw a significant crime rise across major cities1. A large body

of literature from the fields such as criminology, geographic information science,

urban planning and data science has been dedicated to understanding factors that

cause criminal actions and, more importantly, measures to prevent crimes from

happening. For example, environmental criminology [10] and crime opportunity

theory [11] emphasize the importance of environmental factors in criminal actions

and study the spatiotemporal patterns in crime incidents.

Countless reports, academic papers, books, news articles, social media dis-

cussions, and other materials about crimes rely on reported crime data [12, 13].

Reported crime data can be used to evaluate the efficiency of police force [14], pre-

dicting crime hotspots for patrol routes planning [15] and evaluate the effects of

crime-related policies. Reported crime data is also the basis for crime prediction,

which helps allocate resources more efficiently to prevent future crimes. There are

individual-based crime prediction, such as the identification of offenders or victims,

and place-based crime prediction, where places can be grids, census tracts, or large

regions such as municipalities or cities, to predict the occurrence or volumes of

crimes in a given place.

In this dissertation study, crimes mostly refer to traditional violent and prop-

erty crimes, such as assaults and burglary, which are direct-contact predatory viola-

tions where the offenders and targets are in physical proximity when the violations

happen [8], as opposed to modern crimes such as cybercrimes where the offenders

are not spatially in contact with the victims. Crime prediction refers to place-based

1https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/03/us/us-crime-rate-rise-2020/index.html
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crime prediction based on reported crime data. Depending on the time horizon of

interest, place-based crime prediction can be distinguished as long-term crime pre-

diction, e.g., predicting the volumes of crimes in the next month or next year; and

as short-term crime prediction, e.g., predicting the occurrence of crimes in the next

day or next week. Long-term crime prediction analysis allows us to understand how

the environmental factors of places shape future crimes; and in turn, help us inform

better urban planning that improves the urban environment potentially decreasing

crime occurrence. On the other hand, short-term crime prediction analysis is gen-

erally used to better allocate policing resources to response to crimes more swiftly

in a short period of time.

Traditionally, crime prediction utilizes the crimes’ inherent spatiotemporal

patterns [12, 16] and environmental factors such as spatial contexts, e.g., land use

and point-of-interest (POI) [17], and social contexts, e.g., population diversity [18].

Recently, more and more studies leverage the relationship between human mobil-

ity and crimes. The general approach of mobility-based crime prediction is to first

extract mobility features from human mobility data. These mobility features, such

as number of identified visitors and footfall, i.e., the number of people present in

a given area and a time interval, can been considered as inputs for machine learn-

ing models to predict crimes. Various studies have shown that mobility features

can be utilized along with other socioeconomic features to enhance long-term crime

prediction in small spatial units such as grids and census tracts [18–21]. Although

human mobility shows promising results in long-term crime prediction, at least three

challenges have been identified in this dissertation research.
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The first challenge is that the construction of mobility-based features might

be sensitive to different methodological choices. For spatial data, there is a well-

known issue called modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) [22], i.e., the areal units

(zonal objects) used in many geographical studies are arbitrary and modifiable and

could introduce statistical bias in the feature extracted. Due the MAUP issue, the

extracted mobility-based features could be statistically biased and different, and

therefore, different areal units of interest could generate conflicting findings about

the descriptive relationship between human mobility and crimes or the predictive

power of mobility for crime prediction. In addition to MAUP, differences in other

methodological choices such as the delimitation of cities or urban areas and the

specific definition of mobility features can also cause the findings such as the rela-

tionship between mobility and crimes to be less robust.

The second challenge is about the under-reporting issue in the reported crime

data. As computational models are built upon reported crimes and have an increas-

ing influence on future resource allocation, the bias encoded in reported crime data

becomes more critical. One source of such bias is the under-reporting of crimes,

where a crime has occurred but is not reported to the police, or the crime is re-

ported but the police mark the incident as ”no crime”. Various factors contribute

to the under-reporting of crimes, such as the crime being ”too trivial/no loss [23]

and lack of faith in the authorities [24]. The presence of female officers has also

been shown to increase the willingness to report violent crimes, especially related to

domestic violence [25]. As a result, reported crime data does not merely reflect the

severity of crimes but also the community-police relationship and the bias towards
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certain socially disadvantaged populations [10]. Without considering the potential

bias of reported crime data, the crime prediction systems might relay the bias and

provide unfair outcomes.

The third challenge is that the effects of human mobility data on the short-term

crime prediction models are unclear. Traditional short-term crime prediction studies

only utilize historical crimes and urban environment factors such as POI and focus

solely on the accuracy of prediction. Although empirical studies have shown there

exists a relationship between mobility-based features and long-term crime incidents,

there exists a knowledge gap for the effectiveness of mobility features for short-

term crime prediction in terms of accuracy and fairness. Studies have shown that

short-term crime predictive systems could be reinforcing the data bias in the crime

incident data [26]. With the increasing application of predictive models in policing,

it is vital to understand not just accuracy but also the fairness of the prediction

outcomes.

These challenges would impose obstacles on the mobility-based crime predic-

tion research and applications in terms of robustness, as the extracted mobility

features could be sensitive to and dependent on the underlying methodology choice;

and fairness, as the under-reporting issue could generate and hide biases inside the

reported crime data and lead to unfair crime prediction, both in the long-term and

short-term.
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1.2 Research Objectives and Questions

This study aims to improve the robustness, accuracy and fairness, and appli-

cability of crime prediction using human mobility big data by addressing the three

challenges identified above. Specifically, I will conduct three empirical studies to

achieve the following three primary research objectives and address the correspond-

ing research questions.

Research Objective 1: Evaluate the sensitivity of human mobility features

to different methodological choices for constructing such features.

Urban spatial data are often heterogeneous, e.g., these data are collected from

different sources and have different spatial resolutions. There are different method-

ological choices to resolve the heterogeneity among different sources of urban spatial

data. For example, one could extract human mobility features for grid-level spatial

analysis or for Voronoi polygons. However, it is unclear how these methodological

choices would impact the extracted mobility features and the subsequent analysis.

In this study, I focus on one commonly used type of human mobility data, Call

Detail Records, and a set of urban hotspots features that can characterize the spa-

tial structure of cities. Although mobility-based hotspot analyses are extensive,

there is no consensus among researchers about the process followed in computing

them. Through an extensive literature review, I identify four kinds of methodologi-

cal choices in constructing these mobility features: the definition of city boundaries,

the spatial units of interest, the interpolation method to distribute individuals asso-

ciated to a given cellular tower across grids or census tracts, and the hotspot variables
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used to measure and characterize the computed hotspots. I quantify sensitivity as

a stability index, and through the comprehensive spatial sensitivity analysis, I will

answer the following research questions:

1A): Are mobility-based urban hotspot features sensitive to the methodology

choices that construct such features?

1B): If sensitive, is there any combination of choices that provide the most

stable result among all possible choices?

Research Objective 2: Propose a model that can address the under-reporting

issue in reported crime data and improve the fairness in mobility-based long-term

crime prediction.

Traditionally, reported crime data is considered as ground truth to train

machine learning models for crime prediction. This approach ignores the under-

reporting issue in reported crime data, which is a major concern about data bias

in the reported crime data. Although the determinants for under-reporting behav-

ior have been widely studied, none of the existing crime prediction models includes

these insights into the modeling to address the under-reporting issue.

In this study, I focus on long term municipality-level crime prediction, i.e.,

the dependent variable is the annual number of crimes in a given municipality. The

reported crime data is not assumed to be ground truth for the crime prediction

model. Instead, it is considered as observed variables under a Bayesian framework.

Two hidden variables are proposed to model the under-reporting process: 1) the

true crimes, i.e., all crimes that have happened whether or not they have been

recorded in the reported crime data; 2) the reporting rate, i.e., ratio of the number
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of reported crimes to the number of true crimes. Existing literature has shown

various factors that influence the under-reporting behavior. These studies provide

domain knowledge about the under-reporting issue and can be used to model the

under-reporting process. The mobility component of this model is to model the true

crime generation process with mobility-based features. By explicitly modeling the

true crime generation and the under-reporting process, this study will answer the

following research questions:

2A): Does modeling the under-reporting process improve or hurt the perfor-

mance of predicting the number of reported crimes?

2B): Does modeling the under-reporting process improve the fairness of crime

prediction?

2C): What influence do the mobility-based features have on the true crime

generating process?

2D): What influence do the determinants have on the reporting rate, i.e., the

under-reporting process?

Research Objective 3: A comprehensive analysis on the effects of incor-

porating mobility features in short-term crime prediction in terms of accuracy and

fairness.

Existing empirical studies about the relationship between human mobility and

crimes have been conducted in the context of long-term crime estimation or predic-

tion analysis and no studies have incorporated mobility features in the short-term

crime prediction. Also, studies proposing new short-term crime prediction focus

solely on improving accuracy without taking fairness into account. As predictive
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models become pervasive in daily policing decisions, I argue that it is important

to evaluate new short-term crime prediction models in terms of both accuracy and

fairness.

In this study, I focus on short-term census-tract-level crime prediction, i.e.,

the dependent variable is whether there will be any crime incident occurring in a

given census tract in the next day. Based on a publicly available human mobility

dataset in the US, I will extract various mobility variables and evaluate the effects

of incorporating mobility features on various state-of-the-art deep learning short-

term crime prediction models. I consider three combinations of input (predictive)

features for the crime prediction models: 1) historical crimes only, which serves as the

baseline; 2) mobility features only; and 3) historical crimes and mobility features. In

order to obtain robust results, the experiments and evaluation are conducted in four

U.S. cities with diverse demographics, i.e., Baltimore, Minneapolis, Chicago, and

Austin, for two types of crimes, i.e.. property and violent crimes. The proposed

approach requires large datasets with mobility data, which less-developed cities

might not have access to. In fact, certain cities might not have the infrastructure

or the mobile services might be relatively new, making the mobility data collected

insufficient to properly train the mobility-based crime prediction model. Therefore,

I also conduct a preliminary study on cross-city transfer learning to explore the

effects of knowledge from data-abundant cities. The following research questions

will be addressed in this study:

3A): Does incorporating mobility features improve or hurt the accuracy of

short-term crime prediction?
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3B): Does incorporating mobility features improve or hurt the fairness of short-

term crime prediction?

3C): If incorporating mobility features makes short-term crime prediction less

fair, what are the potential factors that contribute to the less fair prediction?

3D): How can the under-reporting process be modelled into short-term crime

predictors and how will the accuracy and fairness be affected by it?

3E): Can transfer learning techniques help cities with limited mobility data

improve mobility-based crime prediction by leveraging knowledge from cities with

abundant mobility data?

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation

The organization of this proposal is as follows. Chapter 2 reviews related liter-

ature on human mobility, reported crime prediction and the under-reporting issue,

and algorithmic fairness in the context of crime prediction. Chapter 3 introduces

the framework and the results for the spatial sensitivity analysis on mobility-based

urban hotspot features. Chapter 4 focuses on modeling the under-reporting issue

to improve the fairness of mobility-based long-term crime prediction. Chapter 5

focuses on the effects of human mobility features on short-term crime prediction

in terms of accuracy and fairness. Finally, conclusions and future direction of this

dissertation are described in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1 Human Mobility Data in Urban Environments

Urban density and human mobility are essential to understand and charac-

terize urban environments. For example, the population and population density

are the foundations to define urban versus rural areas and measure the scale of

urbanization, while the commuting flows are the key to classify metropolitan ver-

sus non-metropolitan [27]. Job density rather than residential population density

is used to study the formation and functions of sub-centers in cities [28]. Tradi-

tionally, urban density is estimated by either census residential population density

[29] or job/employment density, which is the population density during work hours

[28]. Commuting flows and travel behavior can be collected through travel surveys

[30]. These estimations are costly to collect and can only represent the snapshots

of population density either during the night when people return to their homes or

during work hours when people are at work.

The recent availability of pervasive technologies has triggered new ways of

studying cities using the large scale human mobility data generated from mobile

phones and other wearable devices as well as transportation systems with GPS

sensors. With these technologies, we can collect human mobility data with low cost
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and measure real-time fine-grained urban density and population dynamics in cities.

The pervasive human mobility data has opened up many opportunities in a rising

research field called urban computing [31].

On the individual level, various studies focus on modeling individual mobility

behaviors and patterns. The most notable characteristics about individual mobility

are the regularity and predictability. González et al.found that human trajectories

show a high degree of temporal and spatial regularity, which is due the fact that

people tend to spend most of their time in a limited number of places [32]. The

regularity can be quantified as mobility entropy, where a low entropy means the

individual’s mobility is regular and vice versa [33]. Because most people’s mobility

is regular, various studies confirm their movements are also highly predictable [33,

34], and develop many next-location prediction methods [35, 36]. With human

trajectories, we can also quantify the range of individuals’ mobility by indices such as

total mobility distance and radius of gyration [37]; identify individuals’ meaningful

location such as workplace and home locations [38].

On the city level, human mobility data provides a real-time sensing of the

population’s movement and gathering. One of the very basic applications is to

estimate the density of population in the different regions covered by the dataset

in fine-grained time resolution. The density of population is also called footfall and

have been utilized in various studies [2, 9, 19, 39]. The estimation of population

density provides a timely complement to the census survey which often takes places

once every few years, especially for developing countries. In additional to population

density estimation, studies have shown that mobility data such as CDR can further
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model and evaluate the socio-economic characteristics of different regions, such as

poverty and wealth [40, 41], and socio-economic development levels [42–44].

With the high spatio-temporal resolution, mobility data can also be used to

study the built-in environment of cities by leveraging the dynamics of population

movement. For example, the identified urban hotspots can be used to evaluate the

dynamic spatial structure of cities, such as urban sprawl and compactness [2]. Ur-

ban spatial structure is an important topic in quantitative geography and urban

economics as it is related to the transportation system in terms of energy consump-

tion or air pollution [45, 46], and economic growth performance [47, 48]. Discovering

functional regions or land use patterns is another important topic in applying mo-

bility data for cities structure analysis. Ŕıos, Sebastián and Muñoz applied Latent

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to mobile phone data to detect four land use patterns,

office areas, residential areas, leisure-commerce pattern, and rush hour pattern [49].

Yuan et al proposed a topic modeling framework (titled DRoF) using point-of-

interests data and GPS trajectories and discovered 9 types of functional region

clusters. Geo-tagged social media can also be used to annotate functional areas in

the city [50, 51].

Urban transportation systems can also benefit from the pervasive human mo-

bility data. Various studies have been working on forecasting traffic in the city using

mobile phone data, taxi trajectories, bikeshare usage, and so on [52–54]. The real-

time mobility data can enhance government’s response for emergency events, such

as enhancing communication between the public and the local government during

snowstorms [7], understanding population displacement due to earthquake [55], and
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measuring inequality in community resilience to hurricanes and flooding events [56].

2.2 Reported Crimes Prediction

Crimes do not occur randomly. Environmental criminology has revealed var-

ious spatiotemporal patterns in different types of crimes [10]. Crimes are highly

concentrated in space and cluster at a range of spatial scales. For example, At least

half of the crimes took place in only approximately 5% of street segments in several

cities [57]. Over short time ranges, near repeat victimization has been observed

in different types of crimes over the world [58], i.e., when a crime incident occurs

at one location, there is a temporary increase in the probability that other crime

incidents will occur nearby. Over long periods, the concentration of crimes is also

stable. Based on the 14 years (1989-2002) of crime reports in Seattle, Weisburd

et al. shows that the vast majority of street segments showed a remarkably stable

pattern of crime [59]. That crimes stably cluster in both space and time is the basis

of crime prediction using historical crimes. In the early efforts of crime prediction,

Geographical Information System (GIS) enabled the generation of crime maps that

assigned predictive risk scores to places, using techniques such as kernel density

estimation based on historical crimes [16, 60]. A more sophisticated way to model

spatiotemporal clustering is the self-exciting point process by making an analogy

between near repeat victimization pattern and earthquake aftershocks [12, 61]. The

advantage of this model is that it can be extended to model the relations between

different types of crimes, such as gun crimes can provide information about risks
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of future homicides [12]. Zhao and Tang observed that for a given region, with the

increase of differences between two time-slots, the crime difference tends to increase

[17]. Therefore they proposed an intra-region correlation to capture this temporal

pattern of crimes in their prediction model. Neural networks have also been applied

to modeling spatiotemporal patterns in historical crimes for future crime prediction

[13, 62, 63]. In the neural networks, the spatial patterns of crimes are modeled

by convolution layers, while the temporal patterns can either be modeled as multi-

ple feature maps in the convolution layers [62] or modeled by the recurrent neural

network layers such as LSTM [63].

Besides the spatiotemporal patterns within historical crimes themselves, the

relationship between crimes and the environment is also very important in under-

standing crimes. The built environment characteristics of the neighborhoods, such

as land use or point-of-interest, have a strong connection with the spatial distribu-

tion of crimes. For example, bars and liquor stores are associated with high levels of

crime risks [64, 65], and spatial distribution of property crime is positively associated

with non-residential land uses such as commercial uses and public transit stations

[57]. Seasonality is also observed in crimes. Parks are more positively associated

with property crime during spring and summer seasons [66]. Weather and climate

change also influence the fluctuation of the number of crimes [66, 67]. In light of

the connection between crimes and the environmental context, various contextual

features, such as point-of-interest (POI), land use, meteorological data, 311 calls

for service data, and census data, is used as to enhance the prediction accuracy

[17, 18, 20].
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In addition to the inherent spatio-temporal patterns of crime incidents, there

are various theories about the relationship between human mobility and crime in-

cidents; and Browning et al. provide a systematic review for the theoretical foun-

dations at the intersection of place, neighborhood, crimes and human mobility. For

example, the routine activities theory puts an emphasis on mobility and micro-

places characteristics; the social disorganization theory has an implicit focus on

mobility through the lens of neighborhood-level social interaction [68]; For example,

the routine activities theory puts an emphasis on mobility and micro-places char-

acteristics and argues that each successful violation involves at least one offender

and at least one personal or property target and also requires the absence of any

effective guardian capable of preventing its occurrence [8]; the social disorganization

theory has an implicit focus on mobility through the lens of neighborhood-level so-

cial interaction [68]; while the Opportunity makes the Thief theory claims that the

opportunity is the cause of crime [69] i.e., the higher the presence of suitable targets

such as people and property, the more crimes could happen.

Although various theories are suggesting the relationship between human mo-

bility and crimes, only until recently empirical studies about what role and predic-

tive power mobility might have on crimes at large scale and finer granularity become

possible due to the increasing availability of human mobility data in the urban en-

vironment. Mobile phone data, geolocated social media, taxi pick-up/drop-off, and

check-ins have been leverage to construct mobility features in order to predict crime

incidents. One of the most common mobility feature used is footfall, defined as the

number of individuals present in a given area at a given time span. Bogomolov et al.
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estimate footfall and population diversity such as gender and age from mobile phone

data and predict whether a regular grid cell will have a high or low level of crimes

in the following month [19]. Caminha et al. showed that increased footfall in a

particular area of the city was proportional to the increasing rate of property crimes

happening in the region [9] Kadar and Pletikosa extracted footfall from check-ins,

subway, and taxi data, along with other census and POI features, to predict the

number of crimes for a given census tract using tree-based machine learning models

[18]. Visitors for a given community can be identified using individual trajectories.

Felson and Boivin show a strong correlation between visitors variables and crimes

in all the census tracts studied [70]. De Nadai et al. proposed a spatially filtered

Bayesian Negative Binomial model to study how social, built environment and foot-

fall influence criminal activity [20]. In addition to footfall, Kadar et al. found out

that the quantity of pass-through human flows are also helpful in modeling annual

hourly profiles of crimes of census tracts [21].

In this dissertation study, I will explore the predictive power of urban hotspot

features, which are extracted from mobility patterns, to characterize urban spatial

structure for long-term crime prediction. Also, current mobility-based crime pre-

diction models are based on traditional machine learning models such as random

forest in the context of long-term crime prediction. It remains unknown how the

mobility features could affect the short-term crime prediction. To fill in this gap, I

will develop neural network models to exploit the large scale human mobility data

to enhance mobility-based short-term crime prediction.
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2.3 Under-reporting of Reported Crimes

Although reported crime statistics are widely used, the debate over the validity

of reported crime statistics is almost as old as the reported crime statistics them-

selves [71]. However, all the crime prediction models mentioned in the above section

treat reported crimes as ground truth and do not consider the under-reporting issue.

Concerns about under-reporting in crime data are highly related to the production of

the reports themselves where exists the systematic reporting bias. Although crime

reporting systems around the world vary a lot, in a simplified way, before being

a record in the reported crime database, a crime incident goes through two main

phases: 1) being reported to the police, either by an individual or by the police

officials on scenes; 2) being recorded to the database by the police.

In the first phase, crimes are generally reported by victims or witnesses, who

report around 80% of the crimes, 6% by the police on scenes, and the rest by

offenders, alarm systems, officials other than police [10, 72]. There are various

reasons why the public might choose not to report a crime. The crime being ”too

trivial/no loss” used to be the most important reason, but recently ”Police could do

nothing” has come on top [23]. ”Lack of faith in authorities” is another reason for

under-reporting that highlights the importance of community-police relationships

[24]. Increased presence of female officers can significantly increase the willingness

to report violent crimes, especially domestic violence [25].

In the second phase, after incidents are reported, the police decide whether or

not to record incidents as crimes in the database. Bottomley and Coleman showed
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the percentage of incidents written off as ”no crime” may be as high as 10 percent.

Various factors can influence the police’s decision, such as the perceived seriousness

of the case, its detectability, and the officer’s desire to minimize paperwork [73].

As a result, under-reporting in crimes is heavily impacted by social disparities. For

example, in Kensington, middle-class crime complaints are more likely to be reported

and accepted by the police (i.e., high reporting rate and high recorded rate), while

the reports from white working-class tend to be rejected (low recorded rate) and

racially-mixed communities are less willing to report (low reporting rate) [10].

There are ongoing discussions about how to improve the efficiency of crime

reporting systems, such as using digital technology to enhance anonymity [74], ap-

plying predictive policing to enable police officers to detect more crimes at scenes

[15], and advocating for more timely national incident-based reporting system [75].

As we wait for these systems to be developed, it is critical to address the existing

bias in reported crime data, so that crime predictions are fair across social groups.

Although the reporting and recording of crime incidents are two different phases, in

this study, I make no distinction between them as it is almost impossible to obtain

such information from the local police force. Instead, we simplify and quantify the

under-reporting issue of crimes as the reporting rate, which is the ratio of the num-

ber of reported crimes in the police database to the number of (unobserved) true

crimes that have occurred. This simplification is common in the literature [25, 72].

The severity of under-reporting of crimes is often quantified by reporting rate,

which is estimated by victimization surveys. These surveys, such as National Crime

Victimization Survey in the U.S. [76], contain questions about whether respondents
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experienced crimes in the past few months, details about when and where these

crimes happened, and whether they called the police about those crimes. There

are also a few studies that match call for service data, i.e., 911 calls in the U.S.,

with reported crimes to estimated the reporting rate [77, 78]. The reporting rate for

different types of crime in different countries varies. The average of reporting rate

for property crimes in 2007 is around 50% in UK, 2007 [23] and 36% in US, 2000 [72].

While the reporting rate of all crimes in Mexico in 2010 is only 12% [79]. Studies

have shown that the poverty rate [80] and unemployment rate [81] could decrease

the likelihood of property crime incidents, such as burglaries, being reported. For

violent crimes, on the other hand, gender, age, and marital status of the victims

[72] as well as the percentage of female-headed households with children, poverty,

and foreign-born population of census tracts [78] are shown to influence reporting

behavior.

Instead of victimization surveys and call for service data, in this dissertation

study I will develop mobility-based under-reporting-aware models, i.e., modeling the

true crime generation and under-reporting process to provide quantitative insights

about under-reporting issue from the perspective of crime prediction.

2.4 Algorithmic Fairness in Crime Prediction

As there are systematic biases in the reported crime data, there is a risk of

feedback loops in reported crime prediction if the systematic biases are not addressed

and future resource allocation decisions are based on these prediction models. Feed-
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back loops are situations where the trained machine learning model informs deci-

sions that then affect the data collected for future iterations of the training process

[82]. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate and improve the fairness of the crime

predictions.

The concern about biases in crime prediction based on reported crimes cor-

responds with the increasingly popular research topic, algorithmic fairness, due to

the emergence of computational algorithms making decisions with high societal im-

pact such as loan requests, crime prediction, and criminal sentencing. Algorithmic

fairness, especially the most commonly used notion of group or statistical fairness,

is based on the notion of protected or sensitive attributes, such as gender and race

(minority and non-minority). A protected attribute usually represents a population

sub-group that has historically suffered from discrimination, and therefore some form

of (approximate) parity or non-discrimination regulation in the predictive algorithm

is desired for these protected groups [82, 83].

Fairness is a complex concept, and there are different and sometimes conflicting

definitions, and thus, a variety of fairness metrics. Verman and Rubin summarize

three categories, five sub-categories, and 20 fairness metrics. Through an example

experiment of credit score classification (whether a loan applicant has a good or bad

credit score), they show the conflicts among these metrics, i.e., the same predictions

are considered as fair in some metrics but unfair in other metrics [84]. Adding

fairness constraints or regularization in the modeling process is the most common

and generic approach to improve fairness [85–87]. Although the definitions of fairness

vary, it has been empirically shown that there is usually a trade-off between the
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accuracy and fairness of prediction, i.e., improvement in fairness is generally at the

expense of the algorithmic accuracy [87–89].

In contrast with the large number of studies on building more accurate crime

prediction models, only a few papers are focusing on the fairness or bias issue in

place-based crime prediction. These papers focus on the potential feedback loop in

predictive policing. As the increasing usage of predictive policing tools in the police

system, Lum and Isaac conducted the seminal study analyzing the possible bias in

the PredPol ’s prediction, a crime prediction platform [26]. Through a simulation

experiment, Lum and Isaac show that black people would be targeted by predictive

policing at roughly twice the rate of whites in PredPol and argue that there could

be a feedback loop as police officers may be incentivized to make more arrests to

increase their productivity. Ensign et al. follow Lum and Isaac’s work and propose

a model that can reduce the potential feedback loop in predictive policing [90]. The

creators of PredPol responded to Lum and Issac work by arguing the difference

between reported crimes, the data that PredPol is trained on, and police arrests,

the outcomes from police patrol. They analyzed the results from a randomized

controlled trial in collaboration with the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD)

and show that there is no significant difference in the arrest rate for different races

by introducing PredPol [91].

With the increasing application of short-term crime predictive systems in polic-

ing, although the effect of predictive policing on data bias and feedback loop is

inconclusive, I posit that it is critical for any new proposed model to be properly

evaluated both in terms of accuracy and fairness. However, short-term crime pre-
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diction models have exclusively focused on the evaluation of prediction accuracy,

without taking into account any fairness analysis [13, 92, 93].

The feedback loop from the bias in arrest to future model training is one of

the potential unfair or biased issues that could be generated by place-based crime

prediction. As mentioned by [91], reported crime data is different from the police’s

arrests. Only 7% of the reported crimes are reported by police on scenes, and about

80% of the crimes are reported by the community [10]. The study by Lum and

Isaac clearly shows that the prediction from predictive policing tools can be biased

toward the minority population due to the under-reporting of crime. Therefore, it is

necessary to comprehensively evaluate the fairness in crime prediction models and

improve the fairness of crime predictions by addressing the bias in reported crimes

themselves.

In this dissertation study, I will focus on addressing one of the sources of

reported crime data bias, that is, the under-reporting issue to improve the fairness

of long-term and short-term crime prediction. Also, I will conduct comprehensive

analysis on crime prediction models in terms of accuracy and fairness and explore

the potential sources of unfairness in the crime prediction outcomes.

2.5 Cross-city Transfer Learning

Transfer learning is important when training data is insufficient. Generally

speaking, transfer learning aims to extract the knowledge from one or more source

settings (tasks) and to apply that knowledge to a target setting (task) [94]. In the
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context of urban computing, cross-city transfer learning aims to transfer knowledge

from source cities with abundant data resources to target cities where services and

infrastructures are not ready or just in place, and where data resources are insuf-

ficient. Cross-city transfer learning often times is described as domain adaptation

as in Pan and Yang’s framework, where the tasks are the same for both source and

target cities. Cross-city transfer learning has been applied to multiple areas in urban

computing including POI recommendation in new cities[95, 96], mobility generation

[97, 98], bike services distribution [99], crowd flow prediction [63, 100, 101].

The main challenge of cross-city transfer learning is that different cities have

different road network infrastructure, public transportation systems, socioeconomic

development levels and traditions and cultures. Therefore, a critical step in knowl-

edge transfer for these tasks is spatial matching among source cities and target cities

i.e., identify city regions that are similar and for which the transfer knowledge can

be applied. Related work has sometimes solved the spatial matching problem by

proposing to identify similar grids in source and target cities. Fan et al. construct

a spatial matching matrix connecting all grids in the source city and the target city

so that user trajectories in the source city can be explicitly transferred as trajec-

tories in the target city [97]. The spatial matching matrix also enables visualizing

how the knowledge in the source city is transferred to the target city. Wang et

al. identify the most similar grid in the source city for each grid in the target city

based on Pearson correlations between time series of crowd flow or other auxiliary

data [100]. Instead of finding grid-to-grid matches, Yao et al. proposed a spatial

memory mechanism to compute nonlinear similarity scores with clusters of different
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grid-level spatiotemporal patterns [63].

Another approach for spatial matching is to learn a feature transformation

function that can convert a city-dependent spatial distribution to a feature space

that is not city-dependent and can be shared among source cities and target cities.

For example, Liu et al. apply Factor Analysis over the extracted features of two

cities jointly and obtain latent features for city grids [99]. Instead of pairing one

source city and one target city, He et al. trained an adaptation function on multiple

source cities so that this function can transform features from city-dependent spatial

contexts to a mobility intention space that can be shared among all source cities,

and which is assumed to also be shareable with the target cities [98].

In terms of spatial units, a large part of the related work divides cities into

grids. Nevertheless, there are other types of spatial units considered in the literature

depending on the tasks of interest. In fact, cities can also be constructed as graphs

based on the road networks. Using a graph partition method, Mallick et al. divide a

large road network into multiple local networks so that a graph convolution network

can utilize knowledge learned from seen network structures to predict traffic in

unseen networks [101]; and Lin et al. propose a Clustering-based Transfer Model

for Prediction (CTPM) based on dynamic time wrapping similarity between each

pair of road segments from the source cities and the target cities. The prediction

of traffic speed for a road segment in a target city would be based on the k-nearest

road segments in the source city. [102].

The effectiveness of cross-city transfer learning in the mobility-based crime

prediction has yet to be explored. In this dissertation study, I will conduct a pre-
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liminary study on transfer learning to improve short-term crime prediction models

in cities with data scarcity issue in human mobility data.
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Chapter 3: Study 1: Spatial Sensitivity Analysis for Urban Hotspots

using Cell Phone Traces

3.1 Introduction

A critical area in mobility behavior analysis is the identification of activity

centers or dense regions a.k.a. hotspots, defined as regions with high concentration

of individuals for a given period of time [2, 3, 103, 104]. Hotspot analyses using CDR

data are generally carried out in two different scenarios (1) modeling, with a focus

on analyzing the urban structure, such as the quantification of the urban sprawl

or compactness of cities [2, 47]; or the analysis of the spatio-temporal evolution of

popular locations for a given region [105, 106]; and (2) prediction, with a focus on the

analysis of the predictive power of dense regions with respect to a given variable; for

example, high footfall (number of estimated visits) in a region has been associated

to high crime [107, 108], or large numbers of individuals at night or work times

have been associated to the identification of home (residential) and work locations

[109, 110]. These studies are often carried out at two different spatial scales: intra-

city, where researchers focus on models or predictions for a given city [3, 5]; and

inter-city, where researchers focus on comparing behaviors across cities [2, 4].
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Although hotspot analyses using cell phone traces are extensive, there is no

consensus among researchers about the process followed to compute them in terms

of three important features: (i) city boundaries used to define the area under study

e.g., some researchers use metropolitan areas [2] that represent cities as labor mar-

ket areas comprising commuting behaviors, while others use a smaller entity - the

core municipality - which represents the physical boundary of a city rather than

its economic activity, and which is generally contained within a metropolitan area

together with other non-core municipalities [3, 111]; (ii) spatial units considered to

compute the hotspots, which in the literature range from using Voronoi polygons

that simulate cell phone coverage areas [103, 112, 113]; to uniformly distributed

grids [2, 5, 109, 114–116]; or census tracts [6, 117], with the latter two approaches

requiring the use of interpolation methods [4, 6, 118, 119] to distribute individuals

associated to a given cellular tower across grids or census tracts; and (iii) hotspot

variables used to measure and characterize the computed hotspots, such as the total

number of hotspots for a region or hotspot compactness measures [2, 120]. The

combination of these different features could produce significant differences in the

hotspots identified, which could in turn provide conflicting findings.

In this study, I provide a spatial sensitivity analysis of the impact that the

choice of a given set of city boundaries, spatial units and interpolation methods

might have on the stability of the hotspot variables computed using cell phone

traces (CDR). This spatial sensitivity analysis will answer the following questions:

1A) Are mobility-based urban hotspot features sensitive to the methodological

choices that construct such features?
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1B) If sensitive, is there any combination of choices that provide the most

stable result among all possible choices?

The answers to these questions will provide guidelines for researchers looking

to identify the most stable combination of parameters that will preserve the stability

of the CDR-based hotspots independently of the city boundaries, spatial units and

interpolation methods selected; and will also pinpoint into risky combinations of

features that might produce non-stable, CDR-based hotspot measures. Additionally,

these recommendations will also guide researchers into whether results across papers

can be compared or not, based on the reported stability of certain combinations of

features.

The systematic analysis will be carried out for two cases: inter-city and intra-

city, where most of the related literature in CDR-based hotspot analyses has focused.

Inter-city analyses will evaluate the stability of the city-rankings, based on a given

hotspot variable, across different combinations of city boundaries, spatial units and

interpolation methods; while intra-city analyses will assess the stability of a hotspot

variable - computed hourly and represented as a 24 hour vector - across different

combinations of city boundaries, spatial units and interpolation methods.

3.2 Methodology

Hotspot analyses using CDR data are critical to study city dynamics and the

spatial structure of cities. To detect hotspots, researchers generally follow a set of

common steps, although its implementation varies widely depend on research focus,
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Figure 3.1: Hotspot Identification Process. The grey areas in Step 1 are the areas
considered in each city boundary setting e.g., the grey areas in Urban settings are
urban areas, while the white areas are the rural areas. The outer boundary is the
metro area boundary and the inner boundaries are the municipalities’ boundaries.

application area or data availability. In this section, I will explain the different

choices that researchers have in hand when computing hotspots, and I will describe

the methodology I will use to assess the impact that the choice of varying feature

combinations might have on the stability of a given hotspot measurement variable,

both at the inter-city and intra-city levels.

Researchers generally follow these four steps to the identify the hotspots in a

region: (i) define the city boundary of the city under study, (ii) define the type of

spatial units used to compute hotspots, and estimate the population for each spatial

unit, (iii) detect hotspots based on the estimated population, and (iv) compute

hotspot indices to quantitatively characterize crowded regions in a city. Next, I

explain each component in Figure 3.1 in detail.
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3.2.1 City boundaries

The delimitation of cities or urban areas is in itself one of the traditional tasks

in urban geography and planning [121]. Although not the focus of this study, it high-

lights the importance of understanding the impact that different city delimitations

might have on hotspot analyses. Most related studies focused on the computation

of CDR-based hotspots consider two different dimensions.

The first one is the definition of the physical city boundary. While some

researchers define cities by their metropolitan area [2, 122], others only consider the

urban core [3, 119, 123, 124]. Metropolitan areas are often defined as an aggregation

of municipalities that share industry, infrastructure and housing, and that represent

the economic city with a densely populated urban core area - that might span

across multiple municipalities - and its surrounding rural, less-populated areas. On

the other hand, municipalities are generally smaller spatial units embedded within

a metropolitan area, with its urban core representing the physical boundary of

the city and the region that has emerged historically as the most prominent in the

metropolitan area [111]. Therefore, when the term city is used in current CDR-based

hotspot analyses, it is important to understand whether it refers only to the densely

populated areas within a metropolitan area [3, 123, 124]; or to the metropolitan area

as a whole, including both the densely populated urban area and its less-populated,

rural surrounding territories [2, 45, 122]. See Urban and UrbanRural columns in

Figure 3.1.

The second dimension focuses on whether to treat the metropolitan area as
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a whole unit to compute hotspots, or to consider each embedded municipality in-

dependent of each other, albeit connected by secondary population flows. Since

metropolitan areas delimit the economic city, with mobility flows between its core

urban area and other regions, it makes sense to identify hotspots at that scale,

which would mostly characterize the commuting population [2, 45]. However, by

computing hotspots at that scale, local characteristics or economic structures of

individual municipalities might be ignored. For example, non-core municipalities

within a metropolitan area might be sub-centers for jobs in the region [121]. As

a result, the mobility patterns characterizing these municipalities might be more

affected by its internal flows that by movements to and from other municipalities

[122].

To carry out a comprehensive assessment of the different city boundary settings

that are used by researchers when computing CDR-based hotspots, I propose to

explore the following four settings: (i) Metropolitan Area Urban-Rural (Metro-UR),

where hotspots are computed across the the whole metropolitan area that includes

all urban and rural areas; (ii) Metropolitan Area Urban (Metro-U), where hotspots

are computed across the whole metropolitan area which is defined exclusively by

its urban areas; (iii) Municipalities Urban-Rural (PerMuni-UR), where hotspots are

computed per individual municipality, and considering both urban and rural areas

within the municipality; and (iv) Municipalities Urban (PerMuni-U), where hotspots

are computed individually only for the urban areas within each municipality. The

boundary setting is denoted as b with b ∈ {Metro-UR, Metro-U, PerMuni-UR,

PerMuni-U}. An example of the four different boundary types are shown in Step 1
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in Figure 3.1.

3.2.2 Spatial units and interpolation methods

Voronoi tessellation is a common spatial unit of choice when using CDR data

to understand population dynamics [103, 112, 113, 117]. For each cell tower c in the

cell phone infrastructure, Voronoi tesselation is used to represent its spatial coverage

or service area (see Figure 3.2). The assumption on which Voronoi tessellation is

based is that users would always use the closest cell tower. In this way, researchers

associate to a given Voronoi polygon vc all the individuals that have been observed

at that cell tower c. However, Voronoi polygons (Vor) are not the only type of

relevant spatial unit. Some researchers have focused on spatial regularity and have

chosen grids (G) [2, 109, 114] as the spatial units of interest, while others prefer to

census tracts or blocks (CT) [6, 117] because these are the same geographic units

as census data and can represent the boundaries of neighborhoods to some extent.

In this study, I will denote the type of spatial unit as t with t ∈ {CT, G, Vor}.

Voronoi tessellation assigns a set of individuals to a given Voronoi polygon,

and the number of individuals i.e., the footfall, is then used to compute hotspots.

However, when using grids or census tracts, or when a Voronoi polygon needs to

be clipped because it spreads outside the boundary of a city or a municipality,

additional processing is required to assign the presence of individuals to a different

spatial unit. Grid and census tracts polygons will overlap with Voronoi polygons,

and as a result, interpolation methods that approximate the footfall in a given
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(a) Grids (b) Census tracts

Figure 3.2: An example of grids intersecting with Voronoi polygons (the underlying
grey polygons). The locations of cell towers are represented as black triangles. Grids
or census tracts in red, green and blue intersect with three, two and one Voronoi
polygons, respectively. For example, G1 intersects with Vor1 and Vor2, G2 intersects
with Vor2, CT1 intersects with Vor1 and Vor3 and CT2 intersects with Vor1.

overlapping polygon area is required (see Figure 3.2 for an example). Similarly,

clipped Voronoi polygons will require to approximate the footfall for any given

sub-polygon. With that objective in mind, I explore three types of interpolation

methods commonly present in the literature: uniform (Uni), population-based (Pop)

and inverse-distance (Idw) [2, 6, 118]. In this study I will denote the interpolation

methods as i with i ∈ {Uni, Pop, Idw}.

The most common interpolation method in the CDR literature is the uniform

method (Uni) [2, 119, 125]. This method assumes that all individuals are located

within a given polygon uniformly. Therefore, the number of individuals in any grid

or census tract polygon overlapping with a Voronoi polygon will be proportional to

its area. Let v be the set of Voronoi polygons intersected with spatial unit u, vc be

the Voronoi polygon and nc be the footfall in cell tower c, the interpolated footfall

n
u,i=Uni using the Uniform method for u is computed as follows:
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nu,i=Uni =
∑
vc∈v

Area (Intersection (u, vc))

Area (vc)
· nc (3.1)

The limitation of the Uniform method is that people are unlikely to be dis-

tributed over a spatial unit uniformly, especially for vast rural areas where people are

less likely to be present. Therefore, researchers have used population-based methods

(Pop) that distribute the footfall of a Voronoi polygon over a spatial unit propor-

tionally to the population density e.g., urban areas in the spatial unit are assigned

larger numbers of individuals than rural areas [6]. The population-based method

requires information about census population. Let the given census population dis-

tribution be at the census tract level, yx be the shape and px be the population of

the x-th census tract. The census population is assumed to be normally distributed

within yx, as no finer-grained information about population is available. Let S be an

arbitrary polygon e.g., a spatial unit or the intersection between a spatial unit and a

Voronoi polygon. If S itself is a census tract, the population of S is straightforward.

That is one of the reasons why some researchers prefer to use census tract as spatial

units. But if S is not a census tract, then S intersects with a set of census tracts

denoted as y. The population of S is computed as:

Pop(S) =
∑
yx∈y

Area (Intersection (S, yx))

Area (yx)
· px (3.2)

Let v be the set of Voronoi polygons intersected with spatial unit u, vc be

the Voronoi polygon and nc be the footfall for cell tower c, the population-based

method interpolates the footfall nu,i=Pop at a given spatial unit u proportional to
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the population, instead of to the total area:

nu,i=Pop =
∑
vc∈v

Pop (Intersection (u, vc))

Pop (vc)
· nc (3.3)

Nevertheless, the population-based method has an important drawback since

the population retrieved from the census will represent residential population rather

that footfall, which might affect the way population dynamics in non residential

areas are computed. Also, both uniform and population-based methods assume that

the association of individuals to the closest cell tower location is always correct,

which might not be the case specially for users who are at the boundaries of a

given Voronoi polygon. Thus, researchers have used a third method to overcome

this limitations, the inverse distance weighting (Idw) [4, 118] that determines that

the number of individuals in a spatial unit is the weighted average of its neighbor

cellular towers where the weights are inversely proportional to the distance. The

distance between a spatial unit and a cell tower is computed using their centroids.

It is important to clarify that this method has only been used by researchers in

combination with grids, not census tracts [4, 118]. Given v as the set of neighbor

Voronoi polygons of spatial unit u, nc as the footfall for cell tower c, and d(u, vc) as

the distance between the centroids of u and vc, the interpolated population for u is

computed as follows:

n∗u,i=Idw =

∑
vc∈v

1

d(u, vc)
nc∑

vc∈v
1

d(u, vc)

(3.4)
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Let s(a,b) be the set of spatial units and v(a,b) be the set of Voronoi polygons

intersecting with all spatial units in city a under boundary setting b. Interpolating

using inverse distance weighting does not guarantee the sum of all n∗u,a=Idw for u ∈

s(a,b) to be the same as the sum of all nc for vc ∈ v(a,b) . Therefore, I re-scale n∗u,a=Idw

as follows:

nu,i=Idw = n∗u,i=Idw

∑
vc∈v(a,b) nc∑

u∈s(a,b) n
∗
u,i=Idw

(3.5)

In summary, I consider in this study the following combinations C of spatial

units and interpolation methods: (CT, Uni), (CT, Pop), (G, Uni), (G, Pop), (G,

Idw), (Vor, Uni), (Vor, Pop), with grids of 500 x 500 meters, since this is one of

the most common choices in the literature [2, 116, 123, 126]. This is not meant

to be a complete list of combinations. There are different types of spatial units

and interpolation methods of interest. For example, one could take into account

the terrain or land cover information to assign different relative population density

[39, 127]. Here I aim to analyze commonly used methods to shed light on potential

stability issues. An example of the different spatial units and interpolation methods

explored are shown in Step 2 in Figure 3.1.

3.2.3 Hotspot detection

To compute the hotspots of a city, I need to first identify the spatial units

with a significant number of individuals. Hotspot detection is a binary classifica-

tion problem, where the spatial units with a estimated number of people above a
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Figure 3.3: Loubar hotspot detection for a set of U spatial units with interpolated
population. 1) the units are sorted in ascending order by the population; 2) draw
the Lorenz curve of the accumulated population with x-axis being the ranking of
units normalized by U ; 3) compute the intersection of the tangent line at x=1.0 (the
red line) and the x-axis. Let the intersection point be (X, 0); 4) The threshold δ is
the population of the U ∗ (1−X)th spatial unit; 5) all spatial units with population
≥ δ are the hotspots detected. The detailed explanation of Loubar method can be
found in Louail et al. [2].

threshold value δ, i.e., nu > δ, are considered as hotspots.

There exist different methods to determine the threshold δ [28, 104]. However,

as previous work has shown, δ can be constrained within a lower and an upper bound

[2]. Given the estimated footfall for a set of spatial units, the lower bound of δ is

defined as the average of the set of footfall values. On the other hand, the upper

bound i.e., the strictest definition of hotspot, is computed using the Loubar method

based on the Lorenz curve. The Loubar method is briefly explained in Figure 3.3.

In this study, I will focus on the use of the upper bound, since it constitutes the

strictest approach to measure the spatial structure of the most important places,

and a result, strongest common denominator across different thresholds considered

in the literature.
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Given a CDR dataset, the Loubar method will be applied as follows. I will

first aggregate the number of unique users for each cell tower c to obtain the average

hourly number of unique users: nc = {nc,h}23h=0, where nc,h represents the average

of unique users between h:00:00 and h:59:59. Using equations (3.1) - (3.5), I can

calculate the interpolated population with method i for a spatial unit u: nu,i =

{nu,i,h}23h=0.

Let s(a,b) be all the spatial units in city a, s
(a,b)
m be the spatial units in a

municipality m in city a in boundary setting b, and N s,i,h = {nu,i,h}u∈s be the

interpolated population using method i for a set of spatial units s at hour h. I

apply the Loubar hotspot detection method to N s(a,b),i,h if b is Metro-UR or Metro-

U, or apply Loubar to N
s
(a,b)
m ,i,h

for each municipality m in city a if b is PerMuni-UR

or PerMuni-U to compute the threshold value δ and detect whether a spatial unit

u is a hotspot at hour h. Finally, a spatial unit will be identified as a hotspot if

it is permanent i.e., it is considered a hotspot throughout the 24 hours of the day

(all-day) 1u,i,h = 1 for 0 ≤ h ≤ 23 [2]. This binary decision can be denoted as:

1u,i,h =


1, if nu,i,h ≥ δ

0, if nu,i,h < δ

(3.6)

However, since population density [45] and employment density [28] are often

used in quantitative geography, which roughly correspond to the presence of people

during nighttime and daytime, in this study I will also explore home-hour and work-

hour hotspots. These are formally defined as permanent hotspots during working
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hours (9am-5pm) or home hours (10pm-5am) i.e., 1u,i,h = 1 for hs ≤ h ≤ he with

hs = 9 and he = 17 and with hs = 22 and he = 5, respectively.

3.2.4 Hotspot measurement variables

In this study, I will explore three types of hotspot measurement variables or

indices that have been traditionally used in related literature for hotspot analyses

at inter-city and intra-city levels: (1) scale of the hotspots, (2) degree of urban

sprawl and (3) urban compactness. The first type quantifies the number of hotspots

detected and the geographical area covered by them. The last two types of indices

focus on the quantification of urban structure [2, 30, 45, 46]. Research in quantita-

tive geography and urban economics has shown the importance of studying urban

structure, as it can shape people’s mobility in terms of travel distance, model choice

and car usage [30, 45], the transportation system in terms of energy consumption

or air pollution [45, 46], and economic growth performance [47, 48]. Next, I explain

each set of indices in detail.

(1) Hotspot Scale quantified in terms of number of grids in a city that are

detected as hotspots (NHS ) and the total geographical area covered by the hotspots

detected (AHS ).

(2) Urban sprawl characterizes a type of metropolitan decentralization or

sub-urbanization where a large percentage of a city’s residential and/or business

activity takes place outside of its central location [128]. I use the following indices

to quantify the degree of urban sprawl:
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• Compacity coefficient (COMP) [2] measures the sprawl of the detected hotspots

over a city, with smaller COMP values associated to less dispersed hotspots

with respect to the size of the city. Let A be the geographic area of the city

of interest, hs be the set of hotspots, |hs| be the number of hotspots and dj,k

the distance between the centroids of hotspot j and k.

COMP =
Dhs√
A
, Dhs =

∑|hs|
j=1

∑|hs|
k=j+1 dj,k

|hs| (|hs| − 1)/2
(3.7)

• Mass Compacity coefficient (MCOMP) [45] is a modified compacity coefficient

that weights the distance between hotspots by the population of each grid, and

measures the average distance between individuals located within the detected

hotspots. The smaller MCOMP is, the less dispersed the hotspots are with

respect to the size and population of the city. Let pj be the population in grid

j.

MCOMP =
MDhs√
A
, MDhs =

∑|hs|
j=1

∑|hs|
k=j+1 dj,k pj pk∑|hs|

j=1

∑|hs|
k=j+1 pj pk

(3.8)

(3) Urban compactness The major difference between urban compactness

and urban sprawl indices is that sprawl is always measured with respect to the size

of a city e.g., the indices are normalized by the square root of the geographical

area, while compactness is based on the assumption that the most compact form

of a shape is a circle [120]. Therefore, compactness indices measure compactness

in terms of geometrical properties, and are thus normalized by the reference circle,

e.g., an equal-area or equal-perimeter circle. Urban compactness indices range from
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0 to 1, with 1 representing the exact continuous cirle. I consider the following four

indices that are commonly used in hotspot measurement literature:

• Cohesion (COHE ) [120] is the ratio of the average distance-squared among

all points in the reference circle and the average distance-squared among all

points in the hotspot areas. Large cohesion means people in hotspot areas are

very close to each other. Let r be the points of hs in the rasterized format,

|r| be the number of points and dri,j be the distance between the i- and j-th

point.

COHE =
AHS/π

2
|r|(|r|−1)

∑|r|
j=1

∑|r|
k=j+1 dr

2
i,j

(3.9)

• Proximity (PROX ) [120] is the ratio of the average distance from all points

in the reference circle to its centre and the average distance to the geometry

center of the hotspot areas. The proximity index focuses on the distance

between points from the geometry center instead of the point-wise distance in

the cohesion index. Let g be the center of gravity of hs and dgi be the distance

between the i-th point and the center g.

PROX =
2
3

√
AHS/π

1
|p|
∑|p|

i=1 dgi
(3.10)

• Normalized moment of inertia (NMI ) [129] is based on the dispersion of points

from the center of its shape. It involves the calculation of the second moment

of an area about a point, also known as the moment of inertia (MI). The MI is

then normalized by the MI of the reference circle, hence normalized moment
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of inertia.

• Normalized mass moment of inertia (NMMI ) [130] takes into account the

mass distribution of a shape. The previous three compactness indices consider

only the geometric shape i.e., each point in the shape is equally important in

the compactness. Nevertheless, each hotspot might have a different estimated

population or mass, and they can still be compact - even though their geometry

shape is not - by having the majority of the population concentrate around the

mass center. The reference circle in NMMI is no longer an equal-area circle,

but a circle with equal-effective-area. The mathematical derivation for the

calculation of NMI and NMMI can be found in [129] and [130], respectively.

3.2.5 Hotspot index stability

Hotspot indices are often used as a lens to study various aspects of urban

life, and have been used to compare cities (inter-city analyses) [2, 4, 48, 124], or to

compare hourly hotspots within a city of interest (intra-city analyses) [3–5, 119].

For example, research has shown that high density cities in the UK share higher

levels of public transportation use by low-income residents [29]; while other studies

have revealed that hotspot compactness has a significant negative correlation with

purchasing power parity in cities in Asia, US, Europe, Latin America and Australia

[48].

Nevertheless, the choice of city boundaries, spatial units and interpolation

methods prior to the computation of hotspots and hotspot indices could produce
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significant differences in the hotspots identified, which could in turn provide conflict-

ing findings. For example, a researcher interested in using hotspots to predict crime

in a city, could find a strong correlation or no correlation at all, depending on the

set of city boundaries, spatial units and interpolation methods as well as hotspot

variables considered; or a researcher interested in comparing number of hotspots

across cities, could identify largely different city-rankings depending on the sets of

features used.

The main objective of this study is to provide a systematic analysis of the

impact that the choice of a given set of city boundaries, types of spatial units and

interpolation methods might have on the stability of the hotspot indices presented.

The recommendations of these analyses will provide guidelines for researchers look-

ing to identify the combination of parameters that will preserve the stability of the

hotspot indices; and will pinpoint into risky combinations of features that might pro-

duce hotspot indices with little stability. Next, I explain my approach to measuring

the stability of a hotspot index for both inter-city and intra-city scales.

Inter-city Index Stability. Inter-city analyses focus on comparing rankings

of cities based on a given hotspot index, or on comparing rankings of cities based

on correlations between a given hotspot index and another urban feature such as

crime or economic growth. Thus, to measure the stability of a given inter-city index,

I propose the following approach. For each combination of city boundary b, type

of spatial unit t (Vor, G or CT) and interpolation method i (Uni, Pop or Idw),

I compute the hotspots and hotspot indices described in the methodology section

across all cities under study. Next, I conduct Spearman correlation for each pair
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of city rankings resulting from different combinations of features, and compute the

stability of an index for a given city boundary, as the average of all correlation

coefficients across spatial units and interpolation methods. High average correlation

coefficients across combinations of features will reveal that the hotspot index is

stable i.e., the ranking of the cities for a given index is similar independently of the

spatial features used. Researchers could select any set of features since the rankings

do not appear to change, and as result, any correlation analyses between hotspots

and other features would also be robust. On the other hand, low average correlation

coefficients will identify indices that should not be used since the rankings vary

widely depending on the combination of features.

Let C = {(CT,Uni), (CT, Pop), (G, Uni), (G, Pop), (G, Idw), (Vor, Uni),

(Vor, Pop)} be the list of combinations of type t spatial units and interpolation

method i considered in this study, with |C| as the number of combinations and

Cj as the j-th combination where 1 ≤ j ≤ |C|. For each hotspot index ind ∈

{NHS, AHS, COMP, MCOMP, COHE, PROX, NMI, NMMI}, city boundary b and

combination Cj = (tj, ij), I first compute the permanent hotspots (all-day/work-

hour/home-hour) and then compute the index values for all cities under study.

Each combination Cj will produce an array of index values, one per city, defined as

indb,Cj
. Next, for each pair of combinations Cj and Ck, I compute the correlation

coefficient for index ind and city boundary b as:

Coefind,b,j,k = Spearman(indb,Cj
, indb,Ck

) (3.11)
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The coefficient measures the similarity of rankings among cities. Then the

stability for index ind and city boundary b is computed as:

Stabilityind,b =
1

|C| (|C| − 1)

∑
j,k≤|C|, j 6=k

Coefind,b,j,k (3.12)

Intra-city Index Stability. Intra-city analyses generally focus on comparing

hotspot rankings across time for a given city. Index stability at the intra-city level

is helpful to identify the indices that provide similar hourly rankings independently

of the spatial and interpolation features used. Stable indices can thus be used to ro-

bustly study the relationship between hotspots and urban growth or transportation

efficiency, for example; while unstable indices will be discouraged from use given

the variability of the rankings they provide. To measure the stability of an index at

the intra-city level, given a city a defined using an city boundary setting b, I first

compute the hotspots at each hour h using combination Cj = (tj, ij). This yields

a 24-hour vector indb,Cj ,a for each combination Cj and city a. Pairs of combina-

tions Cj and Ck are compared in terms of ranking similarity in city a via Spearman

correlation.

Coefind,b,a,j,k = Spearman(indb,Cj ,a, indb,Ck,a) (3.13)

The intra-city level stability for index ind at city a using city boundary b is

the computed as:
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Stabilityind,b,a =
1

|C| (|C| − 1)

∑
j,k≤|C|, j 6=k

Coefind,b,a,j,k (3.14)

Finally, to identify the stability of a given index for a certain city boundary

and spatial combination, I average the stability measure across all the cities a ∈ A

under study:

Stabilityind,b =
1

A

A∑
a=1

Stabilityind,b,a (3.15)

Spearman correlation coefficients will be interpreted as follows [131]: a stability

score in range of [0.8, 1) is considered very strongly stable; in range of [0.6, 0.8) is

considered strongly stable; moderately stable in the [0.4, 0.6) range; weakly stable

in the range of [0.2, 0.4) and unstable in the [0.0, 0.2) range.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Study areas and Dataset

To carry out the sensitivity analyses, I use pseudonymised CDR data from the

59 top metropolitan areas in Mexico (see Figure 3.4). The data covers cell phone

activity from October 2009 to June 2010. No individual data has been used, only

aggregated statistics at the cell tower level to quantify the number of unique users per

hour. City boundaries have been defined using official shapefiles for metropolitan

areas as defined by CONAPO, the National Population Council in Mexico [132].

Municipalities, census tracts (known as AGEBs in Mexico) and urban and rural
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Figure 3.4: 59 metropolitan areas in Mexico

areas have been extracted from INEGI, the statistical department in Mexico [133],

with data from 2010.

3.3.2 Inter-city level analysis

Figure 3.5 shows the stability scores for each hotspot index and city boundary,

with each table representing all-day, work-hour and home-hour hotspots. Recall that

each stability value is computed as the average of all Spearman correlations between

all pairs of combinations of spatial units and interpolation methods. To measure that

variance, each table also shows the standard deviation of the stability in parentheses.

Next, I describe the main outcomes, followed by an in-depth discussion in the next

section. There are the following observations based on the Figure:

1) All hotspot indices are the most stable when cities are defined by their

urban municipalities only (PerMuni-U) with average correlations between different

spatial unit and interpolation combinations ranging from 0.62 to 0.86 - very strongly

correlated - across methods. Hotspot indices are least stable when cities are defined
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(a) All-day (b) Work-hour (c) Home-hour

Figure 3.5: Stability (Standard deviation) of all indices in different boundary set-
tings. The gradient background color is based on the stability score ranging from 0
to 1, the darker the orange color is, the closer it is to 1.

by their metropolitan area and considering both urban and rural regions (Metro-UR,

with stability values from 0.33 to 0.59). Generally, it is fair to say that all indices

tend to be more stable in settings that consider only urban areas and independent

municipalities, rather than whole metropolitan areas. As a result, and whenever

possible, city boundaries that consider only urban municipalities should be favored

in inter-city analyses since the ranking of cities will likely remain stable and compar-

isons with other urban features - e.g., crime - will be robust thus avoiding conflicting

results.

2) Scale of hotspot indices (NHS, AHS) and urban sprawl indices (COMP,

MCOMP) are the most stable. For 3 out of 4 city boundary settings, NHS, COMP

and MCOMP are between strongly and very strongly stable. Therefore, compared

to the compactness indices, researchers have more freedom to choose the boundary

settings and interpolation methods for inter-city level comparisons that are based

on scale of hotspots and degree of urban sprawl. This means that under the same

city boundary setting, comparison among cities in terms of these two indices or cor-

relation with other factors using them are less likely to produce conflicting findings
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across combinations of types of spatial units and interpolation methods. Finding (1)

revealed that PerMuni-U produces the most stable indices across types. However,

the second most stable boundary setting for scale of hotspots and urban sprawl is

different. Scale of hotspots’ second best setting is Metro-U while for urban sprawl is

PerMuni-UR. For urban sprawl, the difference between the stability in PerMuni-UR

and in PerMuni-U is small. Therefore, as long as researchers are using PerMuni-

based settings, whether or not to include rural areas does not have a large impact

in terms of stability.

3) Compactness indices (COHE, PROX, NMI and NMMI) are the least stable

indices. When making comparisons at the inter-city level in terms of compactness

indices, researchers should first pay attention to the boundary settings because com-

pactness indices are strongly stable only in the PerMuni-U setting and moderate to

weakly stable in the other three settings. When PerMuni-U setting is undesired,

e.g., rural areas need to be incorporated, myproposed method allows researchers

to explore in depth the relationship between spatial units, interpolation methods

and stability for a selected city boundary; to then choose the most stable combi-

nation within the unstable setting. For example, Figure 3.6 shows the Spearman

correlations among the different combinations for the PROX index in the Metro-UR

boundary setting. In general, the stability across all combinations is low. However,

if researchers need to use a Metro-based setting, the (G,Pop) combination tends

to have the largest average correlations (0.49) and thus, the largest stability which

would make it the top candidate combination to use when extracting hotspots at

both urban and rural scales. Similar results are observed for COHE, NMI and
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Figure 3.6: Spearman correlation coefficient Coefind=PROX,b=Metro-UR,j,k between
each pair of combinations (Cj, Ck) for all-day permanent hotspots. The coefficient
matrix is symmetric. The row mean is the average of coefficients in each row,
excluding the values on the diagonal. The row mean of j-th row shows the average
coefficients of combination Cj correlated with other combinations.

(a) 24-hour vector (b) 4-hour-bin vector

Figure 3.7: Stability (Standard deviation) of all indices in different boundary set-
tings. The coefficients in (a) are computed using 24-hour vector of indices and in
(b) are computed using 4-hour-bin vector. The gradient background color is based
on the stability score ranging from 0 to 1, the darker the orange color is, the closer
it is to 1.

NMMI.

4) In most cases, the stability for different indices and boundary settings is

similar among all-day, work-hour and home-hour permanent hotspots. But the

home-hour stability in Metro-UR settings for COHE, PROX and NMI is consistently

smaller than all-day and work-hour.
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3.3.3 Intra-city level analysis

The stability scores at the intra-city level for each hotspot index and across

boundary settings are shown in Figure 3.7(a). Standard deviation values for each

stability score - representing the spread of the correlations among different combi-

nations of spatial units and interpolation methods - are also shown. The Figure

3.7(a) shows that:

1) Hotspot scale and urban sprawl indices are more stable in Metro-based

settings, while urban compactness indices highest stability is achieved when using

municipalities to define city boundaries. Nevertheless, the impact of boundary set-

tings is small for urban compactness indices. Based on these findings, researchers

could favour one type of indices versus others depending on the boundary settings

of interest, which would in turn produce more robust indices to measure hotspot

rankings over time for a given city.

2) The highest stability score is achieved by urban sprawl indices (COMP

and MCOMP) under Metro-UR and Metro-U boundary settings. This is different

from the inter-city level stability analyses where the best score was achieved with

PerMuni-based settings. However, even the highest stability is only moderately

stable. AHS also has moderate stability under Metro-UR and Metro-U boundary

settings. The rest indices in all settings are weakly stable, much lower than the

stability scores at the inter-city level, indicating that a change in the boundary or

spatial unit choice could produce widely different results.

3) The intra-city stability scores per index are computed extracting permanent
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hourly hotspots i.e., hotspots that are considered as such throughout the 24 hours.

As a result, the low stability scores could be potentially due to the stringent defini-

tion of hotspot. To assess that, we grouped the 24 hours into 6 bins - each bin is

a 4-hour-bin - and computed the hotspot indices again. In this case, the Spearman

correlation was computed between two 6-bin vectors of coefficients - instead of the

previous 24-hour vectors. Figure 3.7(b) shows that although the stability scores in-

crease, except for the COMP index in the Metro-based setting, they are still mostly

weakly stable.

Finally, it is important to mention that although the index stability scores at

the intra-city scale are on average low, some cities do have much higher stability

scores than others. This finding might be indicating that, unlike inter-city scales,

intra-city hotspots’ stability might depend on other types of cultural or social trends

not studied in this study.

3.4 Discussion

In this section, I explore potential reasons behind the stability findings de-

scribed in the previous section.

3.4.1 Stability of hotspot scale indices (NHS and AHS) at the inter-

city level

As explained in the previous section, hotspot scale indices (NHS and AHS)

are more stable when city boundaries are defined using only urban municipalities.
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(a) Metro-UR setting (b) Metro-U setting

(c) PerMuni-UR setting (d) PerMuni-U setting

Figure 3.8: Spearman correlation coefficients Coefind=NHS,b,j,k between each pair of
combinations (Cj,Ck) under four different boundary settings. The coefficient matrix
is symmetric whose lower triangular part is omitted.

I posit that this might be due to the fact that rural areas, which generally have

smaller footfall, are dramatically changing the Lorenz curves and, as a result, the

scale of the hotspots computed. I will now analyze in depth a few case examples that

are representative of the global trends observed in the analyses. Figure 3.8(a) shows

the Spearman correlation coefficients for the NHS index across all the combinations

of spatial unit and interpolation methods per each of the four boundary settings.

Combinations (G, Uni) and (G, Idw) are weakly or even not correlated with other

methods in the Metro-UR causing the low stability score. Changing to other bound-

ary settings, such as excluding the rural areas, all the coefficients involving methods

(G, Uni) and (G, Idw) have a large increase and as a result NHS becomes more

stable in Metro-U setting. Therefore, I will compare the NHS computed based on

combinations (G, Idw) and (G, Pop) to explore what might cause the unstability
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or dissimilarity in the cities ranking.

Figure 3.9(a) and 3.9(b) shows the comparison between Metro-UR and Metro-

U settings for city 34 (Puebla-Tlaxcala Metropolitan Area) and city 39 (Rioverde-

Ciudad Fernández Metropolitan Area). Each plot represents the Lorenz curve used

to compute NHSa based on a combination C = (t, i) of type of spatial units t and

interpolation method i in city a. The results show that the more rural areas a city

has, the more heavily the shape of Lorenz curve is changed by different combinations

C, which causes variations in the number of hotspots identified. For example, Figure

3.9(a) shows that under the Metro-UR setting, NHS34 = 200 and for NHS39 = 34

based on the combination (G, Pop), which means that the ranking of city 34 is

higher than 39. Changing to the combination (G, Idw), NHS34 decreases to 138 but

NHS39 increases to 466 showing that the ranking of cities 34 and 39 has reversed.

This is caused by the fact that city 39 has more rural areas (99%) than city 34

(70%), and the Lorenz curve for city 39 is impacted more (much more closer to the

diagonal) by changing from (G, Pop) to (G, Idw) than the curve for city 34.

On the other hand, the spatial units in the rural areas are not considered

in the hotspots detection under the Metro-U setting. For example, the number of

grids considered in city 39 in Metro-U setting is about 250, much smaller than in

Metro-UR setting which is about 14, 500. The impact brought by the variation in

percentage of rural areas is mitigated by focusing on urban areas only in the Metro-

U setting i.e., the change in the Lonrenz curve and change in NHS from (G, Pop)

to (G,Idw) is smaller and more consistent in both cities. Changing from (G, Pop)

to the (G, Idw), NHS34 increases from 196 to 205 and NHS39 increases from 27 to
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(a) Metro-UR (b) Metro-U

(c) PerMuni-UR, municipaliites in city 34

(d) PerMuni-UR, municipaliites in city 39

Figure 3.9: Lonrenz curves for loubar-based hotspots detection in city 34 and 39 in
different boundary settings. The x-axis is rescaled to the number of spatial units to
better explain the difference in NHS. Combination (G, Pop) and (G, Idw) are shown
for comparison. City 34 has 70% of rural areas and 39 municipalities with various
percentage of rural areas while city 39 has 99% of rural areas and 2 municipalities
both with more than 95% of rural areas.
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56. Therefore the ranking of both cities are better preserved between these two

combinations.

Next, focusing on the Permuni-UR setting. In PerMuni-based settings hotspots

are detected per municipality. Therefore, the Lorenz curves might be affected by the

percentage of rural areas in each municipality. City 34 as a whole metropolitan area

has 70% rural areas, but it has 39 municipalities with various percentages of rural

areas from 1% to 92%. Four example municipalities are shown in Figure 3.9(c). City

39 has 2 municipalities, both of which have similar percentages of rural areas as city

39 as a whole, shown in Figure 3.9(d). It can be observed that for municipalities

with high percentage of rural areas e.g., municipality 22163, 21074, 24024, 24011 in

Figure 3.9(c) and 3.9(d), the Lorenz curves are also heavily impacted by changing

from (G, Pop) to (G, Idw). For municipalities with lower percentage of rural areas

e.g., municipality 21114, 21041 in Figure 3.9(c), the Lorenz curves are less impacted.

As a result, changing from (G, Pop) to (G, Idw), the NHS34 changes from 905 to

3663 and the NHS39 changes from 60 to 503. Although city 34 still has a smaller

change in NHS (increased 3 times) than city 39 (increased 7.4 times), the ranking

between them is preserved. Therefore the stability of NHS in Permuni-UR is better

than in Metro-UR.
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3.4.2 Stability of urban sprawl indices (COMP and MCOMP) at the

inter-city level

As discussed in the previous section, urban sprawl indices computed with

PerMuni-based boundary settings appear to be more stable than Metro-based ones.

One of the possible reasons might be the different ways in which the population of

a metropolitan area can be distributed across municipalities. For example, some

metropolitan areas have a dominant urban core with the majority of human ac-

tivities, while in other metropolitan areas there might be municipalities acting as

sub-centers with similar levels of activity as their urban cores.

(a) city 25 (b) city 46

Figure 3.10: Permanent hotspots detected by combinations (CT, Uni) (Vor, Pop)
for city 25 and 46.

Take city 25 (Morelia Metropolitan Area) and 46 (Tlaxcala-Apizaco Metropoli-

tan Area) as examples (Figure 3.10). Both city 25 and 46 have multiple munici-

palities and each municipality has an urban area. But in city 25, the urban core

is dominating, that is, the population of city 25 is mostly concentrated in one core

urban region e.g., (CT, Pop) and (Vor, Pop) in Metro-UR setting in Figure 3.10(a).
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While in city 46, the location of the hotspots varies. With the combination (CT,

Pop) in Metro-UR, the permanent hotspots concentrate in the left-bottom corner

(Figure 3.10(b)), just like city 25. But with the combination (Vor, Pop) in Metro-

UR, permanent hotspots in other municipalities are detected thus increasing the

value of the COMP index (Figure 3.10(b)). As a result, since different metropoli-

tan areas have different distributions of population over multiple municipalities,

hotspots indices computed over metropolitan-based settings are not as stable. On

the other hand, detecting hotspots in the municipality-based settings is more sta-

ble because the permanent hotspots are local to each municipality and overall the

hotspots spread over multiple municipalities (see the second row in Figure 3.10(a)

and 3.10(b)). And because COMP is normalized by the square-root of city’s geo-

graphical area, the distance between hotspots spreading over the city is normalized.

Therefore variances in the population distribution bring less instability to COMP

indices across spatial units and interpolation methods.

Rural areas also appear to play a role in index stability. Figure 3.11 shows

the correlation coefficients for each pair of spatial unit and interpolation method

combination across all boundary settings for the COMP index. Combinations (Vor,

Uni) and (Vor, Pop) are the least correlated with other combinations, especially in

settings including rural areas. When considering rural areas, the Voronoi polygons

can cover large regions e.g., the plot of (Vor, Pop) using the Metro-UR setting in

Figure 3.10(a) and 3.10(b), as the cell towers tend to be sparse in rural areas. Since

urban sprawl indices are computed based on the distance among centroids of poly-

gons, these large Voronoi polygons drag the centroids away from dense population
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(a) Metro-UR setting (b) Metro-U setting

(c) PerMuni-UR setting (d) PerMuni-U setting

Figure 3.11: Spearman correlation coefficient Coefind=COMP,b,j,k between each pair
of between each pair of combinations (Cj,Ck) under four boundary settings. The
coefficient matrix is symmetric whose lower triangular part is omitted.

areas; and since the sizes of the Voronoi polygons are not homogeneous across dif-

ferent metropolitan areas, the inclusion of rural areas brings in high instability to

hotspot urban sprwal indices.

3.4.3 Stability of urban compactness indices (COHE, PROX, NMI

and NMMI) at the inter-city level

Urban compactness indices, similarly to urban sprawl, are computed using

the distance between the detected hotspots. Therefore, these indices are subject to

the same instability issues due to the various ways in which population and footfall

can be distributed across municipalities, and to the varying shapes that Voronoi

polygons might have in rural areas. Comparing Figures 3.11 and 3.12 it can also

be observed that the correlation between Vor -based and other spatial combinations
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is much worse for urban compactness indices than for urban sprawl indices. This

is because compactness indices measure the compactness of the shape of hotspots,

and the varying nature of the Voronoi polygons causes the Vor -based combinations

to be weakly to no correlated with other combinations when the rural areas are

considered.

(a) Metro-UR setting (b) Metro-U setting

(c) PerMuni-UR setting (d) PerMuni-U setting

Figure 3.12: Spearman correlation coefficient Coefind=PROX,b,j,k between each pair
of between each pair of combinations (Cj,Ck) under four boundary settings. The
coefficient matrix is symmetric whose lower triangular part is omitted.

3.4.4 Difference of stability between home-hour and work-hour per-

manent hotspots at inter-city level

There exists little difference in the stability of hotspot indices computed for

home- and work-hour periods across different city boundary settings. Nevertheless,

it is worth noting that the stability scores for COHE, PROX and NMI computed

for home-hour periods are slightly more unstable than their work-hour counterpart,
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especially in the Metro-UR setting. I argue that this might be due to the fact that

for some cities home locations are more spatially scattered, possibly including the

outskirts where CT and Vor polygons tend to be larger when compared to work

locations in downtown areas that tend to have smaller CT and Voronoi polygons.

Thus, these varying area sizes in home location polygons might be increasing the

instability of the indices. See Figure 3.13 for an example of this setting with city

10 (Tuxtla Gutiérrez Metropolitan Area), city 30 (Tepic Metropolitan Area) and

city 32 (Oaxaca Metropolitan Area). The home-hour permanent hotspots are more

scattered than the work-hour permanent hotspots. Using (G, Pop), a few small grids

away from the core area in city 30 and 32 are considered as permanent hotspots. But

using (Vor, Pop), the Voronoi polygons away from the core area have large variation

in size. The variation in size would have a huge impact on the covered geographic

area and subsequently on the equal-area circle considered in the compactness indices.

Therefore, COHE, PROX and NMI have slightly lower stability in home-hour period.

(a) Work-hour permanent hotspots (b) Home-hour permanent hotspots

Figure 3.13: Permanent hotspots detected by methods (CT, Pop), (G, Pop), (Vor,
Pop) for city 10, city 30 and city 32 in work and home hours under boundary setting
b=Metro-UR
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Chapter 4: Study 2: Addressing Under-Reporting to Enhance Fair-

ness and Accuracy in Mobility-based Long-term Crime

Prediction

4.1 Introduction

Historical crime data is of great importance to understand the severity of

crimes in society. Countless reports, academic papers, books and news articles rely

on reported crime data [12, 13]. This data can be used to, for example, evaluate

the effects of programs and policies designed to prevent crime in a city [14]. Crime

prediction, on the other hand, is an important topic of research that uses reported

crime data to predict future occurrences. For example, historical crime data has been

used to predict hotspots so as to assist patrol route planning [15, 92] Traditionally,

historical crimes and socioeconomic data have been used as input to build crime

prediction models at various geographical levels e.g., grids, cities, municipalities

[12, 60, 134, 135]. Nevertheless, due to the increasing availability of mobility data

such as geolocated social media and mobile phone data, a large number of studies

have explored the predictive relationship between mobility patterns and reported

crimes [17, 19, 136].
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There are various theories about the relationship between mobility and crime

in urban environments. For example, the Opportunity makes the Thief theory claims

that the opportunity is the cause of crime [69] i.e., the higher the presence of suitable

targets such as people and property, the more crimes could happen; and empirical

work has confirmed that theory, showing that there is a super-linear relation between

the daily floating population (number of people that has been in a neighborhood)

and incidence of property crimes [9]. Mobility patterns not only trace the movement

of people, but can also characterize the dynamic spatial structure of the urban

environment by detecting urban dense areas, a.k.a. hotspots [2]. Urban spatial

structure is a critical and well understood concept in environmental criminology

and urban quantitative geography, and it has been shown to be correlated to crime

incidents [29, 137].

One of the major concerns of using reported crime data in crime prediction

is data bias, especially when computational models - built upon such data - could

influence future resource allocation e.g., planning police patrol routes [92]. Data

bias in this context can be framed under algorithmic fairness whereby crime predic-

tive models can behave differently for disadvantaged groups such as low-income or

minorities due to over- or under-representation in the historical crime data [138]. In

fact, not all crimes are reported. Sometimes the public does not report crimes that

are considered minor [23]; and low-income has been related to higher under-reporting

for certain types of crimes [80]. In addition, not all reported crimes end up recorded

in the official crime statistics, a decision mostly made by the police [24, 73]. Police

may decide not record a report as a crime because of insufficient evidence and/or
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individual biases [24]. Therefore, the reported crime data statistics that are used

in research will naturally be biased, reflecting partial crime incidents mediated by

community engagement, police resources and potential police biases towards disad-

vantaged populations. Although a few papers have looked into the identification of

biases in predictive policing tools that exclusively use historical crimes [26], there is

no work in the analysis of biases for mobility-based crime prediction models, nor in

mitigation strategies to enhance fairness without sacrificing accuracy.

In this study, I propose a Bayesian hierarchical model to identify and mitigate

under-reporting issues that could lead to biases and lack of fairness in mobility-

based crime incident predictions [139, 140]. Specifically, the predictive model uses

mobility-based features to infer the number of true crime, i.e., the actual number of

crimes that will occur regardless of whether they will be reported; and use domain

knowledge of determinants for under-reporting (e.g., poverty, unemployment rate)

to model the reporting rate, i.e., the ratio of the number of reported crimes to true

crimes. By conducting experiments on different types of reported crimes, I aim to

answer the following questions:

2A): Does modeling the under-reporting process improve or hurt the perfor-

mance of predicting the number of reported crimes?

2B): Does modeling the under-reporting process improve the fairness of crime

prediction?

2C): What influence do the mobility-based features have on the true crime

generating process?

2D): What influence do the determinants have on the reporting rate, i.e., the
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under-reporting process?

4.2 Method

Mobility-based crime prediction can be framed as a regression problem: given

a region of interest i, e.g., a city, a set of mobility-based features ui characterizing

the dynamic spatial structure of i extracted from past mobility data and a set of

determinants si that characterize under-reporting in i, predict the number of future

crimes zi in that region, i.e.,

zi = F (ui, si), (4.1)

where F is the predictor to be trained. F can represent under-reporting-unaware

models, i.e., models that do not address under-reporting and use crime data as

is, such as generic machine learning models; I hypothesize these models will make

biased crime prediction due to the inherent bias in the reported crime data. F can

also represent under-reporting-aware models, such as the proposed Bayesian model

that explicitly models the under-reporting issue so as to mitigate bias.

In this section, I will introduce three major components of the proposed

method: 1) The construction of mobility-based features ui based on Call Detailed

Records (CDR) data; 2) the proposed Bayesian hierarchical model for mobility-

based crime prediction that addresses the under-reporting issue using a set of under-

reporting determinants si; 3) The process of fairness and accuracy evaluation for

crime prediction.
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Figure 4.1: Extracting urban hotspot features from CDR data.

4.2.1 Mobility-based Hotspots Features

In this study, I will focus on mobility-based crime prediction models that

exploit the predictive power of the dynamic hotspots and urban spatial structures

in cities by analyzing the relationship between hotspots and crime incidents.

The mobility data used in this study are Call Detailed Records (CDR). CDR

are a commonly used mobile phone data collected by telecommunication networks

for billing purposes. CDR provide - among other features - spatio-temporal data

about individual mobility behaviors. CDR locations are represented as the (lat-

itude, longitude) pairs of the cellular towers that mobile phones are using when

making phone calls or sending texts. The spatial coverage of cellular towers is often

approximated via Voronoi tessellation. Hourly footfall is computed for each Voronoi

polygon, defined as the average number of hourly unique users present at a given

polygon (Figure 4.1(a)).

Due the irregularity of Voronoi tessellation, I interpolate footfall from Voronoi

polygons to regular grids, with the assumption that footfall within a Voronoi polygon
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is uniformly distributed over space. That is, the footfall for a grid within a Voronoi

polygon is proportional to the overlap between grid and Voronoi polygon (see Figure

4.1(b)). In order to detect urban hotspots, I follow a similar approach to [2]: 1) for

each hour of the day, I apply the Loubar method to the hourly footfall of each grid

so as to detect the upper bound of the number of hourly hotspots (Figure 4.1(c));

2) the grids that are detected as hotspots over the 24 hours of the day are identified

as permanent hotspots (Figure 4.1(d)). The permanent hotspots represent the most

important centers of dense activity in the urban environment and are the ones that

I will use to predict crime incidents.

After detecting urban hotspots, I compute the three types of urban hotspots

features as described in Section 3.2.4.

• Hotspot scales: number of hotspots (NHS) and total gegraphical area covered

by hotspots (AHS);

• Urban sprawl: compacity coefficient (COMP) and mass compacity coeffcient

(MCOMP);

• Urban compactness: cohesion (COHE), proximity (PROX), normalized mo-

ment of inertia (NMI), and normalized mass moment of inertia (NMMI).

4.2.2 Bayesian Model for Under-Reported Crimes (BURC)

As explained in previous sections, the problem of under-reporting in crime

data is an important source of potential bias in mobility-based crime prediction al-

gorithms that might affect protected groups. In this study, I develop a Bayesian
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hierarchical model to mitigate under-reported crime incidents by inferring two vari-

ables (1) the unobserved ”true” crime incidents i.e., all the crimes that have occurred

regardless of whether they have been reported and collected; and (2) the reporting

rate, i.e., the ratio of true crimes being reported in the crime data. The core of

this Bayesian model is that the crime incidents are hypothesized to be generated

following a Poisson distribution given the urban spatial structure features and the

reporting rate is dependent on the determinants of the under-reporting issue through

a logistic link function.

For a given city i, let yi be the volume of true crime incidents (hidden variable),

λi be the average incident occurring rate for true crime incidents for the Poisson

distribution, zi be the volume of reported crime incidents, and πi be the reporting

rate (hidden variable). I model the generative process of crime incidents as follow:

yi|λi ∼ Poisson(λi) (4.2)

zi|λi, πi ∼ Poisson(πiλi) (4.3)

log(λi) = α0 +
K∑
k=1

αku
(k)
i (4.4)

log

(
πi

1− πi

)
= β0 +

J∑
j=1

βjs
(j)
i (4.5)

The volume of true crimes yi follows the Poisson distribution given the aver-
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age occurring rate λi and the volume of reported crimes zi also follows a Poisson

distribution but the occurring rate is πiλi, discounted by the reporting rate πi. The

λi is modeled by the logarithmic link function to ensure λi > 0 and the πi is mod-

eled by the logistics link function to ensure πi ∈ (0, 1). ui = (u
(1)
i , ..., u

(K)
i )T is

the feature vector for city i and α = (α0, α1, ..., αK)T is the coefficients to model

the true crimes occurring rate. si = (s
(1)
i , ..., s

(J)
i )T is the feature vector for city i

and β = (β0, β1, ..., βJ)T is the coefficients to model the reporting rate of reported

crimes. In this study, the feature vectors ui for the true crimes occurring rate λi

are the urban hotspots features that characterize the dynamic spatial structure of a

city and which has been related to crime incidents [137]. The feature vectors si are

determined by domain knowledge about the determinants for the reporting rate of

the types of crimes of interest. For example, studies have shown that poverty rate

[80] and unemployment rate [81] could decrease the likelihood of property crime

incidents, such as burglaries, being reported. Therefore the feature vectors si for

the under-reporting process for property crimes would contain poverty rate (PR)

and unemployment rate (UR) for each municipality. For violent crimes, on the

other hand, gender, age and marital status of the victims [72], which correspond to

male to female ratio (M/F), adult rate (AR) and never marriage rate (NMR) for a

city respectively, as well as the percentage of female-headed households with chil-

dren (transformed as male-headed to female-headed household ratio in this study,

M/FHH), poverty rate (PR) and foreign born population rate (FR) of census tracts

[78] are shown to influence reporting behavior. Therefore these factors would be the

si determinants in violent crimes modeling.
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By treating the volume of reported crime incidents as observed variables and

the volume of true crime incidents and reporting rate as hidden variables, this model

manages to separate the bias in the crime reporting process from the volume of true

crimes. In Section 4.3.2 I will show that this model can more accurately infer crime

volumes while making more fair predictions.

4.2.3 Fairness and Accuracy Evaluation

As mentioned in the related work, fairness evaluation is often based on the

notion of protected attributes such as gender, race or income levels. Although there

are various definitions of fairness, its main objective is to achieve some form of

(approximate) parity across the various groups defined by the protected attribute

e.g., female vs. male, low-income vs. high-income. In this study I will consider two

protected attributes that have been observed to receive unfair treatment and suffer

from discrimination in the criminal justice system: income and race [141].

In this crime prediction problem setting, fairness is evaluated for a regression

problem. A common choice of fairness metric for regression problems given a binary

protected attribute is the mean difference, i.e., the difference between average pre-

diction values in the positive group e.g. female, and the average prediction values

in the negative group e.g., male [85]. The mean difference is a real number with a

value of zero signifying no attribute effect or dependency. The larger the absolute

value of mean difference is, the less fair the predictions are for a given protected

attribute. Given that the protected attributes are non-binary (income and race) i.e.
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Figure 4.2: The framework of this study. BURC is the proposed Bayesian hierar-
chical model. ẑi is the predicted number of reported crimes by different models and
ŷi is the predicted number of ”true” crimes by BURC.

attributes defining more than two groups of population, I generalize the definition

of mean difference for binary groups into multiple groups. I compute the mean dif-

ference for each group in the ”1 vs all” setting, i.e., the MDi for group i is computed

as the difference between average prediction for group i and average prediction for

other groups. In addition, I will compute the group error i.e., the RMSE between

predicted and ground truth reported crimes within each group, to show the fairness

in terms of performance difference across different protected groups.

To assess the impact of addressing under-reporting in crime data, I will use

the proposed BURC model to infer the volumes of true crimes; and evaluate the

fairness and the accuracy of the BURC predictions via mean difference across pro-

tected groups (see Figure 4.2). Finally, these results will be compared against a set
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Figure 4.3: Municipalities in Mexico studied in this study, colored in grey.

of baseline classifiers that use the reported crime data without any under-reporting

treatment. Given that the volumes of true crimes have a different scale than the re-

ported crimes, and given that the mean difference used to measure fairness is scale

dependent, I will use the mean difference normalized by the average of reported

crimes and true crimes to allow comparison between models. Similarly, since dif-

ferent protected groups will have different scales for average prediction, I will also

normalize RMSE by the group average of the prediction to show the relative group

error.

4.3 Experiments

To assess whether addressing under-reporting in crime data can improve the

fairness and accuracy of crime prediction models, I focus on crime and mobility

data from 1, 379 municipalities in Mexico as shown in Figure 4.3. 90% of the munic-

ipalities have population less than 80, 000 and geographic area less than 2, 000 km2

while the largest population is 1, 815, 786 and the largest area is 53, 256 km2. In
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this study, I consider two types of crime: property crimes and violent crimes across

municipalities in Mexico.

4.3.1 Experiment Setting

4.3.1.1 Data

There are four types of data used in this study:

1. Mobility data is extracted from pseudonymised Call Detailed Records

(CDR) from October 2009 to June 2010 across all 1, 379 municipalities in Mex-

ico. No individual data has been used, only aggregated statistics at the cell tower

level. As described in Section 4.2.1, CDR data is used to extract footfall and hotspot

features.

2. Reported crime statistics are obtained from Mexico’s Secretary General of

National Public Security (SESNSP) [142]. I have retrieved property and violent

crime data from 2011 for the 1, 379 municipalities under study. Property crimes in

this study mainly include thefts, thefts from vehicles and burglaries, while violent

crimes include robbery, sexual offense, homicide, battery, assault and kidnapping.

These annual volumes of reported property crime or violent crime are used as the

observed variables zi, i = 1, ..., 1379 in the BURC model. The range of number of re-

ported property (violent) crimes in these municipalities is [0, 17655] ([0, 28329]), the

average is 265 (522) and the standard deviation is 1091 (1868). The volumes of re-

ported property (violent) crime for 90% of the municipalities are less than 450 (900)

Therefore there is a large variation in the number of crimes across municipalities.
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3. Determinants of under-reporting in BURC include poverty rate (PR), un-

employment rate (UR), adult rate (AR), the percentage of people who are never

married (never married rate, NMR), male to female ratio (M/F), male-headed to

female-headed household ratio (M/FHH) and the percentage of population born in

other municipalities (foreign-born rate, FR). Poverty rate are obtained from Mex-

ico’s National Council for the Evaluation of Social Development Policy (CONEVAL)

[143] and the other indicators are obtained from the 2010 Population Census [144].

PR and UR are used in the BURC model as the domain knowledge features si to

characterize the reporting rate of property crimes ı.e., factors that affect the per-

centage of crime incidents being reported; while AR, NMR, M/F, M/FHH, FR and

PR are used as si in the violent crime model.

4. Protected attributes for fairness evaluation include average income and

statistics of indigenous population from CONEVAL [143]. The average income is

a real-value attribute. I have divided income into quartiles of average income, and

assign assign an income group label to each municipality: from IcQ1 (lowest average

income) to IcQ4 (highest average income). On the other hand, the census identi-

fies 4 types of municipalities determined by the presence of indigenous population

(IP): IP1 characterizes municipalities without indigenous population (there are 5

such municipalities in the dataset); IP2 are municipalities with less than 40% of

the population being indigenous and the indigenous population is less than 5000

(955 municipalities); IP3 characterizes municipalities with less than 40% of the

population being indigenous and the indigenous population is 5000 or more (213

municipalities); and IP4 that represents municipalities with more than 40% of the
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population being indigenous (206 municipalities). These four types of indigenous

municipalities, from IP1 to IP4, characterize the increasing presence of indigenous

population in a municipality.

4.3.1.2 BURC settings.

The BURC model is implemented using NIMBLE in R [145] and the posterior

distribution is inferred by Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. The

basis of MCMC sampling is that when the Markov chain converges, the samples

generated by MCMC sampling are the joint posterior distribution of the Bayesian

model. The burn-in period is 80, 000 iterations where samplings from MCMC are

discarded before the Markov chains converge to the posterior distribution. After

the burn-in period, another 80, 000 iterations are used to generate posterior samples

with thinning intervals of 40. Four independent chains are used to sample and

examine the convergence of the model.

The prior distribution for α and β in the BURC model is computed as follows:

α0 is defined by a normal distribution N(4,2) to make the model conservative to

make large prediction of volumes of crimes, i.e., the probability of α0 > 8 (number

of true crimes > 2981 given all u features equal to 1) is 2.5%. The prior distribution

for β0 is defined as N(-2, 0.5), because the national survey of victimization in Mexico

(ENVIPE) suggests that the under-reporting rate of all crimes is around 88% in 2010

[79] and the inverse logit of -2 is 0.12. The prior distributions for other coefficients,

αk and βj are defined with N(0,100) which are relatively non-informative priors.
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After assessing the convergence of the MCMC sampler, I use the mean point

estimate of the parameters to make predictions for each municipality i. Specifically,

I compute: 1) the predicted volume of true crimes, which is the expected value of

the Poisson distribution for the generation of true crimes, and which is estimated as

ŷi = λ̂i; 2) the predicted reporting rate, which is estimated as π̂i; 3) the predicted

volume of reported crimes, which is the expected value of the Poisson distribution

for the generation of reported crimes, and which is estimated as ẑi = π̂iλ̂i.

4.3.1.3 Evaluation

The evaluation focuses on understanding if addressing the under-reporting

issue in mobility-based crime predictors improves the fairness and accuracy of the

predictive models. To achieve that, I will analyze fairness and accuracy of the

proposed BURC model against a battery of three baselines, which are commonly

used machine learning models for regression: Random Forest (RF), Bagging (BAG)

and XGBoost (XGB). All baselines use random search hyperparameter tuning with

a validation set from the training data to select the best hyperparameters. The

feature vectors used to train the baselines are a concatenation of hotspot features

(ui) and domain knowledge features e.g., unemployment, poverty rates or gender

(si) so that baselines have access to the same information as the proposed BURC

model. I used the implementations of RF, BAG and random search from scikit-learn

[146] and the XGB implementation from [147].

In the experiment, I use 5-fold cross validation to split the data into training
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and testing sets: the 1, 379 municipalities are randomly split into 5 folds and in each

experiment, 1 fold is used as testing set for evaluation and the 4 remaining folds are

used for training models. Model performance and model fairness are reported as

averages across all 5 runs. To evaluate the performance of the mobility-based crime

prediction models, I use the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), the Mean Absolute

Error (MAE) and the correlation between predicted and ground truth volumes of

reported crimes. Compared to MAE, RMSE penalizes models that have large errors.

Fairness, on the other hand, is measured by the mean difference and group errors

as described in Section 4.2.3. Next, I present the main results.

4.3.2 Results

4.3.2.1 Convergence of BURC

Assessing convergence of MCMC based models is important because only when

MCMC models converge to the posterior distribution, the samples being drawn from

the Markov chain are the samples from the desired posterior. I assess the conver-

gence of the BURC model by autocorrelation tests and Gelman–Rubin convergence

diagnostic [148]. Samples from MCMC samplers are not independent i.e., the cur-

rent sample being drawn is dependent on the previous sample, and thus there is

autocorrelation among the posterior samples. Autocorrelation tests compute the

autocorrelation with lag k, which is defined to be the correlation between the sam-

ples k steps apart. If the MCMC sampler has converged and reached the stationary

distribution, the autocorrelation value should be small as k increases and 0 means
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Figure 4.4: Lag-k autocorrelation for the coefficients in BURC for the reported
property crime experiment. The autocorrelation for all coefficients drops to zero
with lag larger than 10.

samples are independent with samples after k iterations [149]. In the reported

property crime experiment, as shown in Figure 4.4, the autocorrelation drops as k

increases and eventually converges around 0 after 50 iterations (Figure 4.4). Similar

behavior was observed for the violent crime model. Gelman–Rubin convergence di-

agnostic requires multiple Markov chains with different starting points and assesses

the convergence by computing the potential scale reduction factor (PSRF) based

on between-chain and within-chain variance. If the MCMC sampler converges, the

PSRF is close to 1 [148]. The PSRFs of all coefficients in BURC in both types of

crime experiment are less than 1.01 suggesting the BURC model converges well in

both experiment and the samples from this sampler can be used to estimate the

posteriors.

4.3.2.2 Performance of Reported Crime Prediction

In this section, I compare the BURC model performance against the baselines.

Table 4.1 summarizes the experimental results. For property crime prediction, the
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Metric RF BAG XGB BURC

Property RMSE 763.1 803.8 810.8 601.2
Crimes MAE 198.4 210.5 211.5 180.4

Correlation 0.73 0.68 0.67 0.82

Violent RMSE 1301.4 1294.5 1306.0 1160.0
Crimes MAE 404.7 406.1 404.9 346.1

Correlation 0.73 0.74 0.73 0.81

Table 4.1: Average cross validation performance for baselines and BURC model.
BURC model has much lower error and higher correlations than the baselines.

best correlation between actual and predicted crime incidents for the baseline models

is 0.73 (Random Forest) while that value increases to 0.82 for the proposed BURC

model. As for violent crime prediction, the performance of three baselines is sim-

ilar and the BURC model still has the highest correlation. This result shows the

effectiveness of using urban hotspots features to predict future crime incidents; but

more importantly, it also demonstrates that by explicitly modeling under-reporting

in crime data, the BURC model can perform better than common machine learning

models. In addition to higher correlation, BURC reduces the RMSE and MAE by

21.2% and 9% for property crimes prediction and by 10.4% and 14.4% for violent

crimes.

4.3.2.3 Fairness: Mean Difference

In this section, I evaluate the fairness of the BURC and baseline models for

two protected attributes, income and presence of indigenous groups, using the mean

difference (MD) described in Section 4.2.3. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 summarize the nor-

malized MD for both protected attributes in the property crime prediction, and
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IcQ1 IcQ2 IcQ3 IcQ4 AbsSum
z -1.30 -1.16 -0.89 3.45 6.80
ẑRF -1.20 -0.99 -0.60 2.84 5.63
ẑBAG -1.16 -0.98 -0.56 2.76 5.46
ẑXGB -1.21 -1.05 -0.66 2.98 5.90
ẑBURC -1.28 -1.14 -0.71 3.22 6.34
ŷBURC -0.87 -0.62 -0.32 1.84 3.66

Table 4.2: MD for protected attribute income group in property crime prediction.
The predicted volumes of true crimes with under-reporting correction (ŷBURC) are
fairer than baselines across all and each of the income groups.

IP1 IP2 IP3 IP4 AbsSum
z -0.60 -2.04 4.40 -1.07 8.10
ẑRF -0.56 -1.14 2.80 -0.94 5.44
ẑBAG -0.53 -0.98 2.51 -0.92 4.94
ẑXGB -0.54 -1.11 2.80 -0.99 5.44
ẑBURC -0.47 -1.36 3.27 -1.08 6.17
ŷBURC -0.52 -1.10 2.37 -0.59 4.58

Table 4.3: MD for protected attribute indigenous group in property crime prediction.
The predicted volumes of true crimes with under-reporting correction (ŷBURC) are
fairer than baselines across all groups and are in favor of IP3 and IP4 which have
more presence of indigenous population.

Table 4.4 and 4.5 summarize the normalized MD in violent crime prediction. I

mostly discuss the MD results for property crime prediction, since results for vi-

olent crime follow a similar trend. The first 4 columns in each Table represent

the mean difference MDi between the average volume of crime incidents for group

i and all other groups e.g., column IcQ1 represents the mean difference between

the average volume of crimes for group IcQ1 and the average of crime volumes in

municipalities that are not in group IcQ1. The last column AbsSum is the sum

of the absolute mean difference from all four columns, and I use it to evaluate the

overall fairness across different groups. On the other hand, the row z represents

the mean difference of the actual reported crimes in the testing set (ground truth)
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IcQ1 IcQ2 IcQ3 IcQ4 AbsSum
z -1.28 -1.09 -0.76 3.20 6.32
ẑRF -1.16 -0.96 -0.54 2.70 5.36
ẑBAG -1.11 -0.94 -0.54 2.65 5.24
ẑXGB -1.16 -0.99 -0.55 2.76 5.46
ẑBURC -1.22 -1.01 -0.69 2.98 5.90
ŷBURC -0.77 -0.51 -0.19 1.47 2.94

Table 4.4: MD for protected attribute income group in violent crime prediction.
The predicted volumes of true crimes with under-reporting correction (ŷBURC) are
fairer than baselines across all and each of the income groups.

IP1 IP2 IP3 IP4 AbsSum
z -0.60 -1.95 4.22 -1.02 7.79
ẑRF -0.45 -1.12 2.73 -0.90 5.20
ẑBAG -0.43 -1.13 2.69 -0.85 5.10
ẑXGB -0.49 -1.27 2.96 -0.89 5.60
ẑBURC -0.57 -1.61 3.62 -1.02 6.82
ŷBURC -0.46 -0.85 1.84 -0.47 3.63

Table 4.5: MD for protected attribute indigenous group in violent crime prediction.
The predicted volumes of true crimes with under-reporting correction (ŷBURC) are
fairer than baselines across all groups and are in favor of IP3, IP3 and IP4 which
have more presence of indigenous population.

and evaluates the fairness in the data itself; the row ẑmodel represents the MD of the

predicted reported crimes for the three baseline models and for the proposed BURC

model without under-reporting correction (model in formula 4.3, Section 4.2.2); and

ŷBURC represents the MD of the predicted volumes of true crimes i.e., volumes of

crimes post under-reporting correction as computed by BURC (model in formula

4.2, Section 4.2.2).

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show that the BURC model addressing under-reporting

(ŷBURC) has fairer crime predictions across all groups i.e., AbsSum MD is the lowest

for both income and presence of indigenous groups. These results highlight that

by correcting the under-reporting, the BURC model does a better job at providing
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fairer predictions across groups. Looking in depth into each protected attribute, I see

that BURC provides the lowest mean difference (highest fairness) across all income

groups: from low (IcQ1) to high (IcQ4) average income. However, although BURC

has the lowest sum of absolute MD across all four types of indigenous population

presence, I observe that the BURC model provides fairest predictions only for groups

IP3 and IP4, which are the groups with the largest indigenous population, and those

who have traditionally suffered more from biased predictions; while other models

that do not correct for under-reporting provide slightly fairer predictions for groups

IP1 and IP2, which are those with the lowest percentages of indigenous population

and that represent groups that have been traditionally associated to lower biases

by prediction models. Similar experiments with violent crimes revealed that BURC

achieved the highest fairness for all IP groups except for IP1 (Table 4.5). These

results also show that by correcting for under-reported crime rates, the model is

slightly positively discriminating in favor of disadvantaged municipalities with mid

to high volumes of indigenous people.

Based on results for the mean difference for both property and violent crimes,

I have the following high-level observations for both protected attributes: 1) the

ground truth reported crimes shows high bias both in terms of income and indige-

nous groups, as the sum of absolute MD is large; 2) the predictions from all the

models have lower MD for each group than the ground truth, suggesting that using

urban hotspot features for crime prediction decreases the bias (increases fairness)

when compared to the ground truth; 3) although BURC’s prediction for reported

crimes (ẑBURC) is less fair in terms of MD, the advantage of BURC is that it can
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predict the true crime incidents including those failed to be recorded in the crime

statistics. The inferred true crimes (ŷBURC) reduce the AbsSum almost by half

compared with the reported crimes and is much fairer than the baselines. This sug-

gests that modeling the under-reporting issue can improve the prediction accuracy

and fairness at the same time, because BURC disentangles the fairness burden from

making accurate predictions. That is, BURC can make accurate predictions for the

observed reported crimes (ẑBURC) without adding fairness regularization/penalty

that sacrifices accuracy [89] and at the same time improves the fairness by inferring

the reporting rates (π̂ in formula 4.5 in Section 4.2.2), which a major source for

data bias in reported crime data, and the volumes of true crimes (ŷBURC).

4.3.2.4 Fairness: Group Error

In this section, I evaluate the fairness in terms of group error. With this

metric, I aim to find the best model with balanced performance for each protected

attribute. Together with the mean difference, these two metrics will allow us to

identify the best model in terms of performance (lowest error) and fairness. Here

I use RMSE to measure performance as the error of the predictions. However, as

shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, different groups for a protected attribute have different

scales for the number of reported crimes e.g., the average of reported crimes in group

IcQ1 is different from the average in group IcQ4. Therefore, I calculate not only

the absolute RMSE but also the relative RMSE - normalized by the group average

of reported crimes - as shown in Tables 4.6 and 4.7. I only discuss property crime
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IcQ1 IcQ2 IcQ3 IcQ4

RF 50.0 (7.4) 96.1 (3.0) 197.0 (2.5) 1507.3 (1.6)
BAG 102.2 (14.8) 105.1 (3.5) 212.9 (2.8) 1579.2 (1.7)
XGB 69.7 (10.1) 87.1 (2.8) 159.9 (2.0) 1602.9 (1.7)
BURC 26.4 (3.9) 73.3 (2.5) 180.6 (2.3) 1154.3 (1.2)

Table 4.6: The absolute group RMSE (relative RMSE to the group average in the
brackets) for income groups. BURC has more balance performance across all income
groups and reduces relative errors in the low income group substantially.

IP1 IP2 IP3 IP4

RF 14.5 (5.2) 275.4 (2.9) 1824.0 (1.5) 89.3 (4.0)
BAG 27.7 (10.7) 309.8 (3.3) 1901.3 (1.5) 151.9 (6.5)
XGB 21.5 (11.1) 337.4 (3.4) 1901.1 (1.6) 93.9 (4.3)
BURC 59.6 (19.5) 363.4 (3.6) 1277.5 (1.0) 46.4 (2.0)

Table 4.7: The absolute group RMSE (relative RMSE to the group average in the
brackets) for indigenous groups. BURC reduces substantially the prediction errors
for IP3 and IP4, i.e., municipalities with large indigenous population.

prediction results. Violent crime analyses have a similar outcome and are presented

in Tables 4.8 and 4.9.

Based on the results for group errors as well as the mean difference, I make

the following observations: 1) In terms of absolute errors, BURC substantially re-

duces the large errors observed in the baselines e.g., the RMSE for IcQ4 is reduced

from 1507.33 to 1154.32 or IP3 is reduced from 1823.94 to 1277.39; this error re-

duction allows BURC to make more balanced predictions across different groups,

thus increasing accuracy and fairness. This also explains why BURC decreases the

RMSE by 21%, a much larger improvement than MAE, as mentioned in Section

4.3.2.2; 2) In terms of relative errors, the prediction errors are distributed more

evenly over the income groups when compared to other baselines, and BURC sub-

stantially reduces the relative errors in the lowest income group; 3) Although BURC
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IcQ1 IcQ2 IcQ3 IcQ4

RF 102.0 (4.7) 183.8 (2.3) 390.0 (2.0) 2560.4 (1.4)
BAG 205.8 (9.6) 195.0 (2.5) 393.0 (2.1) 2547.7 (1.4)
XGB 168.6 (8.0) 226.2 (2.9) 378.6 (2.0) 2568.9 (1.4)
BURC 98.2 (4.7) 194.7 (2.4) 331.9 (1.7) 2305.4 (1.4)

Table 4.8: The absolute group RMSE (relative RMSE to the group average in the
brackets) for income groups in violent crime prediction.

IP1 IP2 IP3 IP4

RF 109.5 (33.9) 502.5 (2.5) 3128.0 (1.3) 189.7 (3.0)
BAG 127.5 (31.9) 522.1 (2.6) 3078.0 (1.3) 302.9 (4.7)
XGB 211.8 (93.6) 518.2 (2.6) 3131.6 (1.3) 255.3 (4.0)
BURC 22.9 (9.8) 518.4 (2.7) 2719.8 (1.2) 120.2 (1.8)

Table 4.9: The absolute group RMSE (relative RMSE to the group average in the
brackets) for indigenous groups in violent crime prediction.

does not achieve the lowest group errors for all groups, BURC consistently makes

good predictions for disadvantaged groups, such as municipalities with low income

or municipalities with high percentages of indigenous population. This is mean-

ingful because BURC provides higher confidence in that disadvantaged groups are

not unfairly treated in the prediction; 4) BURC performs similarly both in terms of

mean difference and group error i.e., BURC has good scores for almost all income

groups and for municipalities with large indigenous population, confirming that by

addressing under-reporting both performance and fairness can be improved.

4.4 Insights about Crime Occurrence and Under-reporting

In this section, I aim to quantify the influence of different mobility and socio-

economic features on the true crime occurring rates and reporting rate in BURC.

This analysis will reveal insights that could be used to 1) understand better the
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of the reporting rate for violent crimes and property crimes
across all municipalities. Violent crimes have more serious under-reporting issue.

relationship between crimes and mobility patterns so as to improve safety in cities,

and 2) evaluate the role that demographic and socio-economic data including poverty

rate, unemployment or gender play in under-reporting so as to inform policies to

encourage reporting.

For that purpose, I fit the proposed BURC model with all the reported crime

statistics for: (1) property crimes and (2) violent crimes for the 1, 379 municipalities.

The distribution of the mean point estimate for the reporting rate for property and

violent crimes across all municipalities, reveals a prevalent under-reporting issue

with 94% of municipalities having less than 10% of violent crimes being reported

(Figure 4.5). These results are consistent with the findings of the ENVIPE survey

in Mexico where under-reporting rates were reported to be around 90% from 2010

to 2014 [79]. To understand the role that mobility and socio-economic features play

on the true crime occurring rates and reporting rate in BURC, I compute the mean

point estimate of the coefficients α in the log link function and β in the logistics

link function, respectively. Table 4.10 shows the coefficients for both property and

violent crimes models.
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Coefficient Feature Property Crime Violent Crime

α

α0 (intercept) 0.78 (0.03) 5.89 (0.03)
log(NHS) 0.93 (0.01) 0.08 (0.01)
log(AHS) 0.45 (0.01) 1.01 (0.01)
log(COMP) 0.49 (0.02) 1.05 (0.02)
log(MCOMP) -1.49 (0.02) -1.83 (0.02)
log(COHE) -3.89 (0.51) -12.49 (0.39)
log(PROX) -0.71 (0.01) -0.09 (0.01)
log(NMI) 5.67 (0.51) 13.55 (0.39)
log(NMMI) -2.12 (0.01) -1.58 (0.01)

β

β0 (intercept) 2.71 (0.04) -27.69 (0.19)
log(UR) 0.18 (0.01) /
log(PR) -1.59 (0.01) -0.28 (0.00)
log(AR) / 2.08 (0.04)
log(NMR) / 4.90 (0.03)
log(M/F) / -0.61 (0.04)
log(M/FHH) / -1.40 (0.01)
log(FR) / 0.47 (0.00)

Table 4.10: Mean and standard deviation (Std) for posterior distribution of the
coefficients α and β in the link function for corresponding features.

4.4.1 True Crime Rates Analysis

For the true crime occurring rates, There are one intercept term, α0, and

eight coefficients corresponding to the eight urban hotspot features (expressed in

log scale). α0 = 0.78 in the property crime model represents the setting when all

urban hotspot features take the value of 1 and for which the true crime occurring rate

is 2.18 (α0 is in the log link function and exp(0.78) = 2.18). Similar interpretation

applies to the violent crime model. Positive (Negative) coefficients mean that larger

(smaller) feature values are associated to the larger (smaller) true crime occurring

rates. The coefficients for NHS and AHS are positive, which means that the more

hotspots detected i.e., the more active people move around in the municipality, the
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(a) large ŷ and large π̂ (b) large ŷ and small π̂

(c) small ŷ and large π̂ (d) small ŷ and small π̂

Figure 4.6: Permanent hotspot distribution in four sample municipalities to show the
diverse spatial structure with one or multiple activity centers. The legends represent
the footfall per hotspot. Varying levels of predicted volumes of true crimes ŷ and
reporting rate π̂ per municipality are reported in Table 4.11.

more crimes there are. For the urban sprawl features, whether or not to weigh the

distance between two hotspots by population density has different effects on the

crime occurring rate. MCOMP has a negative coefficient and the scale is larger

than the coefficient for COMP, suggesting that if the population is more spread out

relative to the size of the municipality, the crime incident numbers will be smaller. In

fact, having the population more spread out translated into low population density,

which means that the potential targets for property crimes are sparse. Note that

the maximum values for the urban compactness features (COHE, PROX, NMI and

NMMI) is 1 representing the most compact form i.e., the reference circle. The

negative coefficient for COHE, PROX and NMMI suggests that the minimum crime

occurring rate is achieved in the most compact form; as the hotspots become less
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municipality (a) (b) (c) (d)

z 4579 46 9 20

ẑBURC 4563.41 65.45 30.96 6.01
ŷBURC 4738.33 1176.45 50.32 64.30
π̂ 0.96 0.06 0.62 0.09

NHS 27 60 9 8
AHS 5.42 13.39 1.92 1.43

COMP 0.75 1.20 0.55 0.32
MCOMP 0.79 1.18 0.53 0.31
COHE 0.03 0.13 0.80 0.88
PROX 0.18 0.36 0.92 0.95
NMI 0.03 0.13 0.80 0.88

NMMI 0.02 0.13 0.80 0.88

PR 0.85 41.47 5.30 25.49
UR 4.79 7.52 8.74 2.39

Table 4.11: The ground truth volumes of reported property crimes z, predicted
reported crimes ẑBURC , predicted true crimes ŷBURC , predicted reporting rate π̂,
urban hotspots features and reporting rate determinants, poverty rate (PR) and
unemployment rate (UR), for the examples in Figure 4.6.

compact with respect to the equal-area reference circle, the crime occurring rate

increases.

As an example to delve into these relationships, Figure 4.6 and Table 4.11 show

the detected permanent hotspots and the variables in the BURC property crime

models for four example municipalities. These four municipalities have different

levels of true crime occurring rate and reporting rate. Recall that the predicted

volume of reported crimes is the expected value of the Poisson distribution and

therefore could be smaller than the ground truth reported crime; and that the

reporting rate is the ratio of predicted reported crimes ẑ over predicted true crimes

ŷ. Comparing Figure 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) with Figure 4.6(c) and 4.6(d), I observe

that municipalities with high volumes of true crimes tend to have disperse spatial
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structure, i.e., have multiple activity centers, while municipalities with low volumes

of true crimes tend to be more compact, i.e., only one compact activity center is

identified.

4.4.2 Reporting Rates

For the reporting rates, There are one intercept term, β0, and two coefficients

for property crimes and six for violent crimes corresponding to different socioeco-

nomic determinants in log scale. β0 = 2.71 in the property crime model reflects

that when the PR and UR are 1%, the reporting rate is 93.8% (β0 is in the logistics

link function and inverse logit of 2.71 is 0.938). Similar interpretation applies to the

violent crime model. In previous studies about under-reporting of property crimes,

when studied independently, higher poverty and unemployment levels are associated

to higher under-reporting [80, 81]. Here I model the PR and UR together and the

results show that the scale and direction of influence on the reporting rate is differ-

ent. In the BURC model, poverty rate has a much larger influence on the reporting

rate than the unemployment rate. The larger the poverty rate is, the smaller the

reporting rate is, as reflected previously in the literature [80]. On the other hand,

unemployment rate has a small and positive coefficient, meaning that controlling

the influence from the poverty rate, unemployment rate only has a small effect on

reporting rate with larger unemployment rate corresponding to slightly higher re-

porting rate. However, this coefficient is extremely small to draw any conclusions.

For violent crimes, the direction of influence of these determinants are mostly con-
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sistent with the findings in the literature [72, 78]. Going back to the examples in

Figure 4.6 and Table 4.11, when we compare columns (a), (c) with (b), (d) in Table

4.6, we can observe that the poverty rate is much lower when the reporting rate is

large than when it is small.
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Chapter 5: Study 3: Enhancing Short-term Crime Prediction with

Human Mobility Flows: An Analysis of Accuracy and

Fairness

5.1 Introduction

Crimes negatively impact the wellbeing of individuals and society as a whole.

In 2020, the US saw a significant crime rise across major cities1. Researchers from

various fields such as criminology, geographic information science, urban planning

and data science, have conducted studies about the patterns of urban crimes. These

studies help us better understand when and why certain crimes might happen and,

more importantly, provide insights into the design of interventions to reduce the

volumes of crimes. One critical research direction of such efforts is place-based

crime prediction that focuses on predicting the number of crime incidents or crime

occurrence for a given location. Environmental criminology provides theoretical

foundations to study crimes from the perspective of places [57, 150]. Places with

different urban functions can be viewed as crime attractors and crime generators

[151]. Through the lens of place-based crime prediction, we can study the com-

1https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/03/us/us-crime-rate-rise-2020/index.html
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plex relationship between future crimes and historical crimes, built environment

and social interactions in different places. Place-based crime predictions are typi-

cally carried out using either long-term or short-term approaches. Long-term crime

prediction analysis, such as monthly or annual crime prediction, allows us to un-

derstand how the environmental factors of places shape future crimes; and in turn,

help us inform better urban planning that improves the urban environment poten-

tially decreasing crime occurrence. On the other hand, short-term crime prediction

analysis focuses on next-day crime prediction i.e., the identification of places where

there will be crimes the next day. Short-term crime prediction is generally used to

better allocate policing resources to response to crimes more swiftly.

In this study, I focus on short-term crime prediction analysis. Various models

have been developed to tackle this problem. Kernel density estimation - which was

very common in the early efforts of crime prediction - uses the estimated density

of historical crimes as a measure of risk for future crime areas. [16]. Epidemi-

ological models have also been used to explain crime; for example, Mohler et al.

proposed an epidemic-type aftershock sequence model to utilize the near repetition

patterns of historical crimes [92], whereby the spatio-temporal patterns of crimes

in one location increase the probability of other incidents occurring at nearby lo-

cations [58]. In addition, the popularity of deep learning has recently brought in

several deep learning approaches to model the non-linear spatio-temporal patterns

of crime and the built environment [13, 93, 152]. However, although the Crime

opportunity theory suggests that human mobility is a key factor in crime generation

i.e., the higher the presence of suitable targets such as people or property, the more
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crimes could happen, no studies have incorporated human mobility into short-term

crime prediction. In fact, all the empirical studies about the relationship between

human mobility and crimes have been conducted in the context of long-term crime

estimation or prediction analysis. For example, researchers have shown that the

number of people present at a given place can be predictive of crime occurrence in

the long term (months) [19]; and human mobility features such as the presence of

people, the urban spatial structure or pass-through flows have also been shown to

be predictive of the future number of crimes in the annual horizon [18, 21, 153]. To

fill the existing knowledge gap, in this study I will explore the effectiveness of using

mobility features in short-term crime prediction models that predict the presence

of next-day crimes. The main objective is to understand if mobility features can

effectively enhance next-day crime prediction when compared to models that do not

use mobility data.

With the increasing application of predictive modeling in high stakes social

impact settings, algorithmic fairness has become a critical component of predictive

systems. Algorithmic fairness, which focuses on understanding and correcting bias in

data and algorithms, is especially important for short-term crime prediction models

as these models might influence the allocation of public resources such as police

patrol scheduling. The debate over data bias issues in crime incident datasets is

almost as old as the crime datasets themselves [71]. Quantitative work has shown

that bias might be present in crime data due to under-reporting and under-recording

issues. For example, low-income and female-headed households are related to crime

under-reporting [78]; and research has revealed police under-recording of crimes
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associated to certain demographics [153]. As a result, crime predictive algorithms

have been shown to replicate and sometimes exacerbate the bias present in the

training crime data during the prediction stage. For example, Lum and Issac’s

work suggested that PredPol, a widely used predictive policing system, could be

reinforcing the bias already existing in the crime data (feedback loop) by targeting

black people roughly at twice the rate of white people for drug abuses [26]. In the

second part of this study, I evaluate the algorithmic fairness of the short-term crime

prediction models proposed in the first part. I analyze the impact of adding mobility

features on the algorithmic fairness of the models designed, when compared to short-

term prediction models that do not use such information. Following the steps of

prior work [26], I focus the algorithmic fairness analysis on whether short-term crime

predictive models achieve similar performance across majority and minority race and

ethnicity groups; and I explore the role that both data and algorithmic bias might

play in crime prediction models.

The second part of this study will show the presence of pervasive unfairness in

short-term crime prediction, which I identify to be partially due to bias in the crime

datasets used for the prediction. In fact, as my previous work has shown, crime

datasets suffer from under-reporting. To mitigate the data bias caused by under-

reporting of crimes, I propose and evaluate a convolutional gate mechanism to model

the crime (under-)reporting process in the context of short-term crime prediction.

In addition, I also propose a decision-making framework to look at the trade-offs

between fairness and accuracy, providing insights into how to balance the two for

decision making in policing, and extending current state of the art in short-term
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crime prediction that exclusively focuses on accuracy [13, 92, 152].

The proposed experiment in this study requires large datasets with mobility

data, which less-developed cities might not have access to. In fact, certain cities

might not have the infrastructure or the mobile services might be relatively new,

making the mobility data collected insufficient to properly train the mobility-based

crime prediction model. This issue can be addressed by transfer learning, a technique

used when training data is insufficient. Generally speaking, transfer learning aims

to extract the knowledge from one or more source domains (tasks) and to apply that

knowledge to a target domains (task) [94]. In the context of urban computing, cross-

city transfer learning aims to transfer knowledge from source cities with abundant

data resources to target cities where services and infrastructures are not ready or

just in place, and where data resources are insufficient. Therefore, I finalize this

chapter conducting a preliminary study on cross-city transfer learning to explore

the effects of re-utilizing knowledge (models) from data-abundant cities on data-

scarce cities by measuring the accuracy of the short-term crime prediction models

on the data-scarce cities.

To carry out the design, testing and fairness evaluation of short-term crime pre-

diction models, I use publicly available fine-grained human mobility data based on a

large-scale mobile phone dataset from the US [154]. The experimental evaluation is

done across four American cities (Austin, Baltimore, Chicago and Minneapolis) and

for multiple types of crimes, because crime patterns might differ across geographies

and types of crimes, and the predictive models might have different performance

across scenarios. Through the comprehensive experiments and analysis, I aim to
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answer the following questions:

3A): Does incorporating mobility features improve or hurt the accuracy of

short-term crime prediction?

3B): Does incorporating mobility features improve or hurt the fairness of short-

term crime prediction?

3C): If incorporating mobility features makes short-term crime prediction less

fair, what are the potential factors that contribute to the less fair prediction?

3D): How can the under-reporting process be modelled into short-term crime

predictors and how will the accuracy and fairness be affected by it?

3E): Can transfer learning techniques help cities with limited mobility data

improve mobility-based crime prediction by leveraging knowledge from cities with

abundant mobility data?

5.2 Data

The main objective of this study is to design and evaluate short-term crime

prediction models that use human mobility data, and to analyze their fairness. For

that purpose, two types of data are needed: crime incidents and human mobility.

Next, I describe these and provide general statistics for the four cities evaluated in

this study: Baltimore (Bal), Minneapolis (Min), Austin (Aus) and Chicago (Chi).

These four cities were chosen based on the diversity of their demographics, as shown

in Table 5.1, with Baltimore having majority Black and African-American popula-

tion, Minneapolis majority White, Austin has a high White and Latino and Hispanic
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% Not Hispanic or
Latino, White Alone

% Black or African-
American

% Hispanic
or Latino

% Asian

Bal 27.54% 62.46% 5.12% 2.59%
Min 59.80% 19.36% 9.58% 6.13%
Aus 49.08% 7.60% 33.64% 7.34%
Chi 33.61% 29.48% 28.89% 6.40%

Table 5.1: The percentage of population across race and ethnicity for the four cities
according to the American Community Survey (2019 ACS 5-year estimates)[1]. The
cities are: Baltimore (Bal), Minneapolis (Min), Austin (Aus) and Chicago (Chi).

population and Chicago with a balanced mix of White, Black and African-American

and Hispanic and Latino communities. Replicating the short-term crime prediction

and fairness analysis across these four cities will provide a robust analysis across

geographies.

5.2.1 Crime incident data

The crime incident datasets for the four cities are obtained from their open

data portals, covering crimes from January to December, 20202. Each crime in-

cident is associated with the crime category it belongs to and with the time and

location where it took place. Crime locations are generally geo-coded to the closest

street or block in the city, however, to account for the potential spatial precision

inaccuracy, I use a 50-meter buffer to associate crime incidents to urban census

tracts (a similar approach has been implemented in prior work e.g., Kadar and

Pletikosa [18], De Nadai et al. [20]). Although crime incidents could be associated

to smaller spatial units, the choice for spatial units is determined by the availability

of human mobility data at the census tract level only. I group the crime incidents

2Bal: https://data.baltimorecity.gov/; Min: https://opendata.minneapolismn.gov/;
Aus: https://data.austintexas.gov/; Chi: https://data.cityofchicago.org/;
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Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Bal 28.0% 27.2% 24.6% 22.4% 23.6% 25.0%
Property Min 35.0% 33.4% 34.1% 35.3% 37.6% 34.7%
Crime Aus 32.9% 31.9% 30.6% 30.5% 31.2% 31.5%

Chi 23.5% 22.6% 19.7% 16.6% 19.6% 20.4%

Bal 21.6% 21.1% 21.8% 17.0% 21.6% 23.4%
Violent Min 9.4% 9.3% 10.7% 8.5% 10.3% 13.0%
Crime Aus 4.0% 3.7% 4.5% 4.2% 5.0% 5.4%

Chi 11.5% 11.0% 9.9% 8.3% 10.2% 11.6%

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Bal 24.0% 22.7% 24.7% 25.6% 24.2% 21.3%
Property Min 41.6% 43.3% 40.7% 41.3% 37.0% 33.2%
Crime Aus 31.8% 34.3% 35.0% 33.3% 36.1% 34.4%

Chi 22.5% 23.5% 22.2% 21.0% 19.7% 18.2%

Bal 23.2% 23.4% 22.4% 22.5% 21.1% 18.6%
Violent Min 16.4% 14.6% 13.7% 12.9% 10.4% 8.3%
Crime Aus 5.7% 5.3% 5.2% 4.7% 5.3% 5.2%

Chi 12.9% 12.8% 12.4% 11.1% 10.8% 9.3%

Table 5.2: Crime occurrence monthly density for the four cities in 2020: Baltimore
(Bal), Minneapolis (Min), Austin (Aus) and Chicago (Chi).

into two types: property and violent crimes, and I will evaluate short-term crime

prediction and fairness for each type separately. Property crimes include arson,

burglary, larceny-theft, and motor vehicle theft; while violent crimes include ag-

gravated assault, forcible rape, murder, and robbery. Table 5.2 shows the monthly

crime density for each city throughout 2020, where monthly crime density is com-

puted as the percentage of census tracts with crime incidents during that month.

The table shows that the four cities selected generally suffer from higher volumes of

property crimes than violent crimes; and that they represent a diverse group with

some cities suffering from higher volumes of violent and property crimes than others.
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5.2.2 Human mobility data

The pervasive presence of ubiquitous technologies such as smart phones, has

allowed for the collection of large-scale human mobility data. Location intelligence

companies like SafeGraph, collect pseudonymized mobile GPS location data using

SDKs installed on individuals’ mobile phones via mobile apps. SafeGraph offers

multiple datasets. For this study, I have used daily origin-to-destination flows at the

census tract (CT) level from January to December, 2020. This dataset is publicly

available (see [154]). To extract this dataset, SafeGraph assigns to each device

a home location at the census block group level based on its night-time activity.

Then, it tracks for each device all the trips from its home location to points-of-

interest (POIs) in SafeGraphs’ large POI database. Origin-destination (OD) flows

are finally computed by transforming all the home-to-POIs trips to CT(O)-CT(D)

trips and by computing the number of devices associated to each OD across all

census tracts in a city. OD flow volumes are computed at a daily granularity. Since

the devices in SafeGraph’s database account for about 10% of the entire population

in the U.S., the OD flow volumes are re-scaled by the census population.

Table 5.3 shows general OD flow volume statistics for the four cities under

study for the year 2020. For each measure, the table shows the mean and standard

deviation of its daily average values across all census tracts in each city. In-city OD

flows refer to flows whose origin and destination census tracts (CT(O) and CT(D))

are within the city; while out-of-city OD flows are flows in which either the origin or

the destination census tract is outside the city under study. To characterize mobility
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Bal Min Aus Chi

Number of census tracts 200 116 204 809

Volume of in-city OD flow 4040.1
(1733.9)

4004.3
(1653.7)

8167.2
(3866.3)

5307.3
(2821.6)

Volume of out-of-city OD
flow

1413.6
(1149.9)

2055.8
(1749.5)

2102.6
(1651.3)

1198.9
(1646.3)

The number of unique cen-
sus tracts connected by in-
city OD flow

38.7 (14.6) 30.5 (10.7) 66.8 (20.2) 61.0 (28.5)

The number of unique
counties connected by out-
of-city OD flow

14.5 (11.9) 23.6 (20.8) 29.6 (17.2) 15.1 (20.5)

The number of unique
states connected by out-of-
city OD flow

5.9 (3.3) 7.0 (4.2) 7.7 (4.0) 6.2 (4.0)

Table 5.3: Human mobility flow statistics for the four cities under study: Baltimore
(Bal), Minneapolis (Min), Austin (Aus) and Chicago (Chi). The numbers in each
cell represent the mean (standard deviation) of the daily average across all census
tracts in a given city in 2020. OD flows outside the city are flows that either start
or end in a census tract that is not part of the city of interest.
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diversity, the table also shows the number of unique census tracts connected by in-

city OD flows and the number of unique counties and states connected by out-of-city

OD flows. It can be observed that most of the OD flows identified take place within

the cities under study, with smaller volumes being associated to trips to counties

outside the city, and even a smaller number to trips to other states. Consequently,

there is a higher diversity in the number of distinct areas visited inside than outside

the city (counties or states). A more detailed description of the features extracted

from this dataset is covered in the next section.

It is important to note that human mobility, especially during March and

April in 2020, has been greatly affected by the COVID-19 pandemic and the stay-

at-home orders. The median travel distance in the US has been greatly reduced from

March 15th to early May, 2020, with regional variance [155]. It would be interesting

to explore how the pandemic would impact the short-term crime prediction with

mobility features, compared with the pre-pandemic period. However, due to the

availability of mobility data, this topic is beyond the scope of this study.

5.3 Short-term Crime Prediction with Mobility Flows

As stated in the Introduction, the first objective of this study is to analyze

the effect of using mobility features on the accuracy of short-term crime prediction

models when compared to crime predictors solely based on historical crime data.

In this section, I describe the problem setting for short-term crime prediction with

mobility data, present the models which will be used in the analysis, describe the
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experimental and evaluation protocols and finalize discussing model performance.

5.3.1 Problem setting

In this study, I focus on placed-based short-term crime prediction for a given

city. For that purpose, a city is divided into N spatial units S = {s1, s2, ..., sN}

which for this study are defined as census tracts. Census tracts are chosen as spatial

units because the human mobility flow dataset is only available at the census tract

level. The short-term crime prediction is framed as determining whether there will

be at least one crime the next day at a given census tract using prior crime and

mobility data for that tract. Crime occurrences at a census tract si on day t are

denoted as hi,t and hi,t = 1 is referred to as a crime hotspot.

For each census tract si, two sets of daily predictive features are computed: 1)

historical crimes (C), defined as the daily number of past crime incidents; the input

sequence for crime prediction at day t is represented as Ci,t = {ci,t−T , ci,t−T+1, ..., ci,t−1}

with T being the length of the look-back period i.e., the time range used to char-

acterize history and ci,t−d being the number of crime incidents d days before day t;

and 2) mobility features (M), defined as a set of ten daily features extracted from

SafeGraph’s daily OD matrices and denoted as Mi,t = {Mj
i,t|j ∈ {1, 2, ..., 10}} and

Mj
i,t = {mj

i,t−T ,m
j
i,t−T+1, ...,m

j
i,t−1}, where mj

i,t−d is the value of the j-th mobility

feature at d days before day t. The ten features identified characterize mobility vol-

umes and mobility diversity. Mobility volume features characterize the daily total

number of people going in (inflow) and out (outflow) of a census tract within or
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Types Features

Crimes Daily number of crimes

Mobility Volumes of in-city inflow
Volumes Volumes of in-city outflow

Volumes of out-of-city inflow
Volumes of out-of-city outflow

Mobility Number of CT connected by in-city inflow
Diversity Number of CT connected by in-city outflow

Number of counties connected by out-of-city inflow
Number of counties connected by out-of-city outflow
Number of states connected by out-of-city inflow
Number of states connected by out-of-city outflow

day of week Day of week

Table 5.4: Complete list of predictive (input) features for short-term crime predic-
tion models. For census tract si, inflow (outflow) means si is the destination (origin)
of the OD flow.

outside the city under study, which have been shown to be related with the volumes

of crime incidents [18, 19, 153]; while mobility diversity features characterize the re-

gional influence, i.e., the number of unique regions visited by in/outflows, including

census tracts, counties and states. Past research has shown that crimes committed

by visitors are associated to different patterns (behaviors) than those of residents

[156]; and that pass-through traffic information improves crime prediction accuracy

[21]. Therefore, mobility diversity features are extracted to reflect the connections

between the census tract si and other regions. Table 5.4 shows a summary of all the

features used in the short-term crime prediction models. Besides crime and human

mobility data, I also add Day of week to the feature set to capture the difference

between crime data and human mobility behaviors during weekdays and weekends.

In order to evaluate the effects of modeling crime with mobility features, I

consider 3 combinations of input (predictive) features to the model: 1) C: the
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Figure 5.1: Framework of the place-based short-term crime prediction.

input contains only the historical crime features; 2) M : the input contains only the

mobility features; 3) C +M : the input contains both historical crimes and mobility

features.

Problem Statement. Given the temporal sequences of input features (C/M/C+

M) within the look-back period T for all census tracts in a city, predict whether a

census tract will be a hotspot in the next day hi,t = 1, i ∈ [1, N ]. The framework of

the problem setting is shown in Figure 5.1.

5.3.2 Models

I explore a wide variety of state-of-art deep learning models to analyze their

predictive power when using crime and/or mobility data as input features.

Historical average logistics regression (HALR). Historical average is a

common baseline in crime prediction studies [16, 93]. It predicts the risk score of a

spatial unit being a crime hotspot based on the average number of historical crimes

for that unit. To incorporate mobility features within this baseline, I add a logistic

regression model. The input of the logistic model are Ci,t and Mi,t, which represent
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the average of historical crimes and mobility features in the look-back period.

Gated recurrent units (GRU). GRU is a variant of recurrent neural net-

works and is commonly used for modeling sequential data. In this study, multiple

layers of GRU are stacked to model the temporal dependency between the probabil-

ity of being the next-day crime hotspot hi,t and the input temporal feature sequences

Ci,t and Mi,t in the look-back sequence for census tract si.

Attention crime prediction (Attn). Since the success of the Transformer

model in natural language processing [157], the attention mechanism has become

very popular in modeling sequential data. Here, I use the encoder of the Transformer

model with an approach similar to the BERT training setting [158] i.e., a cls token

is added at the start of the input feature sequences Ci,t and Mi,t in the look-back

period to predict the probability of crime incidents occurring in census tract si in

the next day.

Graph convolution network (GCN). By treating all census tracts in a

city as nodes in a graph, graph neural networks can be applied to model the spatial

dependency of the historical crimes and mobility features among census tracts. In

the graph of census tracts, the edges between each pair of census tracts is defined

as queen neighbouring (there is an undirected edge between two census tracts if

they are queen neighbours, i.e., their boundaries intersect with each other). Graph

convolution network (GCN) is one of the earliest neural network architectures for

graph structured data [159]. Although more sophisticated graph neural network

architectures have been proposed, a simple GCN has been shown to outperform more

sophisticated ones if the same hyper-parameter selection and training procedures
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Figure 5.2: Arrange the nearest neighbors set for the target census tract s1 and
construct the 2D feature map for historical crimes. In the neighboring set of s1, s2
and s3 is the closest to s1; s4 and s5 are the next closest to s2 and s3 respectively;
s6 and s7 are the next closest to s4 and s5; s8 and s9 are the next closest to s6 and
s7. Similar process is applied to each of the ten mobility features.

are used [160]. Therefore, in this study, GCN is adopted for its simplicity and

effectiveness for the crime prediction task.

GCN with gated 1D convolution (GGConv). The above deep learning

models consider either the temporal or the spatial dependency of the input features

for the census tracts. To model the temporal and spatial dependency simultaneously,

Yu et al. proposed a spatio-temporal convolutional block, which consists of a two

gated 1d convolution for the temporal dependency and one GCN layer for the spatial

dependency [161]. For this model, the same definition of census tracts graph is used

as for the GCN previously described.

Neighbor convolution (NbConv). Neighbor convolution models that ac-

count for spatio-temporal dependency have been used for crime prediction using

historical data over a spatial grid [93]. To adapt this model to the setting in this

study, where the spatial units are census tracts (non-regular division), I extract a

fixed-length nearest neighbors set for each census tract for which the model outputs

the next-day crime prediction. Specifically, I focus on the eight nearest census tracts

for each target census tract. I arrange the target census tract in the middle and sort
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the nearest neighboring census tracts from closest to furthest to form a 2D feature

map per input feature, as explained in Figure 5.2. Such arrangement allows the

kernel of the convolutional layer to model the spatio-temporal dependency through

its local receptive field. These 2D feature maps are then input to the full convolu-

tion architecture. The original model in [93] contains inception and fractal blocks.

In this study, I discuss results for a model with only the first regular convolution

blocks because it provided better performance than the full model.

To sum up, HALR is the baseline model that will be used to compare against

all the other deep learning approaches. GRU and Attn will be used to test the

importance of modeling the temporal dependency of the input features within each

census tract, while GCN models will assess the effect of spatial dependencies among

neighboring census tracts on short-term crime prediction. Finally, GGConv and

NbConv model both the temporal and spatial dependencies of the input features

simultaneously, and I will explore whether using such approach is beneficial to im-

proving short-term crime prediction performance when compared to simpler models.

5.3.3 Experiment and Evaluation Protocols

Next, I introduce the experiment and evaluation protocols to evaluate the

performance of short-term crime prediction models with mobility features. Given

the 1 year of data, I chronologically split the dataset into training (6.5 months),

validation (0.5 month), and testing (1 month) sets. The validation set is used to

tune the learning rate and early stopping i.e., deciding the maximum number of
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epochs for training. Then I re-train the model using the combination of training

and validation set (a total of 7 months) and use the testing set to make next-day

predictions (5 months). The overall performance of a model is represented by its

monthly F1 score, computed comparing the next-day crime prediction with the daily

ground truth over all days for each testing month. This experimental protocol with

time series data has also been followed in other related work such as Huang et al.

[152].

In order to evaluate whether mobility flow features improve short-term crime

prediction models, I explore three input feature combinations: 1) Historical crime

features only (C ); 2) Mobility features only (M ) and 3) Historical crimes and Mo-

bility features (C+M ). I use the relative change in the F1 score to evaluate the

effect of adding mobility features to the short-term crime prediction problem. The

F1 score using C combination serves as baseline and the relative change in F1 score

using C+M (M ) is computed as: (
F1C+M(M)

F1C
− 1) ∗ 100%.

5.3.4 Model Implementation and Hyper-parameters

HALR is implemented using its scikit-learn library with the default hyperpa-

rameters. All neural network models are implemented with the PyTorch library.

The neural networks use Adam as the optimizer with a weight decay of 0.0001 and

the learning rate is tuned using the validation set. The dimension of the hidden

states for GRU, GCN, GGConv and NbConv is 100. These models have 3 layers of

their core blocks i.e., gated recurrent units for GRU, graph convolution for GCN,
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Figure 5.3: Monthly F1 scores for predicting next-day property crime hotspots.
Each row represents the F1 scores for one city across all predictive models: Baltimore
(Bal), Minneapolis (Min), Austin (Aus) and Chicago (Chi). The blue lines represent
F1 scores for models with only crime data (C ); the orange lines represent F1 scores
for models that use only mobility data (M ) and the green line are F1 scores both
models that use both (C+M ).

spatio-temporal block for GGConv and convolution layer for NbConv. The number

of nearest census tracts in NbConv is set as 8. As for Attn, I follow the Mini set-

ting of BERT 3, where the dimensions of the hidden states are 256, the number of

attention heads is 4 and the number of layers of attention is 4. The length of the

look-back period is set to 14 and an analysis of the sensitivity to this parameter is

explained in Section 5.3.7.
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Bal Min Aus Chi

HALR 0.403 (0.015) 0.557 (0.039) 0.579 (0.014) 0.398 (0.026)
GRU 0.405 (0.017) 0.567 (0.042) 0.586 (0.010) 0.402 (0.027)
Attn 0.408 (0.018) 0.564 (0.038) 0.588 (0.011) 0.400 (0.024)
GCN 0.363 (0.016) 0.528 (0.051) 0.551 (0.012) 0.375 (0.030)

GGConv 0.391 (0.014) 0.544 (0.033) 0.576 (0.015) 0.386 (0.027)
NbConv 0.407 (0.013) 0.571 (0.039) 0.593 (0.012) 0.406 (0.026)

Table 5.5: Average (standard deviation) of monthly F1 score using C+M for prop-
erty crime prediction from Aug. to Dec. 2020 for each city.

Bal Min Aus Chi

HALR 0.390 (0.024) 0.290 (0.056) 0.159 (0.015) 0.269 (0.023)
GRU 0.393 (0.023) 0.284 (0.054) 0.166 (0.014) 0.267 (0.021)
Attn 0.398 (0.024) 0.284 (0.055) 0.160 (0.012) 0.266 (0.019)
GCN 0.370 (0.025) 0.275 (0.051) 0.149 (0.008) 0.266 (0.020)

GGConv 0.387 (0.028) 0.285 (0.048) 0.152 (0.005) 0.268 (0.021)
NbConv 0.400 (0.024) 0.296(0.047) 0.159 (0.007) 0.270 (0.022)

Table 5.6: Average (standard deviation) of monthly F1 score using C+M for violent
crime prediction from Aug. to Dec. 2020 for each city.

5.3.5 Model Performance Analysis

Figure 5.3 shows the monthly F1 scores for predicting property crimes for each

model in each city using the three different input combinations: historical crimes

only (C ), mobility features only (M ) and both (C+M ). In most cases, the F1 scores

using C+M are better than using only C or M ; and this observation is true across

across cities, test months and models. In other words, adding mobility features

improves the predictive accuracy of most of the models explored across all cities. A

similar trend was observed for violent crimes.

As C+M is the best combination in most cases, I aim to understand what

model is giving the best performance. For that purpose, I calculate the average

3https://github.com/google-research/bert
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Model Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

HALR 3.7% 3.0% 1.4% 2.3% 2.7%
GRU 4.0% 4.3% 2.5% 3.9% 2.4%
Attn 2.9% 2.2% 2.2% 3.2% 3.7%
GCN 1.2% 1.0% 0.3% 0.1% -1.8%

GGConv 1.2% 0.3% 0.9% -0.6% 1.3%
NbConv 4.3% 4.9% 5.6% 4.2% 4.5%

Table 5.7: Relative change in F1 score using C+M for property crime prediction in
Chicago in each test month.

monthly F1 score across the five test months for each model and city for both prop-

erty and violent crimes. Tables 5.5 and 5.6 shows the results. Overall, HALR, GRU,

Attn, GGConv, and NbConv have comparable prediction performance and NbConv

is the model with best performance in most scenarios, i.e., with the largest F1 scores

in three out of four cities for both property crimes and violent crimes. On the other

hand, GCN is the model with the worst performance across all scenarios. Since

GCN is the only deep learning model in the evaluation that exclusively considers

spatial dependency, these results suggest the importance of including temporal de-

pendencies in short-term crime prediction models. I also observe from Figure 5.3

that NbConv is the only model that has the better performance using mobility fea-

tures only (M ) than using historical crimes (C ) consistently across different months,

cities and types of crimes.

5.3.6 Effects of Mobility Features

To understand the effect of using mobility features in short-term crime pre-

diction models, I compute the relative change in F1 score between using C+M or

only M features and the baseline model with only C features, as described in Sec-
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Model Bal Min Aus Chi

HALR 6.1% 3.6% 1.6% 2.6%
GRU 5.3% 4.6% 1.3% 3.4%
Attn 5.4% 2.7% 0.5% 2.8%
GCN -0.6% -1.2% 0.4% 0.2%

GGConv 4.0% 1.4% 2.4% 0.6%
NbConv 5.8% 4.7% 2.1% 4.7%

Table 5.8: Average relative change in F1 score using C+M for property crimes over
all test months (Aug-Dec) in each city.

Model Bal Min Aus Chi

HALR 3.7% 0.2% -2.9% -2.3%
GRU 1.9% 2.4% -1.6% 0.3%
Attn 4.6% 1.7% -2.9% 0.4%
GCN -2.8% -1.7% -1.5% -2.0%

GGConv 4.2% 1.8% 0.9% 0.4%
NbConv 6.0% 2.8% 1.4% 3.3%

Table 5.9: Average relative change in F1 score using M for property crimes over all
test months (Aug-Dec) in each city.

tion 5.3.3. This analysis will reveal the effect of using only mobility features or

adding mobility features to historical crime features on model performance, when

compared to the only crime data baseline. As an example, Table 5.7 shows the

relative change in monthly F1 score using C+M in Chicago over each test month,

from August to December in 2020. I observe that adding mobility features to the

models help boost the crime prediction performance in most scenarios (most relative

changes are positive for different months and models). However, the improvement

of the performance differs across models. NbConv makes the best use of mobility

features, i.e., the largest relative improvement in F1 scores in all months in Chicago;

while the mobility features sometimes hurt the performance of models with a graph

convolution layer: GCN and GGConv have a negative relative change in one month.
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Model Bal Min Aus Chi

HALR 4.1% 2.5% 1.7% 2.8%
GRU 3.3% 1.8% 4.0% 1.3%
Attn 3.7% 4.5% 1.9% 2.1%
GCN 0.1% -0.4% -3.0% -1.4%

GGConv 1.9% 2.5% -0.1% 0.7%
NbConv 5.0% 6.6% 7.0% 2.2%

Table 5.10: Average relative change in F1 score using C+M for violent crimes over
all test months (Aug-Dec) in each city.

Model Bal Min Aus Chi

HALR 0.4% -5.7% -9.2% -4.0%
GRU 2.3% -5.4% -1.3% -1.8%
Attn 1.1% -2.8% -7.7% -0.7%
GCN -1.9% -1.1% -2.1% -4.1%

GGConv 2.4% -1.4% 0.1% -0.4%
NbConv 5.2% 5.9% 8.2% 2.4%

Table 5.11: Average relative change in F1 score using M for violent crimes over all
test months (Aug-Dec) in each city.

To be able to analyze the global effect of using mobility features (either C+M

or M ) across models, cities and types of crimes, I compute the average relative

change over the five test months for each model, city and type of crime and discuss

main findings. Tables 5.8 to 5.11 display the results for all combinations described.

Based on these average relative changes, I present the following observations:

1) GCN not only has the worst prediction performance but also fails to leverage

mobility features, i.e.,, the relative changes are mostly negative or small positive

values in all cities and types of crimes. In the following observations, GCN is

excluded from the analysis.

2) Adding mobility features along with historical crimes as inputs (C+M ) is

consistently beneficial to short-term crime prediction for all cities, types of crimes
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(a) Baltimore property crimes (left) and vio-
lent crimes (right)

(b) Minneapolis property crimes (left) and vi-
olent crimes (right)

Figure 5.4: Average F1 score in crimes prediction using NbConv across August to
December 2020 with different lengths for the look-back period. In the two plots for
each city, the one on the left is for property crimes and on the right is for violent
crimes.

and models, although the extent of improvement varies (Tables 5.8 and 5.10).

NbConv achieves the largest improvement in two cities for property crime and in

three cities for violent crimes and the second largest improvement in the rest of the

cases.

3) Replacing historical crimes input (C ) with mobility features only (M ) does

not always provide better or comparable crime prediction performance for prop-

erty crimes (i.e., many relative changes in Table 5.9 are less than 1%) and often

hurts prediction performance for violent crimes (i.e., most relative changes in Table

5.11 are negative). The exception is NbConv, whose relative changes using M are

consistently positive and improvements are often substantial.

5.3.7 Effect of Length of look-back Period and Length of Training

Months

In the problem and evaluation setting I have kept two parameters fixed: the

length of the look-back period is set to 14 and the number of training months (includ-
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(a) Baltimore property crimes (left) and vio-
lent crimes (right)

(b) Minneapolis property crimes (left) and vi-
olent crimes (right)

Figure 5.5: Average F1 score in crimes prediction using NbConv across August to
December 2020 with different length of training months. In the two plots for each
city, the one on the left is for property crimes and on the right is for violent crimes.

ing the validation set) is set to 7. To investigate the effect of these two parameters

on the evaluation, I consider a battery of values for the length of the look-back and

the number of training months, retrain the best performing model - NbConv - and

compute the new F1 scores averaged across all testing months for each of the pa-

rameter values considered, city, type of crime and combinations of input features

(C+M, M and C ). To test the effect of the look-back, I consider values ranging from

8 to 18, with the number of training months fixed to 7. To analyze the effect of the

number of months, I consider training months varying from 3 to 7, with look-back

fixed to 14. The results for Baltimore and Minneapolis are shown in Figures 5.4

and 5.5. The results for Austin and Chicago follow similar trends, and thus are not

shown in the paper.

It can be observed that the impact of changing the length of the look-back

period on NbConv models with M and C+M input features is very small, with

maximum changes in the F1 score smaller than 1% (see the orange and green lines

in the four plots of Figure 5.4). On the other hand, the NbConv model with historical

crimes only as input features (C ) is slightly more impacted by changes in the length
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of the look-back period, with F1 scores increasing up to 1.6% as the look-back grows

until it saturates around look-back= 14 (value that is selected for the analysis).

These numbers reveal that the improvements in F1 scores for C+M and M probably

represent a lower-bound with potentially larger improvements if the look-back period

considered was reduced. As for the length of the training months, the impact on

F1 scores is also small. I observe maximum F1 score changes of less than 1% and

a very slight increase in the F1 score as the length of the training months increases

for all input combinations and cities, except for NbConv with input features C in

Minneapolis. This analysis shows that the F1 scores discussed for NbConv are stable

across diverse training lengths.

5.4 Fairness Analysis for Modeling Crimes with Human Mobility

In the previous section, I have shown that the combination of historical crimes

and mobility features improves the performance of short-term crime prediction mod-

els, with the Neighbor Convolution model (NbConv) being the one with the best F1

scores. In this section, I aim to evaluate the fairness of the proposed model with a

focus on the presence of bias that might favor certain race or ethnicity groups, since

this has been shown to be an issue for prior crime prediction models [26].

5.4.1 Evaluation Methods for Fairness

The fairness evaluation of short-term crime prediction models can be framed

within the field of algorithmic fairness, which is based on the notion of protected
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groups. A protected group represents a population sub-group that has historically

suffered from discrimination and therefore some form of (approximate) parity or

non-discrimination regulation in the predictive algorithm is desired for these groups

[82]. Since the discussion around algorithmic fairness for crime prediction has mostly

focused on race and ethnicity [26, 162, 163], in this study I evaluate the fairness of

the short-term crime prediction results obtained with NbConv with respect to three

protected (minority) groups: Black or African-American (BA), Hispanic or Latino

(HL), and Asian (A); and one non-protected (non-minority) group comprised of

non-Hispanic and non-Latino Whites (W), as defined by the American Community

Survey [1].

Fairness is a complex concept and there are different metrics measuring differ-

ent aspects of fairness. Given the problem setting as a binary classification - positive

crime prediction means a census tract is likely to be a crime hotspot in the next day

- and my focus on analyzing fairness using protected and non-protected groups, I

apply four fairness metrics commonly used in the literature [26, 84, 163]: statistical

parity (SP); false positive error rate balance (FPR); false negative error rate balance

(FNR); and predicted positive to ground truth positive ratio (the metric used in the

study by Lum and Isaac [26], LI). Achieving fairness with respect to these metrics

means that the metric value for the protected group should be equal or similar to

the metric value for the non-protected group. For example, if SPpg = SPnpg then

the prediction model is considered to be fair in terms of statistical parity, where pg

stands for the protected group and npg for the non-protected group. Next, I de-

scribe each fairness metric in detail and present how I use these metrics to compute
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a measure of fairness across protected groups. The four fairness metrics used in this

paper are:

Statistical Parity. SP measures the fraction of the population in a (non-

)protected group associated to a positive prediction i.e., to a census tract with crime

occurring the next day. Fairness in terms of SP suggests that the percentage of the

population for a given group associated to positive predictions (crime) should be

independent of the group itself, regardless of the ground truth crime data. If the

SPpg is larger than SPnpg, then the short-term crime prediction model is biased

towards protected groups, who would have a higher probability of being associated

to crime in next-day predictions than non-protected groups.

The SP metric is computed per (non-)protected group g as follows: SPg =

TP+FN
TP+FP+TN+FN

where TP in my setting is defined as the total population of the

(non-)protected group g associated to census tracts that were correctly predicted

with crime occurring the next day across the whole testing period (August to De-

cember 2020); TN is defined as the total population of the (non-)protected group g

associated to census tracts that were correctly predicted as non-crime hotspots for

the next day across the testing period; FP represents the total population of the

(non-)protected group g associated to census tracts that were incorrectly associated

to crime occuring the next day across the testing period; and FN refers to the to-

tal population of the (non-)protected group g associated to census tracts that were

incorrectly predicted as not having crime across the testing period.

False positive error rate balance. FPR measures the fraction of popula-

tion in a (non-)protected group that is incorrectly associated to a positive predic-
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tion i.e., to a census tract with predicted crime occurring the next day, despite the

ground truth saying the opposite (no crime). Fairness in terms of FPR suggests

that the percentage of errors in the positive prediction should be independent of

the population groups. If the FPRpg is larger than FPRnpg, the short-term crime

prediction model is biased towards incorrectly making larger errors in the prediction

of protected groups being involved in crimes. The FPR metric is computed for each

(non-)protectd group g as follows: FPRg = FP
TN+FP

with FP and TN defined as

explained for the SP metric.

False negative error rate balance. FNR measures the fraction of popula-

tion in a (non-)protected group that is incorrectly associated to a negative prediction

i.e., to a census tract without crimes predicted for the next day, despite the fact

that the ground truth points to the presence of crime in that tract. Fairness in terms

of FNR suggests that the percentage of errors in the negative prediction should be

independent of the population groups. If the FNRpg is smaller than FNRnpg, the

short-term crime prediction model is biased in incorrectly believing that the non-

protected group is less likely to be involved in crimes. The FNR metric is computed

for each (non-)protected group g as follows: FNRg = FN
TP+FN

with FN and TP as

explained in the SP metric.

Lum and Isaac. LI measures the ratio between (1) the total population

of a (non-)protected group associated to predicted crime hotspots by the short-

term prediction model and (2) the total population of the same (non-)protected

group associated to ground truth crime hotspots ı.e., population in census tracts

where crime occurrences are predicted versus the population for whom those crime
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occurrences are ground truth. Fairness in terms of LI suggests that the (non-

)protected groups are represented in the model predictions proportionally to the

ground truth crime dataset. If LIpg is larger than LInpg, the protected groups would

be over-represented in the predicted hotspots when compared to the non-protected

group. The LI metric is computed for each (non-)protected group g as follows:

LIg = TP+FP
TP+FN

with TP and FP as explained in the SP metric.

To quantify the degree of unfairness (D) in the short-term crime prediction

model, I calculate for each fairness metric described the ratio between each pair of

protected and non-protected group and subtract 1. The closer D is to zero, the lower

the degree of unfairness associated to the prediction. For SP, FPR and LI, positive D

values point to higher degrees of unfairness for the protected groups, while negative

D values point to higher degrees of unfairness for the non-protected groups. For ex-

ample, DBA/W,FPR,C+M =
FPRBA,C+M

FPRW,C+M
−1 represents the degree of unfairness in crime

prediction using historical crimes and mobility features (C+M) in terms of FPR

for the protected group BA (Black and African-American) compared to the non-

protected group W (non-Hispanic and non-Latino White). If DBA/W,FPR,C+M > 0

this reflects a higher degree of unfairness for Black and African-Americans when

compared to non-Hispanic, non-Latino Whites. For FNR, positive (negative) D

point to higher degrees of unfairness for not-protected (protected) groups. As men-

tioned earlier, I focus the assessment of the degree of unfairness on the NbConv

model since it showed the best performance improvement when using mobility fea-

tures.

In the next two sections, I first explore the fairness of short-term crime predic-
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tion broadly looking into models that use only historical crimes or both historical

crimes and mobility data, and analyzing the potential impact of data bias in the

findings. In the second section, I will follow with an in-depth analysis of the im-

pact that adding mobility features in short-term crime prediction models has on the

fairness of these models, showing the presence of algorithmic bias that exacerbates

data bias in some of the models that incorporate mobility data.

5.4.2 Understanding Degree of Unfairness in Short-term Crime Pre-

diction

Figure 5.6 shows the degree of unfairness of the crime prediction task us-

ing NbConv for the four cities under study and with respect to different protected

race/ethnicity groups and fairness metrics. It can be observed that most of the

degrees of unfairness are substantially larger than zero, meaning that unfair crime

predictions are commonly observed in the experiments, with protected groups be-

ing associated to worse model performances than the non-Hispanic and non-Latino

White group. Next I discuss a few examples. I observe that crime predictions tend

to have larger FPR values for Black and African-Americans (BA) than for non-

Hispanic and non-Latino White Americans (W ) which reveals that the short-term

crime prediction model is incorrectly predicting more Black and African-American

(BA) communities as being involved in crime hotspots. I also observe that crime pre-

dictions tend to have lower FNR for non-Hispanic and non-Latino White Americans

(W ) than for Black and African-American (BA) communities i.e., the short-term
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(a) Property crime prediction (b) Violent crime prediction

Figure 5.6: Degrees of unfairness of crime prediction using NbConv for four cities
(Baltimore, Minneapolis, Austin and Chicago) and two types of crime (property
and violent). Results are shown for each fairness metric explained in Section 5.4.1
and for each protected group. Crime prediction uses either (i) only historical crime
features (C) or (ii) both historical and mobility features (C+M).

crime prediction model is incorrectly predicting less W communities as being in-

volved in crime hotspots. This unfairness issue is consistent with individual level

crime risks prediction, where black defendants were far more likely than white de-

fendants to be incorrectly judged to be at a higher risk of recidivism, while white

defendants were more likely than black defendants to be incorrectly flagged as low

risk by COMPAS, a software used by U.S. courts to assess the likelihood of a defen-

dant becoming a recidivist [164]. The results also show that in terms of statistical

parity, minority groups have larger SP than non-Hispanic and non-Latino Whites,

revealing that minority communities receive disproportionately larger attention from
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the crime prediction model pointing to larger volumes of crime hotspots.

I have shown that short-term crime prediction models that use historical crimes

and/or mobility data are associated to worse models performances for protected

groups than for non-Hispanic and non-Latino Whites. However, the degree, direction

and scale of unfairness varies widely across cities, types of crimes and race/ethnicity.

For example, in Figure 5.6(a) for property crimes, DBA/W,FPR,C+M is 0.62 in Chicago

i.e., the degree of unfairness for Black and African-Americans in terms of FPR is

62% larger than for non-Hispanic and non-Latino Whites, but is 0.04 in Minneapolis

(crime prediction is almost fair for Black and African-Americans in terms of FPR).

The direction of unfairness can also be different. For example, DHL/W,FNR,C+M for

property crimes in Figure 5.6(a) is positive in Chicago i.e., the model is incorrectly

assigning lower risk of being in crime hotspots for Hispanic and Latino communities

than the White population; but is negative in the other three cities. The scale of

unfairness can be different for different types of crimes. For example, DBA/W,SP,C

for violent crimes in Figure 5.6(b) is at least three times larger than for property

crimes in Figure 5.6(a) for all four cities.

As pointed out in the algorithmic fairness literature, the bias encoded in the

data can be one of the causes of unfairness; the algorithm itself can be another

cause [82]. Here, I explore the effect of data bias; the next section will explore

the effect of algorithmic bias. To understand if data bias can partially explain the

differences in degree of unfairness in crime prediction across types of crimes, cities

and race/ethnicity groups, I compute the correlation between the population for

each (non-)protected group and the number of crimes in each census tract for each
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Race/Ethnicity
Property crime

Bal Min Aus Chi

W 0.121 0.287** -0.020 -0.054
BA 0.267*** 0.210* 0.265*** 0.483***
HL 0.248*** 0.180 0.292*** -0.160***
A 0.181* 0.312*** 0.000 -0.021

Table 5.12: Spearman correlation between population in race/ethnicity groups and
number of property crimes from August to December 2020 of census tracts in four
cities. Significance levels: 0 ’***’; 0.001 ’**’; 0.01 ’*’; 0.05 ’ ’

Race/Ethnicity
Violent crime

Bal Min Aus Chi

W -0.352*** -0.392*** -0.343*** -0.504***
BA 0.431*** 0.734*** 0.501*** 0.711***
HL 0.013 0.393*** 0.557*** -0.230***
A -0.174* 0.414*** -0.264*** -0.378***

Table 5.13: Spearman correlation between population in race/ethnicity groups and
number of violent crimes from August to December 2020 of census tracts in four
cities. Significance levels: 0 ’***’; 0.001 ’**’; 0.01 ’*’; 0.05 ’ ’

city in the study. Specifically, I conduct Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients

between the population for each race/ethnicity and the number of crimes during the

testing period (from August to December, 2020) since the unfairness issues discussed

were identified for the testing phase. The correlation results are shown in Table 5.12

and 5.13. Comparing the empirical results in Figure 5.6 and Table 5.12 and 5.13, I

observe that the degrees of unfairness mostly align with the direction and coefficient

of the correlation i.e., unfairness can be partially explained by the bias in the crime

data. A few more in-depth observations:

1) The coefficients of the correlation for non-Hispanic and non-Latino White

(W) are significantly negative in the four cities for violent crimes; while they are a

mix of positive and negative, and often times at a smaller scale, for the protected
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groups (BA/HL/A). For property crimes, the correlation coefficients for different

race/ethnicity groups are smaller and closer in range. This means that the ground

truth crime incident data is biased towards associating protected groups with higher

numbers of violent crimes than of property crimes. This is aligned with my prior

observation for the degree of unfairness, where the crime prediction is more unfair

for violent crimes than for property crimes (see Figure 5.6).

2) The correlations can also partially explain the difference in degree of un-

fairness across cities. For example, the coefficients across different race/ethnicity

groups for property crimes in Minneapolis are similar, and Minneapolis has most

of the smallest degrees of unfairness in property crimes for BA/W, HL/W, and

A/W (see Figure 5.6). On the other hand, it can be observed that some large

correlation coefficient differences between protected groups and non-Hispanic, non-

Latino Whites for property crimes, e.g., 0.483 for Black and African-America versus

−0.054 for Whites in Chicago, or 0.292 for Hispanic-Latino versus −0.020 for Whites

in Austin. These examples correspond to the largest degrees of unfairness in Figure

5.6.

3) The direction of unfairness also aligns with the direction of the correlation.

For example, in property crime prediction, the direction of unfairness for Hispanic-

Latino across all fairness metrics is the opposite to that of all the other groups.

DHL/W,FNR,C+M is positive which is different from other cities. So is the direction

of correlation for Hispanic-Latino in Chicago, which is significant and negative as

opposed to all the other protected groups across all four cities.

These observations suggest that the data bias in the crime incident data plays
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an important role in the unfairness issues of short-term crime prediction models

using historical crimes and mobility features.

5.4.3 Effects of Modeling Crimes with Mobility Features on Fairness

I have shown that short-term crime prediction models that use historical crime

and/or mobility features suffer from unfairness issues that might be partially ex-

plained by data bias. In this section, I take a deeper look and evaluate the changes

in the degree of unfairness brought by adding mobility features to the crime pre-

diction models. Although crime prediction with additional mobility features has

consistent better performance for all cities and types of crimes in this study (see

Tables 5.8 and 5.10), it is important to understand the effect that mobility features

have in the degree of unfairness across cities, types of crimes and races/ethnicity.

To carry out the fairness analysis, I compare the degree of unfairness in crime

prediction using historical crimes and mobility features (C+M) to using historical

crimes only (C) in order to evaluate how additional mobility features might affect

the fairness of the crime prediction; and I use a 5% relative change in the degree of

unfairness as a threshold to determine whether using mobility features impacts or

not the fairness of crime prediction. For example, DBA/W,FPR,C+M =
FPRBA,C+M

FPRW,C+M
−1

represents the degree of unfairness in crime prediction using historical crimes and

mobility features (C+M) in terms of FPR for the protected group BA (Black and

African-American) compared to the non-protected group W (non-Hispanic and non-

Latino White). If
DBA/W,FPR,C+M

DBA/W,FPR,C
> 1.05, adding mobility features to the predictive
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Property crime prediction
Bal Min Aus Chi

BA/W

SP - (1.83) + (0.88) - (1.19)
FPR - (1.67) - (1.12) - (1.24)
FNR - (16.00) + (0.43) - (1.30) - (1.25)

LI - (1.91) - (1.85) - (1.60)

HL/W

SP - (1.15) - (1.24) + (0.84)
FPR - (1.22) - (1.29) + (0.81)
FNR - (1.30) - (1.69) - (1.09) - (1.08)

LI - (1.69) - (2.06) - (1.06) + (0.26)

A/W

SP - (2.67) - (4.83) + (0.91)
FPR - (11.79) - (1.78) - (1.54) + (0.93)
FNR - (1.44) + (0.12)

LI + (0.15) - (1.26) - (2.35) + (0.19)

C+M improvement over C 5.8% 4.7% 2.1% 4.7%

Table 5.14: Change in degree of unfairness using crimes and mobility features
(C+M) compared to using historical crimes only (C) for property crime prediction.

For each cell in table: ”-” means
|DBA/W,f,C+M |
|DBA/W,f,C |

> 1.05, using M makes crime predic-

tion less fair; ”+” means
|DBA/W,f,C+M |
|DBA/W,f,C |

< 0.95, using M makes crime prediction more

fair; Blank means 0.95 ≤ |DBA/W,f,C+M |
|DBA/W,f,C |

≤ 1.05, using M has little effect on crime

prediction fairness. ”C+M improvement C” is from Table 5.9.

model increases the degree of unfairness, i.e., the prediction with additional mobility

features is less fair than using historical crimes only.

Table 5.14 and 5.15 show the results for the analysis. Negative signs represent

settings where adding mobility features increases the degree of unfairness by at

least 5%, while positive signs represent settings where adding mobility features to

the short-term crime prediction decreases the degree of unfairness by at least 5%.

The values between parentheses represent the ratio and the blank values in the

table are associated to changes smaller than 5%. For example, the table shows that

for Baltimore City, the crime prediction improvement brought in by incorporating

mobility features comes at the price of fairness, with all relative changes in the
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Violent crime prediction
Bal Min Aus Chi

BA/W

SP - (1.11) + (0.95) + (0.78)
FPR - (1.12) + (0.95) + (0.78)
FNR - (1.21) - (1.06) - (1.12)

LI - (465.8) - (2.46) + (0.37)

HL/W

SP - (1.06) - (1.20) - (1.42)
FPR - (1.07) - (1.20) - (1.41)
FNR - (1.42) - (1.23) - (1.13) - (2.59)

LI - (1.17) - (3.73) + (0.84) - (1.86)

A/W

SP - (1.11) - (1.23) + (0.90)
FPR - (1.46) - (1.21) + (0.89)
FNR + (0.85) - (3.71) - (1.41)

LI + (0.66) + (0.93) - (1.31) + (0.73)

C+M improvement over C 5.0% 6.6% 7.0% 2.2%

Table 5.15: Change in degree of unfairness using crimes and mobility features
(C+M) compared to using historical crimes only (C) for violent crime prediction.
For each cell in table, ’-’, ’+’ and blank has the same meaning as Table 5.14. ”C+M
improvement C” is from Table 5.11.

degree of unfairness being negative except for the LI metric for the Asian group. For

Minneapolis, using mobility features in crime prediction also causes the prediction to

be less fair most of the times, except for property crime predictions for the Black and

African-American group. On the other hand, the effect of adding mobility features

on prediction fairness for Austin and Chicago is more diverse: 10 and 13 out of

the 24 degrees of unfairness are improved by using mobility features in Austin and

Chicago respectively. In other words, Chicago is the least likely to provide unfair

predictions among the four cities in this study when adding mobility features to the

short-term crime prediction.

To explore the reasons behind the diverse effects of mobility features on the

degree of unfairness, I design two analyses. The first one focuses on understanding
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the effect of mobility data bias i.e., evaluate if the changes in degrees of unfairness

can be partially caused by mobility data being biased for certain population groups.

The second analysis will evaluate algorithmic bias i.e., analyze whether the NbConv

algorithm trained with mobility and crime data might be exacerbating existing data

bias and predicting crime hotspots at a higher rate for protected groups than when

using only crime data.

To explore the effect of mobility data bias, I compute four multivariate

linear regressions for each city under study where the dependent variable is the

population of each (non-)protected group and the independent variables are the ten

mobility features in Table 5.4. Table 5.16 shows the R2 for the linear regressions

for each (non)protected group and each city (all linear regressions are significant at

the 0.001 level). R2 measures the level of variance of population being explained

by the mobility features for each (non-)protected group. The larger the R2 is,

the better the mobility features serve as proxies to reconstruct information about

population of each race/ethnicity group, and thus the larger potential for indirect

discrimination [165] through mobility data bias. Any correspondence between the

mobility data bias (measured as R2 of the linear regression in Table 5.16) and the

changes in the degree of unfairness brought by additional mobility features (Table

5.14 and 5.15) would point to biased mobility data as one of the causes behind

the unfair results reported towards protected groups. However, comparing the two

tables it is evident that the role of mobility data bias is minimal on the degrees of

unfairness reported. For example, the R2 for Baltimore and Hispanic-Latinos (HL)

is the smallest (0.315) but using the crimes and mobility features (C+M) increases
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Bal Min Aus Chi

W 0.767 0.713 0.802 0.678
BA 0.815 0.510 0.448 0.341
HL 0.315 0.487 0.794 0.456
A 0.446 0.609 0.437 0.389

Table 5.16: R2 of multivariate linear regression with the population of each (non-
)protected group as the dependent variable and all mobility features as the inde-
pendent variables for each city. All linear regressions are significant at the 0.001
level.

the degree of unfairness of HL/W for both property and violent crime prediction

compared to using historical crimes only (C). I also observe that while the R2 for

Chicago and Black-African Americans is the second smallest (0.341), using C+M

increases the degree of unfairness of BA/W for property crime prediction (only in

terms of FNR), and decreases the degree of unfairness for violent crime prediction.

In addition, the R2 for Minneapolis and Hispanic-Latino (0.487) is similar to the

R2 for Chicago and Hispanic-Latino (0.456). However, the degree of unfairness for

HL/W increases for both types of crimes in Minneapolis but decreases for property

crimes in Chicago. To sum up, these results suggest that the mobility data bias has

little impact on the change in degree of unfairness when using C+M features.

To explore the effect of algorithmic bias, I analyze the difference in the racial

distribution across the next-day crime hotspots predicted by the NbConv model.

Specifically, I calculate the ratio of protected population to non-Hispanic, non-Latino

White population involved in the predicted crime hotspots by the NbConv model

when using either C+M or only C features. Then, I calculate the relative change

between the two ratios to see how adding mobility features to the crime prediction

might change the racial distribution in the next-day crime prediction. The ratio
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Race/ Property crime prediction Violent crime prediction
Ethnicity Bal Min Aus Chi Bal Min Aus Chi

BA/W 5.80% -0.39% 3.63% 0.14% -0.05% 4.88% -2.35% -14.74%
HL/W 2.52% 1.39% 0.49% 3.96% 2.31% 7.00% 0.63% 12.97%
A/W 4.60% -0.41% -2.96% -0.88% 1.55% -0.18% -2.34% -2.83%

Table 5.17: Change in ratio of minority population to non-Hispanic or Latino White
population being involved in crime hotspots predicted by NbConv model with C+M
feature combination and with C feature combination.

change is defined as
TPpg,C+M+FPpg,C+M

TPW,C+M+FPW,C+M
/
TPpg,C+FPpg,C

TPW,C+FPW,C
− 1, where pg is a protected

group (BA/HL/A) and TP/FP is explained in Section 5.4.1. The ratio change

being positive (negative) suggests that adding mobility features in crime predic-

tion models increases (decreases) the presence of protected groups in the predicted

crime hotspots with respect to the non-protected group (the non-Hispanic or Latino

White). All ratio changes are shown in Table 5.17.

Looking into the ratio changes in Table 5.17 and the change in the degrees of

unfairness that I discussed in Table 5.14 and 5.15, I make three observations: 1)

When the ratio change is positive, the degree of unfairness increases when mobility

features are added to crime prediction. For example, the ratio change of BA/W

in Baltimore is 5.8% for property crime prediction and the degree of unfairness

increases for all four fairness metrics. 2) When the ratio change is negative, adding

mobility features makes crime prediction more fair. For example, the ratio change

of BA/W and A/W in Chicago for violent crimes are −14.74% and −2.83% and

the degree of unfairness decreases in terms of SP , FPR and LI. 3) When the

ratio change is close to zero, adding mobility features make crime prediction less

fair in some fairness metrics. For example, the ratio change of BA/W in Chicago for
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property crime is 0.14% and is −0.05% for violent crime in Baltimore. The degree

of unfairness only increases in terms of FNR.

There are three exceptions to the pattern described above. The first one is

the ratio change of A/W for property crime prediction in Austin. This ratio change

is −2.96%, but the degree of unfairness only decreases for FNR and increases for

the other three fairness metrics (SP/FPR/LI). This suggests that adding mobility

features to property crime prediction in Austin mostly balances the false negative

rate between Asian and non-Hispanic, non-Latino White population group. The

second one is the ratio change of HL/W for property crime prediction in Chicago.

The ratio change is 3.96%, but DHL/W decreases for three fairness metrics in Table

5.14. This is because the direction of the unfairness for HL/W in Chicago is different

from the other three cities. By increasing the presence of Hispanic and Latino in

the predicted next-day crime, the crime prediction model with mobility features

improves the fairness. The last exception is the ratio change of A/W for violent crime

prediction in Austin. Similar to the second exception, the direction of unfairness for

A/W in Austin is different the other three cities. A decreasing presence of Asian

population in predicted crime worsens the unfairness of the prediction.

Despite these three exceptions, all the other trends described earlier point to

the presence of algorithmic bias that might partially explain the degrees of unfairness

i.e., NbConv with mobility and crime data might be exacerbating the crime data bias

more than NbConv with only crime data as shown by the increase in the presence

of protected groups for the crimes predicted when using both mobility and crime

data versus only crime data.
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5.5 Improving Fairness in Short-term Crime Prediction with Under-

reporting-aware Models

In the previous section, I have shown that unfair predictions are pervasive

in short-term crime predictions using either historical crimes only or crimes and

mobility features combined. One of the factors contributing to the unfairness is the

inherent data bias in the reported crime incidents data. As described in Section

2.3, an important source of data bias of reported crimes is the under-reporting of

crimes embedded in the crime reporting process. In this section, I will introduce

an under-reporting-aware deep learning model, i.e., models that explicitly take into

account the under-reporting issue of crime incident data, with a convolutional gate

mechanism to model the under-reporting of crimes and evaluate the effect that this

mechanism has on the accuracy and fairness of the short-term crime prediction with

mobility features.

5.5.1 Modeling Crime-reporting Process with a Convolutional Gate

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the crime reporting process can be simplified

as two stages: 1) a crime incident is reported to the police and 2) the reported

incident is recorded in the police database. Inheriting notation from the Study

2, the number of true crimes yi,t is defined as the actual number of crimes that

will occur regardless of whether they will be reported; and the reporting rate πi

quantifies the under-reporting issue during the two-stage crime reporting process as
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Figure 5.7: Under-reporting-aware short-term crime prediction with crime-reporting
convolutional gate. The 2D feature maps for historical crimes, mobility features
and under-reporting determinants are constructed based on the neighboring set for
census tract s1 in the same way as shown in Figure 5.2.

the ratio of the number of reported crimes zi,t to the true crimes, where i refers

to census tract si and t refers to day t. To model the crime-reporting process, yi,t

is considered as a function of the predictive features for crimes, e.g., the features

extracted from historical crimes and from the human mobility dataset in Section

5.3.1; and πi is treated as a function of under-reporting determinants based on

domain knowledge. Finally, zi,t is the product of the number of true crimes and

reporting rate zi,t = yi,t × pii.

The under-reporting-aware short-term crime prediction model consists of two

neural network branches, as shown in Figure 5.7. The first branch is the true crime

predictor which infers the number of true crimes yi,t in the next day t with predic-

tive features for crimes. Since NbConv with historical crimes and mobility features

(C+M) is the best performing model in Section 5.3.5, in this section, I apply NbConv

as the predictive model for yi,t. The second branch is the crime-reporting convolu-

tional gate to infer the reporting rate πi based on the under-reporting determinants.
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As described in Section 4.2.2, the crime-reporting behavior or the reporting rate can

be modeled by under-reporting determinants. The convolutional gate proposed here

not only models the non-linear relationship between the determinants and reporting

rate πi of the target census tract si, but also between πi and the determinants of

the neighboring set of si to capture the spatial dependency. The convolutional gate

consists of three layers of convolutional blocks (Conv), a fully-connected layer (FC)

and a Sigmoid gate.

5.5.2 Experiment Setting

The under-reporting determinants on the census-tract-level are socio-demographic

variables obtained from 2019 American Community Survey (ACS) 5-year estimates

4. As described in Section 4.2.2, the determinants for property crimes are poverty

rate (PR) and unemployment rate (UR); and for violent crimes are poverty rate

(PR), adult rate (AR), the percentage of people who are never married (never mar-

ried rate, NMR), male to female ratio (M/F), percentage of female householder with

children under 18 years old (FHHR), percentage of people who cannot speak En-

glish (linguistic isolation rate, LIR) and the percentage of foreign born population

(foreign-born rate, FR). Since ACS provides not only the estimates but also the

margin of error of the under-reporting determinants, I include both the estimates

and margin of error in the feature maps for the convolutional gate to model the

uncertainty in ACS estimates.

The training and inference process for under-reporting-aware short-term crime

4https://data.census.gov/
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prediction is different from the under-reporting-unaware models in Section 5.3 which

are directly trained and make inference on the binary variable hi,t, i.e., whether

census tract si is a hotspot on the next day t. Instead, numeric inferred variables

(yi,t, πi and zi,t) are introduced for the under-reporting-aware model. To obtain

predictions for the binary variable hi,t, the under-reporting-aware model follows the

training and inference process as shown in Figure 5.7. First, the under-reporting-

aware NbConv is trained in the regression setting with mean squared error (MSE)

as the loss function Loss = 1
N∗TD

∑
i∈N
∑

t∈TD
(
z∗i,t − zi,t

)2
, where z∗i,t is the ground

truth and zi,t is the predicted number of reported crimes for census tract si on day t,

N is the total number of census tract in a city and TD is the number of days in the

training period. In the training process, both the branch for true crimes yi,t and for

reporting rate πi of the model are activated to infer the number of reported crimes

zi,t. Because only the ground truth of the reported crime incidents is available, the

goal of the training process is to to minimize the error in predicting the number of

reported crimes. Then in the inference phase, only the first branch for yi,t is utilized

to predict next-day crime hotspots hi. yi,t is binarized as hi,t as follows:

hi,t =


1, yi,t > yt

0, yi,t ≤ yt

(5.1)

yt =
1

N

∑
i∈N

yi,t (5.2)

yt represents the average predicted number of true crimes across all census
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tracts in the city on day t and Equation 5.1 means that a census tract is considered

a hotspot on the next day t if the predicted number of true crimes is larger than

the average of all census tracts.

The rest of experiment setting is the same as Section 5.3, including evaluation

protocols, implementation and hyper-parameters.

In order to evaluate the effects of modeling under-reporting on accuracy and

fairness, I define two baselines. 1) the under-reporting-unaware NbConv model

using historical crimes and mobility features (C+M features), denoted as UU. 2)

UU with a baseline fairness improvement method proposed in [87] which adds a

fairness regularization to the loss function to minimize the per-capita score between

protected and non-protected group. For this study, since the score corresponds to

the predicted number of reported crimes, we compute the per-capita score as the

predicted number of crimes divided by the population of the (non-)protected group.

The fairness regularization, named as individual-based fairness gap (IFG) in [87], is

computed as:

LossIFG,t =
1∑

i∈N z
∗
i,t

∣∣∣∣∑i∈N zi,tw
+
i∑

i∈N piw
+
i

−
∑

i∈N zi,tw
−
i∑

i∈N piw
−
i

∣∣∣∣ , (5.3)

where pi is the total population of si and w+
i (w−i ) is the percentage of pop-

ulation in the protected (non-protected) groups. In this study, protected groups

refer to Black and African-American, Hispanic and Latino, and Asian population.

Non-protected group refers to non-Hispanic and non-Latino White population. The

second baseline is denoted as IFG. The under-reporting-aware model proposed in this
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Property crime Violent crime
Bal Min Aus Chi Bal Min Aus Chi

UU(C) 0.345 0.533 0.533 0.309 0.369 0.299 0.124 0.210
UU 0.405 0.543 0.576 0.362 0.410 0.331 0.201 0.286
IFG 0.403 0.538 0.575 0.315 0.372 0.213 0.090 0.199
TC 0.386 0.444 0.559 0.362 0.366 0.287 0.151 0.215

Table 5.18: Average monthly F1 score for property and violent crime prediction
from Aug. to Dec. 2020 for each city. UU(C) means UU model but with historical
crimes only as input features.

study is denoted as TC (predicting crime hotspots based on inferred true crimes).

We inherit the performance metric for the prediction accuracy defined - in

Section 5.3.5 - as the average of the monthly F1 score. The algorithmic fairness

is also measured by the degree of unfairness (D) as described in Section 5.4.1.

Here I also use a 5% relative change as the threshold to determine whether the

TC approach improves fairness compared to the baselines. If the ratio between the

degree of unfairness of TC and UU (denoted as TC/UU) or between the degree of

unfairness of TC and IFG (denoted as TC/IFG) is smaller than 0.95, then the TC

approach improves fairness for a specific metric and protected group. For example,

if
DBA/W,FPR,TC

DBA/W,FPR,UU
< 0.95, the TC approach improves fairness for Black and African-

American community in terms of false positive rate.

5.5.3 Analysis of Accuracy and Fairness for Under-reporting-aware

NbConv Model

Accuracy. Table 5.18 shows the F1 scores for property and violent crime

prediction in the testing phase. It can be observed that both the baseline fairness

improvement method (IFG) and the proposed under-reporting-aware model (TC )
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tend to have lower F1 scores across cities for both types of crimes. This reflects a

potential trade-off between accuracy and fairness. In fact, as I later discuss, the two

models proposed generally have higher fairness measures at the cost of a decrease

in accuracy. For IFG, the trade-off is due to the added fairness regularization,

that is, instead of minimizing solely the MSE (the error between predicted and

ground truth number of reported crimes), IFG balances between the MSE and the

fairness regularization which leads to an increase in the error and a decrease in the

accuracy. While for TC, since only reported crime data is available, there is no

ground truth to evaluate the actual accuracy of the predicted true crime hotspots.

The mismatch between the predicted true crime hotspots and the ground truth

reported crime hotspots might be the cause of decrease in accuracy. For example,

a census tract with low reporting rate could be considered as a hotspot based on

the inferred number of true crimes, but not a hotspot based on the reported crime

data. In study 2, the Bayesian model for under-reported crimes is observed to

improve reported crime prediction accuracy as well as the fairness in long-term

crime prediction. However, the TC approach has an non-trivial impact in decreasing

accuracy for short-term crime prediction. This suggests that incorporating Bayesian

models into deep learning might be helpful in reducing the loss in accuracy. I think

this is an important line of inquiry, and I leave this for future research beyond my

dissertation work. Although TC has a decrease in accuracy compared with UU, TC

still has similar accuracy with UU(C), which means the improvement in accuracy by

the additional mobility features has been offset by the convolutional gate mechanism.

Fairness. Figure 5.8 and 5.9 shows the degree of unfairness of crime prediction
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Figure 5.8: Degrees of unfairness of property crime prediction for four cities (Balti-
more, Minneapolis, Austin and Chicago). Results are shown for each fairness metric
explained in Section 5.4.1 and for each protected group. Crime prediction mod-
els include under-reporting-unaware model (UU), UU with historical crimes only
(UU(C)), UU with individual-based fairness gap regularization, and the proposed
under-reporting-aware model (TC).
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Figure 5.9: Degrees of unfairness of violent crime prediction for four cities (Balti-
more, Minneapolis, Austin and Chicago). Results are shown for each fairness metric
explained in Section 5.4.1 and for each protected group. Crime prediction mod-
els include under-reporting-unaware model (UU), UU with historical crimes only
(UU(C)), UU with individual-based fairness gap regularization, and the proposed
under-reporting-aware model (TC).
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IFG/UU TC/UU TC/IFG TC/UU(C)

Property crime 58% 69% 65% 58%
Violent crime 71% 85% 40% 54%

Table 5.19: Percentage of settings where applying the convolutional gate for crime-
reporting process (TC) improves the baselines.

for the four cities and the two types of crimes in terms of four fairness metrics for

different race and ethnicity groups. It shows that the effect on fairness resulting from

adding a fairness regularization (IFG) or a convolutional gate for crime-reporting

(TC) varies across cities and types of crimes. To be able to summarize the impact

of fairness treatments, I calculate the percentage of settings for which the TC ap-

proach improves fairness compared to the baselines, with a setting being defined

as a combination of city, fairness metric and protected group. In other words, I

compute the percentage of settings for which there is at least a 5% relative change

in the degree of unfairness of the crime prediction when using TC versus one of the

other baselines. If the percentage of settings is larger than 50%, applying the TC

approach is beneficial in terms of improving fairness. For example, our results show

that when using the convolutional gate for crime reporting (TC), 69% of the times

the fairness was improved when compared to an under-reporting-unaware model

(UU) suggesting that among the cities, fairness metrics and race/ethnicity groups

considered in this study, 69% of the degrees of unfairness decrease more than 5%.

Next I discuss the main findings.

The results are shown in Table 5.19. For property crime prediction, the IFG

and TC approach both are beneficial to improving fairness (the percentages for

IFG/UU and for TC/UU are both larger than 50%) and the proposed TC approach
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has a better chance of improving fairness than IFG when compared to the UU

baseline (69% versus 58%). In addition, the overall percentage of TC/IFG is 65%

suggesting the TC approach can further improve fairness than the baseline IFG

approach.

For violent crime prediction, both IFG and TC also are beneficial to improving

fairness and similar with property crime prediction, TC has a better chance to

improve over baseline UU than IFG (85% for TC/UU versus 71% vs IFG/UU).

However, comparing the TC approach with the baseline IFG approach, the chance

for improvement (TC/IFG) is 40% suggesting that the scale of reducing degrees of

unfairness brought by TC tends to be smaller than the IFG approach in violent

crime prediction. This reflects the trade-off between accuracy and fairness, as the

IFG has a larger decrease in F1 score for violent crimes than the TC approach, e.g.,

the decrease can be as large as 50% in violent crime prediction for Austin (Aus) (F1

score using IFG is 0.090 while using UU is 0.201 in Table 5.18.

Comparing property and violent crimes prediction, the percentage to improve

fairness is larger for violent crimes (85% for TC/UU) than for property crimes

prediction (69% for TC/UU). As discussed in Section 5.4.2, the data bias issue

is more severe for violent crime incidents than for property crime incidents. This

suggests that the more severe the data bias is, the higher the percentage of improving

fairness fairness using the convolutional gate for crime-reporting (TC).

Comparing with UU model with historical crimes only, i.e., UU(C), the per-

centage of fairness improvement is over 50% for both types of crimes. This means the

proposed TC approach can still slightly improve fairness over UU(C) with similar
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Property crime Violent crime

Metric

SP 83% 92%
FPR 83% 92%
FNR 50% 75%

LI 58% 83%

Race/Ethnicity
BA/W 75% 100%
HL/W 75% 88%
A/W 56% 69%

City

Bal 67% 92%
Min 92% 92%
Aus 58% 75%
Chi 58% 83%

Table 5.20: Percentage of settings for which applying the convolutional gate for
crime-reporting process (TC) improves fairness when compared with the under-
reporting-unaware model (UU) by fairness metrics, race/ethnicity groups and cities.

accuracy with the additional inference on the under-reporting rate for each census

tract.

Finally, since TC is the model that improves fairness the most - at the cost of

reducing accuracy - I take an in-depth look into the fairness improvement brought

about by the TC approach versus the UU baseline by disaggregating the results by

metrics, by race/ethnicity groups and by cities as shown in Table 5.20. I highlight

three main results. 1) In terms of fairness metrics, adding the convolutional gate

for crime-reporting (TC approach) to the under-reporting-unaware model (UU ap-

proach) is especially good for improving fairness in terms of statistical parity (SP)

and false positive rate (FPR) e.g., the chance of improving fairness is larger than

80% in terms of SP and FPR for both types of crimes. This means that by modeling

the data bias generated by the under-reporting issue, the percentage of population

in the protected groups being involved in the predicted crime hotspots is reduced
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(i.e., the degree of unfairness of SP decreases) due to less false positive prediction.

2) For race/ethnicity groups, the chance to improve fairness is better for the Black

and African-American as well as the Hispanic and Latino groups than for the Asian

group. Based on Table 5.12 and 5.13, where data bias in reported crimes is quan-

tified by the Spearman correlation between population and number of crimes, the

correlation coefficients for the former two protected groups tend to be larger than

the coefficients for the Asian group. This suggests that the TC approach mitigates

the data bias in reported crimes better for the protected race/ethnicity groups with

more severe data bias. 3) The per-city values show the trade-off between accuracy

and fairness, that is, larger chances of improving fairness generally correspond to

larger decreases in prediction accuracy. For example, the decrease in prediction

accuracy for Austin and Chicago in property crime prediction is small (F1 score de-

creases less than 0.02, see Table 5.18; while the chance of improving fairness is the

smallest for Austin and Chicago (58%). On the other hand, although the F1 score

for Minneapolis in property crime prediction decreases by almost 0.1, the chance to

improve fairness for Minneapolis is as high as 92%.

5.6 Decision-Making Framework

In this study, I have presented a comprehensive analysis of short-term crime

prediction with mobility features in terms of prediction accuracy and fairness. By

conducting experiments with multiple state-of-the-art deep learning models across

different cities and types of crimes, I show that adding mobility features does improve
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the accuracy of short-term crime prediction. However, while most studies about

short-term crime prediction focus solely on improving the prediction accuracy [13,

92, 93], my proposed detailed fairness analysis suggests that unfair crime prediction

is common across cities, types of crimes and fairness metrics; and in some scenarios,

the improvement in accuracy comes at the cost of fairness. Thus, improving accuracy

should not be the only goal in searching for a better solution for short-term crime

prediction, but rather, a measure taken into account together with fairness. As a

result, I have also proposed the use of a convolutional gate mechanism to model the

crime-reporting process in order to mitigate the data bias in crime incident data

due to the issue of under-reporting. Results show that the more severe the data

bias issue is, the better the chance that the convolutional gate for crime-reporting

improve the fairness in crime hotspot prediction based on the inferred true crimes,

albeit at the cost of prediction accuracy.

Using the methods presented in this paper, I propose a decision-making frame-

work to assist in determining whether a new short-term crime prediction model that

incorporates mobility features and the under-reporting-aware model should be de-

ployed based on the analysis of crime prediction accuracy and fairness. Figure 5.10

shows the flowchart with the main steps for the decision making framework proposed.

The first step identifies whether using mobility features improves the prediction ac-

curacy of the short-term prediction model. My experimental evaluation has shown

that Neighbor Convolution models are the best in terms of prediction accuracy.

Thus, the proposed framework will first evaluate the prediction accuracy for mod-

els that only use historical crime data (C) versus models that incorporate mobility
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Figure 5.10: Decision-making framework for incorporating mobility features into
short-term crime prediction model. Model C (C+M) means crime prediction model
(such as NbConv in this study) with historical crimes only (historical crimes and
mobility features) as input. +M means adding mobility features to crime prediction
model. Blue census tracts are the ones predicted as hotspots on August 9th, 2020
in Chicago.

features (C + M). If the prediction accuracy for mobility-based models is worse,

the flowchart process ends since adding mobility features does not help; otherwise,

move to step two. Step one identifies settings where mobility features improve the

prediction. However, decision makers also need to understand the fairness of the

algorithms they deploy. Thus, the second step looks for fairness metrics for which

the change in the degree of unfairness is positive or neutral across all protected

groups i.e., adding mobility features to the predictive model makes the model more

fair or maintains the same degree of unfairness. If there exists at least one metric

with that condition, move to step three, which recommends incorporating mobil-
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ity features to the prediction model and displays a daily map with the predicted

census tracts with crime incidents. In this case, the crime predictions are not only

more accurate, but also more fair, than predictions that only use historical crime

data. On the other hand, if no fairness metric improves or maintains the change in

the degree of unfairness, then decision makers are advised to conduct the proposed

tests to identify data and algorithmic bias. If the decision makers have no intention

to mitigate the data bias at the cost of accuracy, then the flowchart process ends

and mobility features are not recommended for crime prediction. Otherwise, the

under-reporting-aware model with the convolutional gate for crime-reporting pro-

cess is recommended and the map of inferred under-reporting rate and daily crime

prediction based on inferred true crimes will be displayed.

Finally, I describe a couple of examples of how the decision-making framework

could be applied using the results presented in Table 5.14 and 5.15. I have shown

that incorporating mobility features in short-term property crime prediction for

Chicago improves the accuracy of the prediction by 4.7% (step one), and that the

fairness metrics SP, FPR and LI show a positive or neutral change in the degree of

unfairness across all protected groups (step two). In this case, the decision making

framework would recommend to add mobility features to the prediction model and

would display daily maps with crime predictions per census tract (step three). On

the other hand, my analysis has also shown that incorporating mobility features

in short-term property crime prediction for Baltimore City improves the prediction

accuracy by 5.8% (step one). However, there is no fairness metric associated to a

positive change in the degree of unfairness across all protected groups (step two).
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The analysis of data and algorithmic bias (step four) has shown that short-term

crime prediction for Baltimore City suffers from unfairness in part due to data bias

in the crime incident dataset and in part due to algorithmic bias, since the predictive

model appears to exacerbate the bias in the crime and mobility data. If the decision

makers in Baltimore City prioritize fairness over accuracy, they could move to step

five and apply the under-reporting-aware model proposed in this study. In this case,

they could improve the fairness in 67% of the cases across all fairness metrics and

race/ethnicity groups (as shown in Table 5.20).

5.7 A Preliminary Study on Transferring Knowledge from Data-rich

Cities

As discussed in the previous section, adding mobility features to short-term

crime prediction can improve prediction accuracy for the four cities in this study,

while for some cities, the improvement of accuracy brought by the additional mobil-

ity features comes at the cost of fairness. The rise of information and communication

technologies (ICT) such as mobile phones and wearable devices, and location-based

services e.g., geotagged social media and ride sharing, has generated large amounts of

human mobility data in cities with well developed infrastructures. However, human

mobility data may be scarce for some cities where the infrastructures and services

are not ready or even built yet. Therefore, these cities have not accumulated large

scale human mobility data to leverage the predictive power of mobility features in

short-term crime prediction.
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Transfer learning is an effective solution to address the data scarcity problem.

The goal of transfer learning is to extract the knowledge from one or more source

domains and to apply that knowledge to a target domain [94]. In a cross-city trans-

fer learning setting, cities with abundant data resources correspond with the source

domains and are referred to as source cities, while cities with data scarcity issues

correspond with the target domains and are referred to as target cities. Studies

have shown promising results in cross-city transfer learning, i.e., leveraging knowl-

edge from source cities to improve models built for the target cities [63, 100]. As

a preliminary study on the topic of transferring knowledge from cities with large

amounts of mobility data to cities with limited mobility data, I will apply a widely

used transfer learning technique and evaluate the effect of this technique on the

accuracy of short-term crime prediction. I leave more advanced transfer learning

techniques and their evaluation on fairness as future work, and discuss it in Chapter

6.

5.7.1 Experiment Setting for Transfer Learning

There are four categories of transfer learning for deep learning models: a)

instances-based, which utilizes instances in the source domain by assigning appro-

priate weights; b) mapping-based, which maps instances from two domains into

a new data space with better similarity; c) network-based, which reuses parts of

a pre-trained network in the source domain; and d) adversarial-based, which uses

adversarial technology to find transferable features suitable for the two domains.
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[166]. In this study, I apply the network-based approach to transfer knowledge from

a source city to a target city, as shown in Figure 5.11. The advantage of network-

based approach is to distill knowledge from the data distribution in the source city

in the form of learned parameters of the neural network. The pretrained network

can be viewed as a feature extractor learned from the data in the source city. As

discussed in Section 5.3, NbConv is the model that can make best use of the mobility

features. Therefore, in this section, NbConv is chosen as the base model for transfer

learning, which means the crime prediction models for both source and target city

share the same network structure. The process of transfer learning is as follows: 1)

the base model is pre-trained with the data in the source city, denoted as Models; 2)

the learned parameters (weights) of all layers in the whole architecture of Models,

i.e., θs, are used to initialize the parameters of model for the target city Models,t;

3) the parameters of Models,t are fine-tuned with the limited data in the target city.

Fine-tuning refers to the process of updating the transferred parameters θs with

the local limited data in the target city and the post-fine-tuning parameters are

denoted as θs,t. Models,t will be also referred as a fine-tuned model in the following

discussion. To evaluate the effects of transfer learning in crime prediction accuracy,

I conduct experiments in the same four cities as the above sections: Baltimore, Min-

neapolis, Austin and Chicago. Each of the four cities will be treated as a data-scarce

target city with the remaining three being treated as the data-rich source cities. For

example, when Baltimore is considered as a target city, Minneapolis, Austin and

Chicago are considered as source cities from which knowledge is extracted.

Similar to the experiment and evaluation protocol in Section 5.3.3, the pre-
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Figure 5.11: The framework of the transfer learning technique applied in this study.
Models and Models,t have the same network architecture. The parameters θs of the
whole architecture of Models is transferred to Models,t as the initialization of θs,t.

diction accuracy is evaluated as the average monthly F1 score over the five testing

months (August to December, 2020). For each testing month, Models is pre-trained

with training data in the previous 7 months in the source city. To simulate different

levels of data scarcity, I vary the number of months of ”limited mobility data” in

the target city from 1 to 7 months. The shorter the length of data available in the

target city is, the more severe the data scarcity issue is for the target city. 7 months

of mobility data (which is as long as the training data in the source city) is included

in the experiment to evaluate the effects of transfer learning when the target city

also has abundant mobility data.

In order to evaluate whether transfer learning can improve crime prediction

accuracy in the target city, the baseline model for the target cityModelt for each level

of data scarcity (number of months of collected mobility data) is trained as a random-

initialized model with the limited mobility data, as shown in Figure 5.11. In order

words, the baseline model is trained in the same way as in Section 5.3.3, but with
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a shorter length of training data. I use the relative change in the average monthly

F1 score to evaluate the effect of transfer learning:
F1models,t

F1modelt
− 1 ∗ 100%. Positive

(negative) relative change in F1 score suggests that the transferred knowledge from

the source city improves (degrades) the prediction accuracy when compared with

the model trained only by the limited data in the target city.

To make use of transferred knowledge from multiple source cities, I apply

the majority voting to aggregate the next-day crime predictions from multiple fine-

tuned models for a target city, i.e., a census tract in the target city is predicted as

a crime hotspot in the next day if it is predicted as a hotspot by at least half of

the fine-tuned models. For example, when Baltimore is the target city, there are

three fine-tuned models with transferred knowledge from Minneapolis, Austin and

Chicago. A census tract in Baltimore is considered as a hotspot in the next day if

it is a predicted hotspot in at least two of the fine-tuned models.

5.7.2 Analysis of Effects of the Transfer Learning on Prediction Ac-

curacy

Figure 5.12 shows the average monthly F1 score of the fine-tuned crime predic-

tion models with transferred knowledge from different source cities and the baseline

model without transfer learning in each target city. Each column shows the results

for property and violent crime prediction in each target city. In each plot, x-axis is

the number of months of collected mobility data in the target city; voting refers to

the majority voting aggregating knowledge from multiple source cities, base refers
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Figure 5.12: Average monthly F1 score for crime prediction by fine-tuned models
with transferred knowledge from different source cities.

to the baseline model with training data in the target city only, and each of the

three cities refer to the fine-tuned model.

The base (purple) lines in all plots suggest that across all cities and types of

crimes, the prediction F1 score tends to be smaller when the number of months

of collected data in the target cities is ≤ 2. These results show that data scarcity

does affect the performance of short-term mobility-based crime prediction. The

other lines in the plots suggest that the F1 scores of fine-tuned models tend to be

higher than the base model in most cases, especially when the number of months

of collected data in the target city is ≤ 2. When the number of months is ≥ 3,

as the number of months increases, F1 scores of all baseline models and fine-tuned

models are mostly stable. For example, the F1 scores of all models for property

crime prediction in the target city Minneapolis fall into the range of 0.58 and 0.59.

To further investigate the effects that transfer learning has on the performance

of short-term mobility-based crime prediction, I compute the relative change in F1
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Target Source Number of months of collected data in the target city
city city 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Bal

Voting 3.17% 2.64% 1.51% 1.86% 1.87% 1.34% 1.11%
Min 2.95% 2.35% 1.37% 1.17% 0.83% 1.29% 1.15%
Aus 1.83% 1.65% 0.74% 0.53% 1.46% 0.43% 0.58%
Chi 2.90% 1.78% 1.26% 0.99% 1.18% 0.31% 0.37%

Min

Voting 1.59% 0.52% 0.14% 0.57% 0.04% 0.30% -0.34%
Bal 1.09% -0.45% -0.99% -0.33% -0.96% -1.06% -1.10%
Aus 1.42% 0.66% -0.37% -0.03% -0.29% 0.02% -0.42%
Chi 1.30% 0.43% -0.36% 0.09% 0.13% -0.09% -0.71%

Aus

Voting 1.50% 1.58% 1.12% 0.51% 0.22% -0.04% 0.35%
Bal 0.92% 0.69% 0.76% 0.08% 0.26% -0.39% -0.16%
Min 0.40% 0.76% 0.17% -0.42% -0.43% -0.45% -0.35%
Chi 1.28% 1.25% 0.55% 0.19% -0.03% -0.40% 0.13%

Chi

Voting 0.97% 0.67% 0.73% 1.27% 0.26% 0.43% 0.02%
Bal 0.03% 0.24% 0.30% 0.78% -0.26% -0.21% -0.38%
Min 0.45% -0.21% -0.04% 0.72% -0.36% -0.17% -0.10%
Aus 0.54% 0.11% 0.23% 0.75% -0.19% -0.08% -0.32%

Table 5.21: Relative change in average monthly F1 score using transfer learning over
all test months (Aug-Dec) for property crime prediction.

score between the fine-tuned model Models,t and the baseline model Modelt as

described in the previous section. Table 5.21 and 5.22 show the results of relative

change for all target cities in property and violent crime prediction.

Based on the relative change in F1 score for property crime prediction in Table

5.21, I highlight the following main observations:

1) The transfer learning is beneficial for target cities with data scarcity, espe-

cially when the number of months of available mobility data is small. As the level

of data scarcity alleviates, i.e., the number of fine-tuning months increases, the im-

provement in F1 score brought by transfer learning decreases and, in many cases,

could hurt the F1 score in the crime prediction for the target cities. For example,

the relative changes in F1 score are all positive when the number of fine-tuning
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months is 1 and eight out of twelve of the fine-tuned models (not including Voting)

have worse F1 scores compared with the baseline when the number of fine-tuning

months is 7. This suggests that knowledge extracted from mobility data in a single

source city in the form of network parameter initialization conflicts with the local

knowledge in the target city. This could be due to a data distribution difference

between the source city and the target city. But through majority voting, where the

knowledge from multiple source cities is aggregated, the downside of different data

distribution is mitigated and the relative change in F1 scores are mostly positive in

all cities and all levels of data scarcity.

2) The effects of the transfer learning differ across different target cities. For

example, the relative changes in F1 score for Baltimore (Bal) are all positive for

any source city considered in this study. Also, the scale of relative changes in F1

score for Baltimore are the largest among all the four target cities across all levels

of data scarcity; while Chicago benefits the least from the transfer learning of the

three source cities considered. This could be because Chicago is a much larger city

than the source cities and the knowledge extracted from a single small city is not

enough to provide a good initialization for the model in a big target city. As shown

in Table 5.3, the number of census tracts in Chicago is 809, while the number for

Baltimore, Minneapolis and Austin is 200, 116 and 204 respectively. In the next

chapter, I will suggest a few future work avenues to explore city similarities that

could be exploited to inform better the source city selection for a specific target city.

3) The effects of transfer learning also varies by different source cities. For

example, knowledge extracted from Baltimore (Bal) has little effect (0.03%) on
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Target Source Number of months of collected data in the target city
city city 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Bal

Voting 4.09% 0.82% 1.16% -0.04% 0.63% 0.38% 0.96%
Min 2.79% 0.93% 0.82% -0.65% -0.17% -0.37% 0.19%
Aus 1.69% -1.04% 0.06% -1.29% -1.05% -0.63% 0.02%
Chi 3.91% 0.77% 0.53% -0.35% 0.56% -0.05% 0.42%

Min

Voting 4.15% -0.18% -0.24% 0.18% -0.54% 0.03% 1.54%
Bal 3.92% -0.65% -1.45% -1.17% -1.31% -0.82% -0.95%
Aus -0.22% -2.83% -2.81% -1.75% -1.30% -1.61% -0.34%
Chi 3.64% -1.83% -0.86% -0.83% -0.75% -1.40% 0.60%

Aus

Voting 7.42% 4.88% 1.88% 3.28% 3.19% 3.06% 2.01%
Bal 2.51% 1.82% 0.32% 0.19% 0.68% 1.70% 0.41%
Min 3.68% 2.54% -0.13% 2.39% 2.29% 0.78% 0.36%
Chi 9.72% 3.51% -0.28% 1.57% 2.49% 1.65% 1.30%

Chi

Voting 0.38% 0.53% 0.01% -0.18% -0.04% -0.41% 0.08%
Bal -0.93% -0.31% -1.25% -1.25% -0.84% -1.45% -0.91%
Min 0.91% 1.23% -0.23% 0.11% -0.08% 0.00% 0.44%
Aus -1.68% -1.17% -1.19% -0.98% -0.98% -0.90% -0.80%

Table 5.22: Relative change in average monthly F1 score using transfer learning over
all test months (Aug-Dec) for violent crime prediction.

the property crime prediction for Chicago (Chi) when the number of fine-tuning

months is 1 while knowledge from other source cities help slightly increase the F1

score (0.45% and 0.54%). As an approach making use of knowledge from multiple

source cities, the majority voting often has the best improvement in F1 score for all

four target cities, as highlighted as bold in the table.

Table 5.22 shows the results for transfer learning in violent crime prediction.

Most of the observations for violent crime prediction are similar with the property

crime prediction, including 1) transfer learning improves the prediction accuracy

when the fine-tuning data in the target cities is limited; 2) the effects of transfer

learning varies across different target and source cities and Chicago is the target

city which benefits the least from the transferred knowledge from the source cities
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considered in this study; 3) and the majority voting tends to provide the best

performance compared with transfer learning from a single source city.

However, there are some findings for violent crime prediction that are different

when compared with for property crime prediction:

1) The improvement in F1 score tends to be larger for violent crime prediction.

For example, the largest improvement in F1 score (9.72%) is observed for Austin

(Aus) with knowledge transferred from Chicago (Chi) when the number of fine-

tuning months is 1. While the largest improvement in F1 score for property crime

prediction is 3.71%.

2) The variance in relative change of F1 score among different source cities is

larger for violent crime prediction than for property crime prediction. For exam-

ple, the relative changes in F1 score for property crime prediction in Minneapolis

(Min) as the target city are 1.09%, 1.42% and 1.30% when the source cities are

Baltimore, Austin and Chicago. But the corresponding relative changes for violent

crime prediction are 3.92%, −0.22% and 3.64%. This suggests that for violent crime

prediction, it is important to choose an appropriate source city or develop a good

mechanism to incorporate knowledge from multiple source cities.

The results shown in this section show promising results for applying transfer

learning techniques to improve prediction accuracy in mobility-based short-term

crime prediction when the mobility data is scarce. In Chapter 6 I will discuss some

potential directions for more advanced transfer learning techniques as future work.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Directions

6.1 Conclusions

With the rise of mobile phones and other information communication tech-

nologies, in this dissertation, I identify three challenges in leveraging large scale

human mobility data in urban crime prediction. Three empirical studies are con-

ducted to address these three challenges with the aim to improve the robustness,

accuracy, fairness, and applicability of mobility-based crime prediction techniques.

Next, I summarize these studies and answer the research questions raised in the

Introduction section.

6.1.1 Spatial Sensitivity Analysis for Urban Hotspots using Cell Phone

Traces

The rich spatio-temporal information provided by CDR data has provided

great potential for studying human mobility dynamics in urban environments. A

bulk of the literature has used CDR data to study the relationship between human

dynamics - modelled through hotspot areas in cities - and various urban character-

istics, such as spatial structure, transportation efficiency and energy consumption.
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However, most of these studies are based on ad-hoc selections of city boundaries

and spatial units. In this study, I provide a novel interpretable approach to carry

out a systematic analysis of the stability of various hotspot indices in both static

(inter-city) and dynamic (intra-city) settings.

I have found that at the inter-city level, the urban municipality boundary is

the best setting to obtain stable and robust city ranking results. Indices for scale

of hotspots and degree of urban sprawl are strongly stable across all city boundary

settings. Therefore, when a particular city boundary setting is desired, NHS, AHS,

COMP, and MCOMP are good indices to work with. If the compactness of the

family of indices (COHE, PROX, NMI, and NMMI) is of interest, it is better to use

the municipalities with urban and rural areas (PerMuni-UR setting). If other city

boundaries are required, we recommend using the (G,Pop) interpolating method as

this method tends to be most correlated with other methods in all settings.

For intra-city level, the stability of indices is mostly weakly stable. Only the

degree of urban sprawl (COMP and MCOMP) in Metro-based settings has moderate

stability. The stability of indices in different cities has large variation, meaning some

indices can be very strongly stable across interpolation methods in some cities but

not stable at all in other cities. I have not found any index or boundary setting that

would work well across cities. Thus, it is vital for researchers to use a consistent

type of spatial units and interpolation methods across analyses.

Therefore, to conclude this study with respect to the questions in Research

Objective 1:

1A) Mobility-based hotspot features are sensitive to the methodology choices
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that construct such features;

1B) For inter-city level analysis, there are some methodology choices which

could provide stable results given different methodology priorities; while for intra-

city level analysis, no combination of methodology considered in this study could

provide stable results across cities which emphasizes the importance of consistent

methodology for cross-city comparison.

6.1.2 Addressing Under-Reporting to Enhance Fairness and Accu-

racy in Mobility-based Long-term Crime Prediction

With the increasingly available human mobility data, various empirical studies

have demonstrated the relationship between human mobility and reported crimes in

the context of long-term crime estimation and prediction analysis. However, these

studies have overlooked the data bias in the reported crime data, which can affect

the quality of the final predictions in terms of accuracy and fairness. To mitigate the

data bias issue, in this study, I propose a Bayesian hierarchical model (BURC) to

identify and mitigate the under-reporting of crimes, which is an important sources

of bias in reported crimes. This model utilizes human mobility data as predictive

features to generate long-term crime prediction and leverages the domain knowledge

about possible determinants for the under-reporting of crimes, e.g., poverty rate has

influence on under-reporting of property and violent crimes, to enhance both fairness

and accuracy of the prediction.

The experiments and evaluations show that the proposed model not only im-
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prove substantially the accuracy in reported crimes prediction, but also the fairness

in crime prediction. In terms of accuracy, compared with the baseline machine learn-

ing models, the BURC model can reduce the RMSE and MAE by 21.2% and 9%

for property crimes prediction and by 10.4% and 14.4% for violent crimes. As for

fairness, the BURC model improves the fairness in crime prediction for all income

groups and for municipalities with large indigenous population, which is measured

by mean difference and group errors.

Another advantage of the proposed BURC model is the interpretability. In

addition to the predicted number of crimes, BURC also infers the crime reporting

rates for each municipalities, which is consistent with the ENVIPE survey in Mexico.

The coefficients in the BURC model contains insights about the influence of the

mobility features on the true crime generating process and the influence of under-

reporting determinants on the under-reporting process.

To conclude this study with respect to the questions in Research Objective 2:

2A) Modeling the under-reporting process improves the performance of pre-

dicting the number of reporting crimes;

2B) Modeling the under-reporting process improve the fairness of long-term

crime prediction;

2C) In terms of the influence of mobility-based features on the true crime

generating process, more hotspots detected, i.e., people actively moving around

the municipalities, lower degree of urban sprawl, and less compact of the detected

hotspots are associated with more future crimes;

2D) In terms of the influence of determinants on the reporting rate, poverty
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rate have a large influence on the reporting rate of property crime prediction and

the higher the poverty rate of a municipality, the lower the reporting rate is. As

for violent crime prediction, the more presence of adults, never married people, and

people born in other municipalities increase the willingness to report violent crimes,

while more males and male-headed households as well as larger poverty rate are

associate with lower reporting rates.

6.1.3 Enhancing Short-term Crime Prediction with Human Mobility

Flows: An Analysis of Accuracy and Fairness

In this study, I leverage large-scale human mobility flows for short-term place-

based crime prediction with neural networks. To robustly analyze the effect of

adding mobility features to next-day crime prediction in terms of prediction accu-

racy, I conduct comprehensive experiments with a wide range of neural network

architectures on cities with diverse demographic characteristics and different types

of crimes. Experiments show that adding human mobility flow features to historical

crimes can improve the F1 scores for a variety of neural short-term crime predic-

tion models across cities and types of crimes. The improvement in F1 scores varies

across models. Neighbor convolution architectures (NbConv) that model the spatio-

temporal patterns of the input features simultaneously produce the best prediction

accuracy when adding mobility features with relative improvements from 2% to 7%.

I also perform an algorithmic fairness analysis of short-term crime prediction

models. I frame the fairness analysis as an evaluation of the crime prediction per-
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formance across race and ethnicity, and select a set of metrics that measure the

differences across population groups. Results show that unfair predictions are per-

vasive in short-term crime predictions using either crime data only or both crime

and mobility data; and that one of the factors contributing to the unfair prediction

is the inherent data bias in the crime incident data. I also show that short-term

crime prediction models that add mobility features on top of crime data have diverse

performance in terms of degree of unfairness, and that the unfairness differs across

cities and types of crimes. The analyses suggest that there exists almost no rela-

tionship between mobility data bias and degrees of unfairness, pointing to potential

algorithmic bias whereby NbConv appears to exacerbate the crime incident data

bias as shown by the increase in the presence of protected groups for the crimes

predicted when using both mobility and crime data versus only crime data.

To mitigate the data bias in reported crimes, I propose a convolutional gat-

ing mechanism to model the crime reporting process. Compared with the under-

reporting-unaware model and a fairness regularization baselines, the proposed con-

volutional gate can improve the fairness in crime prediction in many scenarios,

especially in terms of statistical parity and false positive rate. Based on the com-

prehensive evaluation, I propose a decision making framework for incorporating

mobility features in short-term crime prediction balancing between accuracy and

fairness.

Lastly, I conduct a preliminary study on transferring knowledge from data-rich

cities to data-scarce cities. Results show that by transferring the parameters of the

pre-trained model in a source city with long period training data to the model for the
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target city with limited training data, the prediction accuracy can be improved by

1% to 3% for property crime prediction and improved by 1% to 7% for violent crime

prediction. This shows promising results for applying transfer learning techniques

to short-term mobility-based crime prediction.

To conclude this study with respect to the questions in Research Objective 3:

3A): Incorporating mobility features improve the accuracy of short-term crime

prediction for a variety of neural network architectures;

3B): The effects of incorporating mobility features on fairness is diverse across

cities and types of crimes;

3C): The unfairness in crime prediction is likely associated with the data bias in

reported crimes. The bias and unfairness appears to be exacerbated when additional

mobility features are incorporated in the short-term crime prediction model;

3D): Modeling the under-reporting process with a convolutional gating mech-

anism can improve the fairness in mobility-based crime prediction, but at the cost

of accuracy;

3E): Transfer learning techniques show promising results in helping mitigate

the data-scarcity issue in mobility data for short-term crime prediction.

6.2 Implications

This dissertation has two important implications: 1) Human mobility features

have predictive power for both long- and short-term crime prediction, and therefore,

it is worthy to further leverage the massive human mobility data to improve crime
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prediction model; 2) Unfairness issues has been observed for both long- and short-

term crime prediction and one important source of unfairness is the under-reporting

of crimes, which can be mitigated by modeling the crime reporting process based

on the domain knowledge from the criminology literature.

For decision-makers such as city planners or police departments, the findings

from this dissertation suggest that when applying crime prediction models to allocate

crime-prevention resources, it is necessary to consider the fairness of the predictive

models and their potential negative impacts on communities. The decision making

framework in Section 5.6 provides an example for how to carry out analyses that

look at the balance between accuracy and fairness for crime prediction. In addition

to the prediction outputs, the inferred crime-reporting rates are also valuable for the

decision-makers to identify regions with serious under-reporting issues and conduct

further investigation on the causes of these issues, such as the community-police

relationship. Such efforts can potentially mitigate the data bias in the training data

and allow the predictive models perform better in terms of fairness.

For researchers, this dissertation highlights the importance of evaluating place-

based crime prediction in the context of algorithmic fairness since the unfairness in

the predictions are quite pervasive across cities and types of crimes; while most of

the fairness discussion around predictive systems related with crimes are at the in-

dividual level, such as the COMPAS (Correctional Offender Management Profiling

for Alternative Sanctions) risk tool [163, 165, 167]. As a contribution to the algo-

rithmic fairness techniques with the goal to improve fairness in predictive systems,

my analysis shows the value of modeling the bias encoded in data based on domain
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knowledge about the generation of data bias without imposing a explicit fairness

regularization in the model training process.

6.3 Future Directions

In this section, I will describe the potential directions to extend this disserta-

tion for future studies.

In this dissertation, only historical crimes and mobility data have been lever-

aged as input or predictive features for future crimes. Environmental factors, such

as built-in environment, point-of-interests, demographic and socio-economic data,

and meteorological data, have also been explored in the crime prediction literature.

Therefore, it would be interesting to incorporate more predictive features and eval-

uate the effects of mobility features. Beyond enriching the input features, there are

other directions that are worthy of explore:

Extending Spatial Sensitivity Analysis. Study 1 (Chapter 3) does not

provide a comprehensive analysis of all the combinations of spatial units and in-

terpolation methods that exist in the literature, but rather an analysis of the most

common approaches currently used in the field. In addition, the analysis presented

focuses only in one country. Further, Study 1 only evaluates the spatial sensitivity of

call detailed records (CDR), while there are other commonly used mobility datasets

such as GPS and social media data. These datasets usually are more fine-grained

than CDR data and do not require interpolation methods, however, they often are

aggregated to grids or census tracts for downstream analysis.
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As future work, it would be interesting to expand and generalize our spatial

sensitivity analysis to more methodological choices, such as different grid sizes, or

interpolation methods that consider terrain and land use patterns; and to verify

the applicability of the results in this study to other countries and other kinds of

mobility datasets.

Extension of the Bayesian Hierarchical Model for Long-term Crime

Prediction. In Study 2 (Chapter 4), I propose a Bayesian model for under-reported

crimes, where the true crime generation process is modeled by the mobility features

of each individual municipalities. In the literature, various empirical studies have

shown the predictive power of historical crimes, point-of-interests, and built-in en-

vironment characteristics. Also, the proposed model assumes independence among

different municipalities while spatial auto-correlation is common is geographical data

as well as there are mobility flow among municipalities.

Therefore, as future work, the following directions are worth pursuing: 1) The

mobility connections among municipalities can be used to compute features similar

to the ones described in Table 5.4. These features can also be incorporated into

Equation 4.4 to model the true crime occurring rate; 2) The spatial dependency

among municipalities, such as spatial autocorrelation, can be modeled by adding

spatially structured effects into Equation 4.4 and 4.5. The spatially structured

effects can be estimated through the intrinsic Gaussian conditional autoregressive

(ICAR) model. The ICAR estimates the co-variance matrix to capture the spatial

dependency among all municipalities.

Deep Bayesian Model for Under-reporting-aware Short-term Crime
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Figure 6.1: Bayesian version of the under-reporting-aware NbConv model.

Prediction. In Study 3 (Chapter 5), I have shown that by modeling the crime

reporting process with a convolutional gate can improve the fairness of short-term

crime prediction in most scenarios but at a substantial cost of accuracy. This is

different from Study 2 where the Bayesian model (BURC) can improve both the

accuracy and fairness of crime prediction. Although Study 2 focuses on long-term

crime prediction while Study 3 focuses on short-term prediction, this suggests the

potential of combining the Bayesian inference of the reporting rate with the deep

learning neural network for modeling the spatiotemporal dependency of historical

crimes and mobility features. The advantage of Bayesian inference is that it provides

principled uncertainty estimates of the reporting rate. This could be beneficial since

there also is uncertainty in the under-reporting determinants provided by the census

data, e.g., the margin of error in the American Community Survey.

As a future direction to explore, the under-reporting-aware model in Figure

5.7 can be transformed into a Bayesian neural network (BNN) by adding prior
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distributions over all the parameters (weights and biases, denoted as θ) in the archi-

tecture, as shown in Figure 6.1. In this way, all parameters are considered as random

variables. The goal of Bayesian inference (or training the BNN) is to compute the

posterior distribution of the parameters given the observations Z (the reported crime

data): P (θ|Z). But computing the exact posterior distribution can be intractable.

One approach for inference of BNN is variational inference, which turns the infer-

ence problem into an optimization problem. Variation inference approximates the

true posterior by finding a variational distribution over the parameters q∗(θ) from

a family of candidate distributions Q. The candidate distribution should be simple

for efficient computation yet expressive enough to approximate the true posterior.

q∗(θ) can be found by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence from the

true posterior:

q∗(θ) = arg max
q(θ)∈Q

KL(q(θ)||p(θ|Z)), (6.1)

which is equivalent to maximizing the evidence lower bound (ELBO):

ELBO ≡ Eq(θ)[log p(Z, θ)− log q(θ)], (6.2)

and ELBO can be maximized by gradient ascent. Therefore, training BNN

with variational inference is also called Bayes by Backprop [168].

In the training phase, the ground truth reported crimes z∗i,t are treated as the

observations/evidence to train the model; while in the prediction/inference phase,

the reporting rate πi,t and number of true crimes yi,t would be sampled from the
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learned posterior distribution. For example, yi,t will be sampled multiple times from

the posterior distribution so that we can measure the uncertainty in predicting yi,t

and calculate the point estimate for yi,t as the average over the posterior samples.

With Bayesian version of the under-reporting-aware model, we can explore the re-

lationship between uncertainty and fairness of crime prediction.

Multi-city Transfer Learning for Short-term Mobility-based Crime

Prediction. In the preliminary study of transfer learning (Section 5.7), I have

shown that transferring knowledge in the form of learned parameters of pre-trained

model in the data-rich source city can improve the prediction accuracy in the target

city with data scarcity issue, e.g., there are limited short-period of mobility data

collected in the target city. The improvement brought by transfer learning varies by

different source cities, which might be due to different data distribution and different

characteristics between each source city and the target city. This unstable results

can be mitigated by a simple majority voting mechanism, which tends to provide

better accuracy improvement than any single-source-city fine-tuned model.

These results highlight the importance of measuring the similarity between

source cities and the target city as well as the fusion of multi-city knowledge. The

similarity can be measured at the spatial unit level. For example, for a given spatial

unit in the target city, only leverage knowledge from similar spatial units in the

source cities. It can also be measured at the city level, e.g., use the similarity

between the source city and target city as a weight to control the influence of the

transfer knowledge in the fine-tuning process. The similarity can be computed with

multiple sources of data, such as the human mobility features, socio-demographics,
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distribution of historical crimes and built-in environments features.
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